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Closing arguments given today

4

Balentine case in hands of jury
By Phyllis 0. McCutcheon
Jury deliberations to decide the
guilt or innoncence of sheriff
David Salentine began at 10:17
this morning.
The jury received instruction
from Judge Thomas Spain following closing arguments by defense
attorney Gary Haverstock and
special prosecutor Bill Cunningham.
All testimony in the case was
completed by 3:25 Wednesday afternoon. The defendant, as the first defense witness, dominated
the day.
Balentine has been charged
with two counts of sexual abuse.
The sheriff took the stand shortly after court opened Wednesday.
During his lengthy testimony, he
told the court he went to the homes
of both complainants Kay McCurdy and Patricia Jackson to continue an undercover drug investigation.
Balentine told jurors the in-

vestigation was spurred by a confidential informant who telephoned him early in August. He said
the informant, a hospital
employee, refused to allow Balentine to make his identity known
even for this trial. He alsb said he
refused to have the informant subpoepaed into court against his will
and reveal the identity of a confidential informant who had requested he not. Balentine had the
option to force the informant to
testify in open court during this
trial.
"Once you reveal a confidential
informant's name there is no way
you can use that informant again.
Plus there is danger surrounding
that informant," Balentine said.
Balentine continued his
testimony telling jurors although
he went to the home of both
women, he in no way sexually
abused, forced or touched either
woman.
His pupose of visiting the homes

was to gather more information
went to the
about the suspects.
apartments to observe areas in
apartment for any type of drug
paraphernalia," he said. Following his visits to the homes of both
McCurdy and Jackson Balentine
said he found nothing to indicate
either was involved in either using
or selling illegal drugs.
The sheriff said it was not
unusual not to discuss an investigation with other police officers until it was further
developed than the one involving
Jackson and McCurdy. He also
testified he did not discuss the investigation with anyone else.
During the portion of his
testimony that covered the night
of Aug. 25, 1981 (the night in question), the defendant said he called
Landa O'Daniel at her home on
that night simply to obtain Kay
McCurdy's address. He said they
discussed things at the hospital
and he never at any time asked

her for a date. He said since the
call was of a business nature he
billed it to the sheriff's department. In reference to O'Daniel's
testimony about his offering to get
McCurdy to babysit Balentine
said, "That conversaion did not
occur."
•
Balentine told the court under
oath, he went to McCurdy's home
between 7:40 and 7:50 on the evening in question. He said he entered
the McCurdy home and sat on the
end of her couch and talked with
the young woman for a few
minutes. He then testified he
removed his ankle holster because
of a sore place and McCurdy asked him about wearing a gun on his
leg. He says he then put the
holster, with the gun in it, "halfway" around her ankle. The
sheriff said she indicated she vas
afraid of the gun and he removed
it and laid it on the floor.
He says he and McCurdy then
(Continued On Page Two)

Representative conducts wage battle

1982

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Bob Jones, D-Crestwood,
thinks the state's prevailing wage
"is a fictitous wage," and has conducted a battle against it that was
been successful so far in the 1982
General Assembly.
Last week Jones wrestled a bill
modifying the law from the House
Labor and Industry Committee
with some surprise procedural
maneuvering.
Wednesday the bill withstood
some intense lobbying by labor
and additional parliamentary
moves on the House floor and was
passed 50-38 after two hours of
debate.
The bill, which now goes to the
Senate, allows more exemptions
from the prevailing wage for
publicly funded construction projects by increasing the threshold

from the 42-year-old limit of $500
to $250,000. The threshold would be
adjusted upward each year based
on changes in the Consumer Price
Index.
The measure also exempts construction of school buildings and
projects by local government
where less than 50 percent of the
funds come from the state.
Supporters of the bill charge
that the prevailing wage has
driven up the cost of public projects to the point that local governments and school districts cannot
afford needed facilities.
However, Rep. Al Bennett, DLouisville, a union electrician and
chairman of the Labor and Industry Committee, said the bill is
"totally unacceptable to the working people.
"This substitutes non-prevailing
wage for prevailing wage," Bennett said. "It is an outrage to

Local man jailed; charged
with sexual abuse,sodomy.
A Murray man was jailed
Wednesday following his arrest in
connection with charges of sexual
abuse and sodomy with two
minors.
According to Joe BolM, assistant Calloway County attorney,
Ronald M. Hampton,42, MSU College Courts has been charged with
one count of sexual abuse in the
second degree, a Class A misdemeanor and one count of sodomy
in the second-degree, a Class C
felony.
The charge for sexual abuse
,
stems from an incident allegedly
occurring in July, 1981 involving a
13 year-old, Bolin said. The charge
of sodomy is related to an incident
allegedly occurring in May, 1981
involving a 12 year-old minor, according to Bolin.
Bolin reports that evidence will
be presented to the .May Grand
Jury concerning the sodomy
charge.
Hampton's bond has been set at
$5,000 cash for the charge of sexual abuse and an additional

$10,000 for the charge of sodomy,
according to Bolin.
County attorney Max Parker
said the complaint was signed by
a Department of Human
Resources official. Parker requested the identies of the youths
be kept confidential.
Suspects arrested
In an unrelated incident, Edward P. McKnight, 20, Route 1,
Box 138, and a juvenile were arrested at approximately 9 p.m.
Wednesday night and charged
with theft over $100, according to
Murray Police Chief Paul Jerry
Lee.
According to Lee, McKnightand
the juvenile were arrested at
Garland's Used cars during an
alleged attempt to jack-up a vehicle and remove the wheels.
McKnight was taken to
Calloway County Jail. At press
time, his bond had not been set.
The juvenile is lodged in the
juvenile detention center of the
Calloway County Jail, according
to Lee.

BALENTINE TAKES STAND — Defendant David Balentine,
charged with two counts of sexual abuse, under oath denied the
charges before Judge Thomas Spain,rear,and the jury.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Severe weather adds
to retailsoles decline
across notion last month
rate will remain at an average of
By The Associated Press
Severe weather in much of the 8.9 percent throughout this year,
nation contributed to a 1.1 percent Reagan refused to retreat from
drop last month in retail sales, the his economic policies.
"I am convinced that our
government said in a new
policies, now that they are in
economic report.
The decline was the fourth in the place, are the appropriate
past seven months. Adding more response to our current difevidence of the recession's ficulties," Reagan said in a statestrength were layoff an- ment accompanying his economic
nouncements Wednesday by two report to Congress. The report is
required each winter.
major companies.
Reagan's new budget plan proThe Commerce Department
said a 4.6 percent drop in car sales jects budge* deficits averaging $91
led the overall decline in retail --billion a year from 1982 through
sales. The department also chang- 1984. That has drawn a steady
ed its earlier estimate of a 0.4 per- Stream of criticism from
cent increase in December retail Democrats and some Republicans
in Congress.
sales to a drop of 0.2 percent.
In apparent response to
Malcolm Baldrige, the department's secretary, said he ex- Reagan's challenge to his critics
pected sales to pick up this spring to "put up or shut up," Sen. Ernest
as the weather improves. Bigger Hollings, D.-S.C., called for a onegains will be made when the 10 year freeze on defense spending at
percent cut in personal income current levels, elimination of one
taxes takes effect July 1, he add- year's cost-of-living increases for
Social Security and government
ed.
President Reagan, meanwhile, pension recipients and major
predicted his tax-cut policies will reductions in the three-year taxproduce a "vigorous" recovery cut plan that took effect last Oclater this year although tober.
The White House rejected Hollunemployment will remain high.
Also Wednesday, the Senate ings' proposal. Larry Speakes, a
gave final congressional approval spokesman for Reagan, said the
to an additional $2.3 billion in plan "doesn't allow us to move
jobless pay and services to deal forward with the defense buildup
-the president has a strong desire
with the unempliament problem.
to see implemented."
While saying tffitunemployment

workers. To put the entire blame- for $17.5 million development in
on the backs of Kentucky workers' downtown Paducah that hinges on
is unconscionable."
construction of a betting parlor.
The key vote in the lenghty
Instead of the normal 43
/
4 percent tax on pari-mutuel wagering
debate was a one-vote defeate of
at tracks, the original bill would
an amendment Bennett offered to
make the threshold $25,000 and
have the state collect only 2.375
remove the exemptions.
percent on bets at the track-owned
A bill to require the University
off-track facilities on races other
than those at the parent track.
of Kentucky and University of
Burch's change would give the
Louisville to play each other in
state 3.375 percent.
basketball and football became
The industry apparently resolvstalled in a House committee
Wednesday.
ed one major sticking point, the
size of the tax breaks to Latonia
The House Education Commitand Ellis Park. The substitute bill
tee failed to take action on the bill
provides a tax credit of 3 percent
after voting to amend it to include
of
the money wagered at the
all of the other four-year statetracks for the next three years.
supported universities.
The money is to be used to inThe bill's sponsor, Rep. Louie
crease purses and to make
Guenthner, R-Louisville, viewed
physical improvements at the
that amendment as a deliberate
move to kill the bill and vowed to _ tracks.
The Senate Transportation
continue his efforts to get the bill
Committee
Wednesday approved
committee.
out of
a revised bill under which state
Another bill that stalled in com- highway construction would be
mittee Wednesday was an om- approved and monitored by the
nibus bill aimed at helping the
legislature.
financially troubled horse racing
Transportation Secretary
industry, including the institution
Frank Metts said he is pleased
of off-track betting.
with the new version, but the lone
A last-minute change by the
dissenter, Sen. Joe Lane Travis,
bill's sponsor, Rep. Tom Burch,D- R-Glasgow, said the changes
Louisville, to give the state a ''emasculate" the original intent
higher tax on money bet at off- and he indicated controversy is
track facilities apparently
ahead.
delayed a vote in the Business
The bill would require the
Organizations and Professions
Bureau of Highways to develop an
Committee. annual list of projects for the ensuThree key staff members of U.S.
Gallagher has worked as a chief
The bill would allow each of the
ing four years and submit the list Rep. Carroll Hubbard will be
caseworker for Social Security,
four throughbred tracks — Chur- to the General Assembly. The available to meet with constiblack lung, Ipilitary and veterans
final plan, after public hearings, tuents in the four western Kenchill Downs, Keeneland, Latonia
claims, immigration cases and
and Ellis Park — to own and
could not be changed by the tucky fitild offices on Friday, Feb.
passports in the Washington office
legislature except in special dr- 12 and Saturday, Feb. 13.
operate one off-track facility
for the past two years, while Seal
within 15 miles of their track. The
cumstances.
Miriam Gallagher, Mary Marhas been a chief legislative aide in
Advocates said the method, us- tha Seal, who both work in Hubfacilities could take bets on races
the Washington office for over a
at the other tracks and on selected
Louisiana,onwstoruulc
ed in ou
dtiota
n.ke
_no
bard's Washington office, and Aryear. Lynch is a longtime Hubmajor out-of-state races.
id Lynch, who is associated with ----bard field representative in the
.
The committee adopted an
The Senate State Government the congressman's Hopkinsville
Hopkinsville area.
Committee rejected a proposal field office, will be meeting with
amendment by Burch that would
Their two-day schedule is:
also allow privately-owned off- Wednesday designed to give in- constituents in—the- Paducah,
Friday, Feb.
a.m.-noon,
track betting facilities more than
vestigators from the attorney Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
Federal Building, Paducah; 2:3070 miles from a track. The amend- general's office the status of peace Henderson field offices on the two
5:30 p.m., 1609 E. Ninth St.,
ment was aimed at helping a ma- officers.
days.
Hopkinsville.
Saturday, Feb. 13,8-noon, 145 E.
Center, Madisonville; 2-5 p.m.,
7Third Floor, Municipal Building,
--Henderson.

Key Hubbard staff members
to meet with constituents

•

becoming
a little warmer

League of Women Voters
to sponsor legislative forum

•••••

The League of Women Voters of
Murray-Calloway County will
sponsor a "Legislative Forum"
Monday, Feb. 15, at 6:30 p.m., at
the Calloway County Public
Library Meeting Room.
Mrs. Joan Weber, president of
the League, said six area
legislators have agreed to give the
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County an update on the legislation. before the Kentucky General
Assembly. The six legislators who
accepted the League's invitation
are: Rep. Freed Curd, Murray,
Rep. Dolly McNutt, Paducah,
Rep. Joel Ellington, Paducah,
Rep. Lloyd E. Clapp, Wingo, Rep.
J. R. Gray, Benton, and Sen. Greg
Higdon, Fancy Farm.
Mrs. Mary Jane I.ittleton,
moderator of the forum, and Mrs.
Weber said the legislators will be
asked to specifically comment on
the following issues:
Education (Kindergarten

elementary,secondary and higher
education).
— Revenue producing bills ti. e.
severance tax and business activity tax study).
— Waste Management.
— Health Spa Legislation
( McNutt has been asked to give an
update on the legislation on health
spas).
The evening's format will allow
time for the legislators to informally reply to questions from
the audience,a spokesman said.
"The way our legislators respond to the needs and concerns of
the people in Kentucky is greatly
influenced by the message they
receive from the voters," the
spokesman said. "The public is invited to attend the Legislative
Forum and to express its views
ind concerns to some of the
eKislators who represent Westeiii
(entucky in Frankfort," the
nokesman said

Today becoming mostly sunny and a little warmer. High in
the upper 30s to lower 40s.
Tonight increasing cloudiness.
Low in the lower to mid 20s.
Friday cloudy with a good
chance of light rain or snow
developing. High 35 to 40.
Saturday through Monday:
No significant rain or snow
with a warming trend. Lows 25
to 35 Saturday warming to 35 to
40 Monday. Highs in the 40s.

today's index

-1142 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY AND BUYERS'GUIDE—Tommy Vance (left) of Mailing and Records
Specialists(MARS) presents thew first copy of the 1982 Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce Membership Directory and Buyers' Guide to David Graham, Vice-President of the Chamber. The directories, which
contain an alphabetical and categorical listing of the chamber members,are personalized for each member,
one of the features of his wood processing business. Also pictured is SuzAnne Vance. The directories are now
ready for distribution to members. This marks the first membership directory published by the MurrayCalloway Chamber of Common:ix
. . ..
Photo by Dotty Cu tsinger
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7..• CENTURY CLUB PLANNING — Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs at Murray State University,
I • discusses details of the Century Club campaign now underway in Calloway County with (from left) Dr. Ben
,• Humphreys, president of the Alumni Association, Bill Kopperud, chairman of the Calloway County Century
• --Club Committee and George Long of Benton, chairman of the overall Century Club drive. The fund-raising
campaign in Calloway County in support of the general scholarship program of the Alumni Association runs
• through Feb. 19.

•

Century Club committee sets
annual fund-raising campaign
•

More than 20 members of the
Calloway County Century Club
* Committee of the Murray State
University Alumni Association
•
met Wednesday morning at the
!•
Holiday Inn Peking Restaurant to
make plans for the annual
scholarship fund-raising drive to
run through Feb. 19.
`
Century Club organizations in
several Kentucky counties are
made up of individuals and
businesses making contributions
of $100 or more to the general
scholarship program of the Murray State Alumni Association.
Bill Kopperud is chairman of
the Century Club Committee in
Calloway County, and George
Long of Benton is heading the effort throughout West Kentucky.

•

They were present at the Wednesday meeting, along with these
other committee members:
Tom Rushing, Dan Shipley,
Jack Gardner, Robert E. Farless,
Larry Krouse, David Severns,
Lynn Richard, Joe Ward, Mike
Outland, Harold G. Doran Jr., Ann
Kelly Bolin, Otis H. Erwin, Dr.
Edwin C. Strohecker, Doug
Stephens, Terry Hart, Keith Hays,
Stuart Poston, Ed Chrisman, Dr.
Ben Humphreys and Donna Herndoin.
Humphreys is president of the
Alumni Association, and Herndon
is the director of alumni affairs at
Murray State.
Herndon said a number of alumni and MSU supporters in addition
to the ones who attended the com-

!Salentine trial:•

ft,

"talked hospital talk for a few
minutes." Duing the time he was
at the apartment he said he
-observed up and down the
hallway, in the kitchen and
. bedroom for any type of drug
paraphernalia he might be able to
see.
During the visit, Balentine said
McCurdy's young son, Johsua
entered the house and asked his
•
mother for supper. Duing that
time Balentine said he went into
the kitchen again to observe for
drugs. He says he left the apartment, McCurdy went outside with
him and they talked for a few
•
minutes. After showing him where
Pat Jackson lived he says he left.
He responded a loud "No" when
asked if he ever touched, abused
or forced Jackson.
Balentine then told the jury
about his visit to Jackson's home.
His testimony agreed with that of
Jackson on Wednesday execpt he
• again denied any-sexual contact
• , with the Mine. The facts he
:entered the apartment, asked the
use the restroom, had a glass of iced tea and talked with Jackson all
agree. However, in response to
Jackson's testimony about his
, barking like a dog Balentine said,
"I hope I would not be capable of
• • .that." He denied any action that
could have been barking like a

mittee meeting will be involved in
the campaign to raise money for
scholarships to help deserving
students obtain an education at
Murray State.
She added that Century Club
donors may make contributions or
pledges and may pay a pledge in
installments.
Thirty-nine Century Club
scholarships of $500 each were
presented to freshman students at
Murray State for the 1981-82
school year, making a total of
$19,500 in awards.
A percentage of the Century
Club money collected this year
will be put,into a perpetual Century Club fund, with scholarships
to be 'financed from interest accrued by that base investment.

(ContinuedFrom Page One)

related that story to him prior to
Aug. 25. She also testifed she was
a friend of the defendant and that
he called her one or two days
following the incident to she what
she knew about it.
Another defense witness, Roger
Mathis, took the stand and
testified about the bad reputation
for truth and veracity of both McCurdy and Jackson. During cross
examination by special prosecutor Bill Cunningham, Mathis
told jurors Balentine had also called him one or two days after the
incident. Mathis said the defendant asked hint to contact the
women involved.
During that line of questioning
Mathis told the court Balentine
told him during that conversation
the sheriff knew nothing more
than a misdemeanor charge
would come of the incident. "He
said he didn't feel like he had done
enough to be more than a misdemeanor," Mathis said.
At 2:35 p.m. the defense rested
Its case and the prosecution
presented several- rebuttal
witnesses. During rebuttal
testimony several local law enforcement officials, including a
narcotics detective, testified none
had ever been told either McCurdy or Jackson used or sold drugs.
Also, when called to the witness

..". • When questioned by defense at. • torney Gary Haverstock, the
defendant flatly denied ever
i• ng,touching or fondling Jackson.
Following Balentine's
testimony the defense presented
:r-..;,,numero*us Character witnesses fot
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
the defendant and several to — The space shuttle
will be rolled
..- testify as to the reputation for
over to Launch Pad 39A ahead of
.truth and veracity of Jackson and
schedule despite mechanical pro.McCurdy.
blems that cropped up in its steerLinda Guthrie, who works in the
ing mechanism and rocket
emergency room of Murray _booster, NASA says.
Calloway County Hospital testifed
National Aeronautics and Space
she told then deputy Balentine -- Administration spokesman Mark
-about hearing about an incident
Hess said the repairs on the Col.`, Involving drugs and Jackson in
umbia would be conducted while
the emergency room. She said she
astronauts Jack Lousma and Gordon Fullerton make flight tests today and Friday.
Technicians need to repair a
The Murray Ledger & Times
hydraulic leak in one of the twin
USPS 30197001
rocket boosters and also replace
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
the
53-inch long mechanical arm
July
4,
Sundays.
except
afternoon
every
that steers the nozzle of the
Christmas Day. New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
booster rocket in flight.
Inc , 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky 42071 Second
Hess said the problems would
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
not delay next week's rollout of
by carriers, $3 50 per month, payable in adColumbia to the launch site, three
vance By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmiles away from where it is curand Pans. Buchanan and
mington. Ky
rently poised, nose-up, in the huge
Puryear. Tn , $24 50 per year By mail to
Vehicle Assembly Building. He
other destinations 219 50 per year
•
ii, rest hall departments of the newspaper
said
tests have gone so well the
phone 75-i 1916
spaceship will be rolled out a day
"WI
early, beginning at 5 a.m. Feb. 16.

Hitches force
shuttle test
schedule change

stand, hospital administrator
Stuart Poston testified he knew
nothing of problems of drugs missing at the hospital during this
period. He also said under oath he
never had any indication either
Jackson or McCurdy may have
been taking drugs from the
hospital.
The Commonwealth also called
Debbie McClure to the witness
stand. During the parade of
character witnesses by the
defense, Kay Nelson had testified
McClure had told her she knew
Kay McCurdy to lie. When examined McClure told the court she
had never said anything about McCurdy's reputation for truth and
veracity and she believed it to be
"pretty good." McClure also said
Nelson had said numerous times,
"she believed the rumors going
around and she never did believe
Kay(McCurdy )."
All testimony in the case ended
and the judge recessed the session
until 9 a.m. today.

61DP leaders trying to make sure
Reagan knows economic realities
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republican congressional leaders
are trying to make sure President
Reagan "understands the
realities" of the growing Capitol
Hill resentment of his deficitridden 1983 budget proposal.
But Reagan made it clear he
was in no mood to compromise
prior to a White House meeting today with Senate Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr., House
Republican leader Robert H.
Michel and Sen. Paul Laxalt, the
president's closest friend in the
Senate.
The object of their concern:
Reagan's $757.6 billion 1983 spending plan and its projected $91.5
billion deficit.
Meanwhile, Federal Reserve
Chairman Paul Volcker said the
Fed won't try to "buy the
economy out of recession" by
releasing a flood of new money to
finance a recovery. Such a
recovery, he told the House Banking Committee Wednesday, would
be short-lived, choked off by new
surges in inflation and interest
rates.
Volcker said the Fed would not
back off it tentative decision to
aim for relatively slow growth in
the basic money supply of cash
and checking deposits at a 242-to5L2 percent growth rate this year.
However, he did say the board
would be willing to accept growth
in the upper part of that range, a
policy generally in line with recent requests from the reagan administration.
1Taker and the Senate's No. 2
Republican, Sen. Ted Stevens of
Alaska, both said Wednesday that
they found merit in a Democratic
senator's alternatiie plan that
calls for a virtual freeze on Pen-

tagon spending while trimming by
half the administration's threeyear tax cut.
But Treasury Secretary Donald
T. Regan dismissed the
Democratic plan as "absolutely
ridiculous" and the president
himself declared he will stick by
his plans for big increases in
military spending and deep cuts in
outlays for social programs.
Mike Johnson, an aide to Illinois' Rep. Michel, said that
although the White House arranged today's meeting Michel intended "once more to make sure the
president understands the
realities down here
in Congress.)"
Baker, of Tennessee, and Laxalt, of Nevada, were expected to
deliver a similar message.
Meanwhile, Senate Democratic
leader Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia sent Reagan a letter askin,g him to withdraw the administration's proposed budget.
"I am looking for a document
we in Congress can work with; one
based on realistic assumptions;
one which shows a much clearer
trend toward a balanced budget,"
Byrd wrote.
Byrd urged the president to take
a "courageous step" like the one
President Carter took in 1980 when
he withdrew his original budget
and submitted a new one.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., also kept up
his harsh criticism of the president Wednesday, saying it was
Reagan who should -put up or
shut up."
"The product of the Reagan
economic sales pitch has been a
disaster and all the roadshows in
the world are not going to change
that fact," O'Neill said.

. _
O'Neill referred to a two-day
trip to the Midwest earlier this
week in which the president
challenged his budget critics to
"put up or shut up."
Reagan stood his ground
Wednesday, telling a group of
women appointed to administration jobs: "We come to government at a time of economic crisis,
and we've only begun to sort out
the mess that had been building
for 40 years. But the difficulties
that we face today only prove the
failure of the programs that came
before."
Baker, in his first major detour
from Reagan's strategy, has said
that a proposal by Sen. Ernest F.
Hollings of South Carolina is
"interesting and worthwhile."
Stevens agreed that "it merits a
lot of consideration."
Hollings, ranking Democrat on
the Senate Budget Committee,
said his alternative could cut
Reagan's projected deficit of $91.5
billion for 1983 to $42 billion and
produce a surplus in 1985 — the
year Reagan forecasts a deficit of
$82 billion.
The Hollings plan calls for a
one-year freeze on defense spending at current levels, elimination
of one year's cost-of-living increases for Social Security and
government pension recipients
and major reductions in the threeyear tax cut plan Congress approved last summer.
Hollings and several
Republicans said details of the
plan were not as important as the
fact that it could form a debate
framework for those unhappy
with the large deficits projected in JTJ
Reagan's budget.

Committee approves revised
highway plan for state roads
By SY RAMSEY
The proponents wanted some
cumstances.
Associated Press Writer
legislative control and I don't
Advocates said the method, usFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — ed in Louisiana, would take
think they have it anymore."
Controversy seems ahead for a politics out of road construction.
The original four categories
highway plan bill which glided
were urban arterial roads, urban
Travis said he had not had an
through the Senate Transporta- opportunity to look at the second
collector roads, rural arterial
tion Committee without much substitute version until Wednesroads and rural collector roads.
clebate.
The committee's 5-1 vote
day.
The measure, a second commitWednesday sent the measure to
'"What they started out to do
tee substitute, was approved was commendable, but there's the Senate floor. The same
Wednesday, against the lone op- nothing left-now,"he said.
original version is waiting for acposition of Sen. Joe Lane Travis,
Metts said one of his main pro- •-tion by a House Transport/Ilion
R-Glasgow.
Committee.
posals adopted by the committee
Its general outline is for submis- was to include the preconstruction
A comparison between the
sion of long-range road construe- _and right-of-way phase of
original Senate bill and the
tion plans by the state Bureau of highways; as well as the actual
measure approved indicates the
Highways, with monitoring by the construction, factors he said often
priority list has been omitted and
General Assembly.
the preconstruction phase_inr
account for half the cost of a proFavorable reaction was Viiked— ject.
serted.
- by Transportation Secretary
It also appears that the
Metts said he also was sucFrank Metts, who said the aim of cessful in convincing the commitTransportation Department
the bill is what he has been ad- tee to limit planning costs to .5
would have to submit its pAposed
vocating.
construction list to a legislative
percent of a project and to make
But Travis said the changes the transportation secretary ac- committee within six months of a
"emasculate" the original intent countable for telling the
coming legislative session.
and he indicated resistance would legislature how the previous
And at the end of the revised
arise within the General year's money was spent.
version is a stipulation that the
Assembly.
bill's provisions do not apply to
"We feel real comfortable with
The legislation would require the bill now," Metts said.
certain work such as resurfacing,
the Bureau of Highways to
bridge maintenance and repair,
But Travis said the opening sec- develop an annual list of projects tion of the original version, rural secondary roads and minor
for the ensuing four years and sub- dividing highways into four
road reconstruction.
mit the list to, the General classifications, has been
The committee also approved a
Assembly.
bill which would license semieliminated and "all this thing
The final plan, after public heartrailers for five years instead of
amounts to is another report they
ings, could not be changed by the (the Transportation Department) one year, as a convenience to the
legislature except in special cirmake to the General Assembly. owners.

'

Dietitians assist hospital patients
When you become a patient at
he Murray Calloway County
Hospital, one of the first persons
you'll see after your first tray of
food is brought to your room will
be Suzanne Seeley, one of the top
young registered dietitians in the
state.
Recognized by the West Kentucky Dietetic Association as its
"Young Dietitian of 1982," she is
the hospital's director of nutrition
as well as president-elect of the 40member organization.
She will be at your bedside for
two reasons: To see that the diet
prescribed for you by your doctor
has been prepared and served as
directed, and to encourage you to
eat every bite. And, if there is
something on your tray which you
might be reluctant to eat, she'll
help arrange for an equallynutritious substitute that you will
eat and enjoy.
"It is important that the patients eat a sufficient amount of
the proper food and adequate
nutrition every day," she said,
"even if it means arranging for
nutritious, between-meal snacks
for some of them."
A native of Lyon County,
Suzanne, 27, is a 1977 high honors
graduate of Murray State University with a degree in dietetics. She
is one of three people
two full- time and one student intern
at
the Murray hospital with the
responsibility of seeing that the

patients receive balanced,
nutritious meals.
Her career in dietetics was
spawned in high school in Eddyville when her biology class
visited a Princeton hospital on a
field trip. "I knew I' didn't have
the stomach to be a doctor," she
said, "but I was strongly led
toward a career which would be
hospital or medically-oriented."
Following her graduation from
Murray State, she spent one year
in training at MCCH and one year
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center in
Hopkinsville before joining the
local hospital staff two years ago.
She and her husband, Edward,
also a Lyon County native and
employed at the GAF Corporation, in Calvert City, make their
.44
home in Kuttawa.
FOOD CHECKERS — Personally checking the food tray of patient
Assisting her as the other fullAmy Ryan is the Murray-Calloway County Hospital nutritional team.
time clinical dietitian is Lori
Buchan, registered dietitian, a From the left, they are: Lori Buchan, assistant director; Suzanhe
native of Columbus, Ohio, and a Sealey, the director; and Carole Farace, a student intern and a
University of Kentucky graduate. senior at the University of Kentucky. Amy is the daughter of Mr. and
A student intern at the hospital Mrs. Nicky Ryan,516 Broad Street.
last year in a program federallyfunded by the Area Health Education System, she has since return- training for people in dietary or hypertension, diabetes and condiet-related jobs, seminar instruc- trolled weight loss.
ed to Murray and joined the staff.
If a special or modified diet has
Currently training with them as tion, monthly classes in pre-natal
mothers,
expectant
nutrition
for
prescribed upon a patient's
been
the
same
proon
and
intern
an
gram is Carole Farace, a Univer- special dietary guidance for pa- dismissal from the hospital,
sity of Kentucky senior dietetics tients who have had weight-loss Suzanne and her assistants also
surgery and out-patient diet in- make sure the patient fully
major from Pittsburgh.
structions and supervision for peo- understands the directions and
perform
a
also
varieThe three
ty of other duties at the hospital, ple referred to them by local that he or she receives the diet
among them providing in-service physicians in such cases as prescribed.
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New products
needed to satisfy
elderly consumers
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By the year 2020, America may well see millions
of gray-haired oldtimers sitting on park benches, or
riding in the back seats of limos, still clad in blue
jeans, still listening to their favorite Beatle tunes
and still chewing on cheeseburgers and pizzas.
When the let-it-all-hang-out, "me" generation
that came into fruition during the Vietnam War
decade starts getting on in years, when they take
money out of Social Security instead of putting it in,
will society be ready to accommodate them?
Unless there are major changes, changes which
would force or otherwise encourage manufacturers
to make major concessions to the needs of the elderly, the prospect looks bleak indeed.
Although one-fourth of the products consumed in
this country today are purchased by persons 55 or
older, the vast majority of the products offered to
them are tailored to meet the needs of a much
younger generation.
Not only should new products be created
specifically for the elderly, says Sandra Timmermann, head of the institute for Lifetime Learning of
the American Association of Retired Persons, those
products must constantly be updated to provide for
the needs of succeeding generations.
Examples of products already offered to meet the
needs of the elderly, she says, are extra-heavy
coats designed to protect against hypothermia and
hand-sized emergency radios which provide direct
links to the police.
Efforts by food manufacturers to offer "senior
food" failed miserably simply because the
manufacturers were too inept to understand the
psychology of the people who would be purchasing
the food. Had they made a greater effort to offer
individual-sized products high in protein or
vitamins — and not labeled the product in such a
way as to offend the people for whom it was designed — they no doubt would have met with some success.
That's the point Ms. Timmermann is trying to
make.
THE GRAYING of America is a sociological fact.
In the year 2000, 55 million Americans will be over
the age of 55. They will be better educated, more informed and more demanding than any of their
predecessors.
How will that generation be greeted?
With the Beatles? Or Lawrence Welk?
With food products popular during the Depression? Or with food products popular during the '60s
and '70s?
With the smugness of the '80s? Or the anything
goes philosophy of the Woodstock generation?
Stick around and see for yourself.
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garrotes galley

by m.c. garrott

The first story teller never has
a chance,so the old adage goes
Grove area — would "swear by" Mr.
could sting your face so. It was just
Miller's ability to staunch even the
like salt hitting you in the face."
most persistent flow of blood in either
"That night everything apparently'
animals or humans.
froze up. Nothing was moving the
His procedure was a simple, but
next morning. I never left the motel
one. After learning the
secretive,
all day, and when, at one point, I said
name and age of the animal or person
to the innkeeper, 'I guess you folks
involved, he would go off somewhere
are used to weather like this,' he
where he could be alone and would
replied, 'Son, nobody ever gets used
repeat the name over and over.
to weather like this!
No one ever learned his secret,
Now, Jerry's 47 degrees below zero
which he is said to have received
story beats my 29-below one by a
from "Uncle Bill' Chambers, the
good 18 chilly degrees. If there is
father of Mrs. Callie Hall. She lived
anybody out there in Ledgerland who
in a brick home — long since torn
can top 47 below and would like to tell
down — where Kenneth Owens has
about it, we would like to have the
his super market today.
details.
Although it is believed that "the
•••
power" to do such things was handed
down to the eldest son of the person
Another recent column dealing
who had it, this wasn't the case with
earCounty's
Calloway
of
some
with
Mr. Miller. His son, Avery, who was
ly day "faith healers" also brought
L. D.'s father,never practiced it.
stories of still others to the surface.
Mrs. ha Douglas, one of his
One such gifted individual was Leo
and who lives on Olive
daughters
Miller,
D.
L.
of
grandfather
Miller, a
Blvd. here in Murray, confirms this
Sandy Rogers and Anna Faye
unique "power" her father had. On
Taylor.
several occasions, she tried to find
Mr. Miller was a well-known
out how he did it, but was never sucfarmer. He lived a little north of
cessful in the effort.
Lynn Grove. He was known far and
She recalls watching him handle
wide for his unusual ability "to stop
one blood-running case along with
blood" — be in animals or humans.
her sister, Modelle (the late Mrs.
People came to him from miles
Newt Outland), without his
around; some with injured or sick
knowledge.
livestock, others with their own per"That was all we could ever tell
sonal problems.
that he would do," she said, "just go
Those who knew him — particularoff to himself and repeat the name
ly the people who lived in the Lynn

There's an old adage which goes
something like this: "The first story
teller never has a chance." Or, at
least that's the general idea.
When Jerry Grogan, 1515 Chaucer,
read my recent recollection of being
in weather 29 degrees below one
winter in Minneapolis, Minn., he said
to me the other morning, "You
should have talked to me before you
wrote that, because I can go you one
better."
Then he proceeded to tell me about
a wintertime experience he had, also
in Minnesota, during which he was
caught in some 47 degrees below zero
weather. "And, brother, that's
COLD!" he added.
He was selling school supplies at
the time and had flown out of
Nashville on a mid-January day in
1972 for Minneapolis. When they arrived at the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport the mercury was way down
there at 20 below.
Later in the day, he flew on to
Duluth, which is quite a ways northeast of Minneapolis. As they approached the airport, the pilot came
on the public address system and told
the passengers to "bundle up good"
because "it is rather chilly today in
Duluth. The temperature is 47 below
zero."
"The wind was blowing real strong
when we got off the plane," Jerry
recalled, "and it was snowing. I
never realized snow driven like that

Senators discuss
filibustering

thoughts in season
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— By Ken Wolf
Those Christians, especially in the Reformed
tradition, who find "good works" to be folly will be
dismayed by these words from Heschel's work The
Earth is the Lord's ( 1969 ):
The meaning of man's life lies in his perfecting the universe. He has to distinguish,
gather, and redeem the sparks of holiness
scattered throughout the darkness of the
world. This service is the motive of all
precepts and good deeds.
This belief in the importance of man's work to
God's salvation is well-grounded in Jewish mystical
writings; it conveys some of the eternal youth and
optimism of this faith which has survived more
than thirty centuries.
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yzars ago
Callbway County School System had been informed by Department of Education, Frankfort, that

6.%

Calloway County ranked 12th in attendance among
120 county systems for 1970-71, according to Charlie
Lassiter, director of pupil personnel for Calloway
County.
SPIRENO, Spiritual Revolution Now, was
scheduled Feb. 13 to 16 at Murray State University
'Field House. Richard Hogue, 3 in 1 Soft Rock Trio
and Songleader Darcy Hodges were to be featured.
Twenty years ago
Marinell Myers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Myers, Lynn Grove, had won the Kentucky
Dairy Princess title at a meeting of Kentucky Dairy
Association at Louisville.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis had been appointed
to Kentucky Governmental Council. The first
meeting was to be Feb. 23 at Frankfort.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Heart Association was to have
observance of "Heart Day" Feb. 14. Dr. Herbert
Clay, Jr., associate professor of medicine at
University of Louisville was to be consulting cardiologist to private practioneers in Murray that
day.
Murray High School Tigers had beat Madisonville
to win Western Kentucky Conference Basketball
Tournament at Murray. Teddy Lash, Don Fuqua
and Jerry King of Murray had been named to an
All-Tournament Team.

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Reports over
the past few days foretell more dark
days for housing.
Presidential assertions notwithstanding, the federal budget
deficits just released are viewed by
economists as putting more upward
pressure on interest rates, and thus
on home mortgage costs and
availability.
The Federal Reserve isn't likely to
ikasP up either. Paul Volcker, Fed
chairman, told Congress yesterday
that he will stand firm in limiting the
money supply. And tight money
almost inevitably means high rates.
Just the day before, the U.S.
League of Savings Associations
released a breakdown of its
members' portfolios which showed
that 58 percent of all mortgages they
held were paying them under 10 percent. Since they pay more than that
to savers, they continue to run in the
red.
Housing, it is widely agreed, needs
help from all three areas — the
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several times. But it seemed to work,
because people came from all over to
get him to help them. His 'bloodstopping' reputation was wide
spread."
•••
Still another, according to a letter
received from Mrs. Carl D. Roper of
1513 Stonewally Way in Louisville,
was Mr. J. H. Churchill, who was
Ronald and Max's father.
Mr. Churchill also had the reputation of being a wart remover, wrote
Mrs. Roper, who is the former
Frances (Tater) Vance of Murray.
She has lived in Louisville for :the
past 40 years.
"As a teenager, I had warts all
over my hands," she wrote,
"especially all around my thumbnail.
"I had tried everything suggested
until one day an aunt took me and a
cousin to visit in Mr. Churchill's
home. At the time, he had retired as a
funeral director.
"When my cousin and I complained of our warts, Mr. Churchill told us
that he could remove them. He, too,
like Mr. Cordie Rushing, touched
each wart gently and told us to go
_ •
home and forget them.
"I did, and when I finally
remembered to look, my warts were
gone. Somehow, though, it did not
work for my cousin. Maybe she didn't
believe as strongly as I did that they
would go away."

government, the Federal Reserve,
and the savings associations — and it
isn't likely to get it. In turn, it means
homeseekers won't get homes.
This is the condition and the direct
impact on housing of the three institutions:
In 1979 the credit demands of the
federal government and agencies
totaled about $86 billion, or roughly
18 percent of total credit demand of
$477 billion. Mortgages totaled $156
billion, or almost 33 percent.
In 1981, borrowing by the federal
government and agencies jumped to
$131 billion, almost 28 percent of the
$476 billion total. Mortgages,
however, fell to $103 billion, less than
22 percent of the total.
The Fed's impact on housing — or
at least the impact attributed to it —
is well known. When the led seeks to
limit the money supply it risks a confrontation with demand. And when
that happens, housing is left very low
in the pecking order — behind the
federal government, the bluechip
corporation, various lesser

WASHINGTON (AP) — The unwritten code of civility that governs
life in the Senate lays out many prohibitions. Criticizing a member on
the floor is one. And calling a
filibuster a filibuster is another.
It just isn't polite.
Senators talk about having extended debate, examining a subject at
length, giving an issue a thorough
airing. But to filibuster a bill? The
word is hardly ever spoken.
It's no secret on Capitol Hill that
Sen. Russell Long, D-La., is likely to
filibuster the proposal being pushed
by Majority Leader Howard Baker
Jr. to permit televising Senate sessions.
But Long isn't about to call it that
himself — and neither Baker nor any
other senator is ready to accuse him
of it, at least in so many words.
So Baker, R-Tenn.,took a different
approach. He told the Senate he
didn't know the length of time Long
planned to speak against the Senate
TV bill, but said he couldn't help
noticing "three rows of cough drops"
in Long's partially open top desk
drawer.
Long let it go at the time, but the
next day he told Baker:
"I think it was inappropriate for
to say he ... saw some
by john cuniff the senator
—cough-drops and he was convinced
businesses, and local government,
the senator was going to filibuster, or
That situation, which generally some such thing as that — to infer as
results in higher interest rates also, much,anyway," Long said.
leaves housing's financiers in bad
"The senator from Louisiana had a
shape. They too are low in the peck- sore throat," Long continued. "He
ing order. They find it difficult to has been plagued with it for some
compete for money to relend.
days. It is not my fault I have a sore
That situation now exists. The throat. That is something only the
survey by the U.S. League, whose Good Lord can control."
members make up a sizeable portion
Baker: "But the senator from
of the home mortgage market, are
Louisiana gave me his sore throat
bad shape, having almost no way. ta. and I cannot forgive him for that. I
offset their own money costs.
forgive him for every other trangresAbout two-thirds of the money on sion, but I have the sore throat today
deposit in the associations is in the and I hope the senator from Louiform of six-month money market siana will share his cough drops."
certificates and 30-month small
saver certifictes, according to the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
Some of those_ certificates pay
depositors about 14 percent or even a
bit more.
At the same time, according to the
U.S. League, nearly 13 percent of
mortgages held by the associations
pay them less than 8 percent, and 80
percent of their mortgages pay under
12 percent. No profit there.
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Feb. 11 reflected in history
Today is Thursday, Feb. 11, the
42nd day of 1982. There are 323 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 11, 1929, the Lateran Treaty established an independent
Vatican City.
On this date:
In 1531, King Henry VIII was
recognizd as supreme head of the
Church in England.
In 1964, the Australiim destroyer
Ao it,
"is''

after colliding with an Australian aircraft carrier, taking 89 lives.
In 1968, Communist troops in South
Vietnam executed 300 civilians and
buried them in a mass grave during
fighting for the city of Hue.
And in 1971, a treaty banning
nuclear weapons from the ocean
floor was signed by 63 nations in
ceremonies in Washington, London
and Moscow.
Ten years ago, Life magazine said
it had found that Clifford Irving's

book about billionaire Howard
Hughes was a hoax and canceled
plans to publish excerpts.
Five years ago, President Jimmy
Carter said he planned to send a
delegation to North Vietnam to
discuss missing American military
personnel and other issues.
One year ago, Las Vegas police arrested a 24-year-old busboy in connection with a fatal fire that swept
.through the Hilton Hotel the ,night
before.
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Mr. and Mrs. John H.
"You don't write because
NORTH
1-11-A
Lassiter, Rt. 7, announce
you want to say something;
111 ARS3
the engagement and ap(IP QJ 8
you write because you've
*Q
proaching marriage of
got something to say." e2
their daughter, Cynthia
Francis Scott Key FitzgerwEsT
EAST
Ann, to Christopher M.
ald
*I 9 6 4
* Q 10 7 2
Hoskins, son of Mr. and
Bridge players follow •52
943
Mrs. Billy Hoskins, Rt. 1,
similar thoughts. They dont' •K
*A 9 2
•.1 7 5 4
Benton.
discard because they have 41K Q 10 9
The bride-elect is the
something to throw away,
SOUTH
•5
they discard to get rid of a
granddaughter of Mr.
•A K 10 87
key loser.
and Mrs. James R.
*J 54
Declarer
wins
the
club
Miller, Rt. 7, and of Mrs.
*A 6 3
ace, draws two rounds of
Herman Lassiter and the
trumps and plays dummy's
Vulnerable. North-South
late Mr. Lassiter of
high spades. What is his best Dealer: South. The bidding.
Hazel.
discard? If he sees safety in
A graduate of Calloway
dummy's doubleton club and Sooth West North East
Pass 311P
Pass
County High School, she
discards a diamond, he will 4,
Pass
Pass
Pass
is employed by Credit
have a good cause for
regrets.
Eventually, he will
Bureau of Murray.
be forced to lead diamonds Opening lead: Club king
The groom-elect is the
himself and the defenders
grandson of Mrs. Lester
get four minor suit tricks.
the diamonds. Either way,
Jaynes and the late Mr.
In today's layout, declar- declarer has his 10th trick
Jaynes of Rt. 1, Benton,
er's third club presents a and the opponents lose the
and of the late Mr. and
more serious threat than his rubber.
Mrs. Willie Hoskins.
fourth diamond. If he holds
A graduate of Marshall
on to that card, the defendBid with Corn
County High School, he is
ers will have an easy exit
employed by David Henwhen declarer gives up the South holds: 2-11-B
son Used Cars, Inc., of
•.1 9 64
The best plan is to win the
Benton.
•52
club ace, cash one high
The double ring
* K 108
Cynthia Ann Lassiter
trump
and
cash
dummy's
will
be
solemceremony
*K Q 109
to wed Christopher M.Hoskins
high
spades.
On
the
second
nized Friday, March 26,
spade, declarer discards a
at 6:30 p.m. at Salem
club.
All
friends and tend the wedding and and A third spade is ruffed North South
Baptist Church, Lynn follow in the fellowship
144
a second trump is led to
relatives
are invited to at- reception.
hall
of
church.
reception
will
Grove. A
dummy. Dummy's fourth 1 NT

Dance to be at Fern Terrace
A Valentine dance for all residents and visitors
will be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. Music will be by
Country Beat Band,according to Laverne Tapp,administrator.

Hairdressers plan meeting
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists will meet Monday, Feb. 15, at 6:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Mike Pierce, tax consultant, will be guest speaker.

Theta Department to meet
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
have a Valentine-guest covered dish dinner Monday, Feb. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at club house. Each
member is asked to bring two dishes of food.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks will present slides about his
travels in Norway. Hostesses will be Jo Burkeen,
Dorothy Byrn, Wilma Beatty and Janet Denton.

Galloway shower planned
A household shower for Opal Galloway and
children, Adam and Amy,Rt. 1, Almo, will be Tuesday, Feb. 16, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the home of Henry
and Emma Edwards.
The Galloway family lost their home and contents
in afire that destroyed their trailer oa Feb.

spade is ruffed and it's time
toadgivethe defenders the ANSWER: Pass. Harwy

1.
Fellowship plans meeting

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Could you please advise
me of any way in which I
could get myself back to
normal? Perhapti- there is
some sort of exercise-to get
it working again.
DEAR READER - Your
story is typical of why I do
not recommend the frequent
use of laxatives. Bulk-producing substances are a different matter but the chemical laxatives that stimulate
your bowel is -contract and
empty can qausea person to
develop a had habit. No one
should take these regularly
without the recommendation
of his doctor
You might want to use a
bulk-forming agent. Also
increase your fluid intake.
Fruit juices are not a bad
choice. After three days if
you have not had a bowel
movement you could use a
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A club-is led with confidence and it makes no difference who wins. The
defense must offer a ruff

Typical laxative problem

Saturday, Feb. 13, at
Triangle Inn.
DEAR DR. LAMB - 1 am
Edward G. Robinson of
a 20-year-old female who
Lebanon, Tenn., will be has been taking laxatives for
guest speaker. He is a the last two years. I started
graduate of Noth taking them because I was
Carolina State University having a problem with
but that was
and Southern Baptist constipation,
nothing compared to the
Theological Seminary. problem now.
He is now an evangelist,
I can no longer Wive a
teacher and conference bowel movement without
laxatives. I desperately
speaker.
want to stop taking them as
A. buffet4linner will be
anaw.„(twee new., damaging
served at 6:30 p.m. and.....comiliat..100141W4Lbite.0
a4
tiro) mqhs
reservations are not trying for
needed, according to Tim without them and eating
nothing but bulk-proScruggs, chapter presi- almost
ducing foods. But I get so
dent. This meeting also is constipated and uncomfortopen to women and able that I find I must take
children,Scruggs added. them again
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ES®IRA G. CORN, JR.

Murray Women of the Moose have scheduled activities at the lodge hall each Monday and Thursday
evenings. A dancercise class for all women of
Moose affiliation will be from 6 to 7 p.m. A small fee
will be charged.
From 7 to 8 p.m. on these days, a ritual practice
for all officers and chairmen will be conducted, a
lodge spokesman said.

Edward G.Robison

• 7,

Lassiter-Hoskins wedding planned 'THE AC

Women schedule events

Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet

-
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Current best sellers
listed by magazine

Bette

2 c. raisins
By DIANA SPILLMAN
1 c. nuts
Associate Professor
4 c. mixed fried fruits
Home Economics
(your favorite)
and Child Studies,
Vs c. hot water
Murray Stale University
I c. butter softened
Happy Valentine's
c. brown sugar
Day. Here are two very
2/3 c. honey
special Valentine's day
2eggs
cakes for the true
1 t. vanilla
romancest. One cake is
2 T. grated orange peel
old and the other is new.
it. baking soda
The first cake is called
like. buttermilk
Natural Wedding cake........ç.
1
2 c. flour
and is a favorite of people, 2/
it. baking powder
looking for foods that are
t. salt
back to nature.
Place fruit, raisins and
Ingredients are as
nuts in a bowl, add hot
follows:
A WOK: WIDE PICTURES RELEASE [G

rterfer

STARTS TOMORROW

JONI(G)
STARRING

JONI EARECKSON
iS OIERSELF

E0A+ iy JAMES F. COLLIER
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All 3 Start
Tomorrow
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WARREN BEATTY
DIANE KEATON
EDWARD HERRMANN
.TERZY KOSINSKI

DOWNTOWN
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- NON-FICTION
. 1. "Never-Say-Diet
Book,"Richard Simmons
2. "A Few Minutes With
Andy Rooney," Andrew
A. Rooney
3. "A Light in the
Attic,"Shel Silverstein

--

4. -Jane Fonda's
WorkoutBook"
5. "How To Make Love
To a Man," Alexandra
Penney
6. "Pathfinders," Gail
Sheehy
7. "Weight Watchers
365-Day Menu Cookbook"
8. "The Lord God Made
Them All," James Herriot
9. "Elvis," Albert
Goodman
10. "Betty Crocker's
Microwave Cookbook"
(Courtesy of Time, the
weekly news magazine)

Recipes for old and new wedding cakes listed by teacher
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Send brtdie questIons to The Aces,
PC Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75215
and discard by leading clubs with self-addressed, stamped envelope
or must be the first to break for reply

room temperature tap water husband is taking Coumadin
enema. Follow this proce- for a heart condition. His
dure and try to not use an doctor prescribed it after he
enema unless really needed. recovered from a heart
In time your bpwels may attack. I know quite a few
, regain normal function. Do people who also take this
not take any of the chemical medicine. What does it do
laxatives.
for your heart? Will he have
Leave time to go to the to take it the rest of his life?
Current best sellers for
bathroom short,ly after an Are there any dangers in
of Jan. 31 have been
week
adequate breakfast that con- taking it?
released by Time
tains at least two glasses of
DEAR READER liquid, and sit there every Coumadin, also known as magazine as follows:
FICTION
morning. In time you will warfarin sodium, is an
1. "An Indecent
train your bowel to respond anticoagulant. Many people
to normal reflexes that call these medicines blood Obsession," Colleen Mcoccur after filling the stom- thinners but they do not thin Cullough
ach.
your blood. They just
2. "The Hotel New
There is no specific interfere with the normal
Hampshire,
"John Irving
exercise but physical activi- clotting process.
3. -Cujo," Stephen
ty, such as jogging, can stimThey are commonly preulate increased bowel scribed after heart attacks King
4. "North & South,"
action. If you are not active (and taken in the acute
try to develop an 'exercise phase in the hospital), John Jakes
program.
strokes and any condition
5. "Masquerade," Ktr
I am senditit. you The that' is associated with blood Williams
Health Letter number 12-8, clots, suet? as thrombophle6. "Noble House,"
-Laxatives, Enemas and bitis.
James Clavell
Suppositories, for more
Many people have been on
7. -No Time for
information. Others who this medicine for years to
want this issue can send 75 prevent more clots or Tears,'' Cynthia
cents with a long, stamped, attacks. The main danger is Freeman
8. "Remembrance,"
self-addressed envelope for that too much of the mediit to me,in care of this news- cine may cause bleeding. Or Danielle Steel
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio a . person may have a
9. "Rabbit Is Rich,"
City Station, New York, NY disease, such as ulcers, that John Updike
10019.
will bleed because of the
10. "Spring Moon,"
DEAR DR. LAMB - My anticlotting medicine.
Bao Lord

Windwalker PG

An Inspiring Story
Of Human Courage!

chance for game and on one
trump should prove as good
a partial as any.
---

REDS TAPS

water and let set for 30 The White House,
minutes. Cream butter, Washington,D. C.
Ingredients are as
sugar and honey, and add
eggs, vanilla and peel. follows:
9c. flour
Place baking soda into
buttermilk and add te7--74c- sugar
2v4 c. butter
creamed mixture. Add
3 c. milk
flour, baking powder and
3 T. baking powder
salt. Mix in fruit mixture.
iht t. violet extract
Place in a pan to hold 12
/
1
2 t. vanilla extract
cups and bake at 300
it. rosewater
degrees for one hour and
3drops lemon extract
20 minutes. This cake can
18 egg whites
be eaten right away or
Cream sugar and butstored in a canned conter. Fold in stiffly beaten
tainer for up to 4 weeks.
whites. Alternate
A glaze of one cup egg
flour
and milk into the
powdered sugar with one
creamed
sugar and butbutter,
1/2
teaspoon soft
mixture.
Add baking
tel
'
.
teaspoon vanilla and L_
powder
an
tablespoon milk can be
(these can be purchased_
used. The glaze is drizzlat pharmacies).
ed over the cake.
Bake cake at 220
The older wedding cake degrees for about 2 hours.
recipe was developed by (This cake can be cut by
M. C. Fisher, a home 1/3).
economics teacher at St.
Ice the cake with 4 1/3
Paul, Minn. It was at the c. sugar and 11
/
2 c. water
wedding in 1915 of Presi- cooked until sirup cracks
dent Wilson. The bride in cold water. Then fold in
was a direct descendant 6 egg whites and 6 T.
of the Indian Princess powdered sugar with 1½
Pocahontas.
t. baking powder. Whip
This cake, Pocahontas until sirup will hold its
wedding cake, was baked shape. Add a few drops of
in heart shaped pans and rosewater extract and
served at the reception at frost the cake.
PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger di
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
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l Horoscope.
Coming community events listed Your Individua
Fraaces Drake
Thursday,Feb. 11
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
--Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Nancy Blankenship.

:ORN, JR.

EAST
•Q 10 7 2
IP 43
•A 9 2
•.1 7 5
Si

North-South
'he bidding
iona East
211
Pass
Pass Pass
Club king
COUPLE HONORED-Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Higgins were honored by their
children at a silver wedding anniversary reception Sunday at Community Room,
North Branch of Peoples Bank. Fifty-seven persons called. Hosts for the event
were their children, Liz Erwin, Ann Higgins, Debbie McClure and Wayne Higgins.

Core

•11-B

FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 12, 1982
Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi sorority will have a
banquet honoring Penny
Morgan, chapter queen,
at Western Sizzlin' Steak
House.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will have a catered banquet honoring Eva Crank,
Campus Lights 1982 chapter queen, at Cornwill be presented M.
munity Room, North
p.m. in Lovett Branch, Peoples Bank.
Auditorium, Murray
---State University.
Murray Squa-A-Naders
Camp 592 of Woodmen will dance from 8 to 10:30
of World will meet at 6 a.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.
W
p.m. at Triangle Inn.

1- i•A

Either way,
Lis 10th trick
ents lose the

D=4,

Dods worschicove
best prescription

olairaw•••

Friday,Feb. 12
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Lunch will be served at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Campus Lights will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
--Saturday,Feb.13
Valentine sweetheart
dinner-dance will be at
Oaks Country Club. A
social hour will start at 6
p.m. and dinner will be
served at 6:30 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
--Campus Lights will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
---Valentine party-dance
for grades 9 to 12 will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Country Club.
--Methodist Women of
Chestnut Grove AME
Church will sponsor a
supper at church. Serving

will start at 12 noon.

Wt
W Idad of day will tame- careful not to let speroung
row be? To tiod out what the escalate. Seek new opporSunday,Feb. 14
stars say, read the forecast tutunes for profit.
'Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. given ferret birth siva.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. n)
Williams will renew wedInitiative brings you
ding vows on silver wedand you'll attract
tits
ARIES
2
at
anniversary
ding
but a touchy
romance,
t
I
r
r
di
19)
APcto
A(MA"'
st.al
rdoin
ec
ts
ode,nli
GP
You may make some relative is easily hurt. Late
serious commitments. Part- evening brulgs good timesreception will follow.
sees are the source of excite- gamin°
meat now, yet they also prove (Cwt. 23to Nov. 21
Household shower for te be stabilizig.n
Youllget much
James, Sue and Doris TAURUS
ed from behind the scnees, but
1 114
Chaney whose w a s(Apr.20toMay 20) :
curb an anti-social attitude.
destroyed by fire will be An ethical consideration re- Home life is favored, rather
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Wires You to be tactful regar- than going out.
afep
Fellowship Hall of Elm(4i,ng a lob matter. otherwise SAGITrit-RIUR
its full speed ahead to ac- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) '•
Grove Baptist Church.
comphshment.
Take the lead in planning a
--GEMINI
party. Be sure to attend to
u'
Jane
for
party
Valentine
(may 21 W
20)
social obligations in the propreschool through fourth You may take on extra cess. Travel may be on your
grade will be from 2 to respasimity in connection agenda.
3:30 p.m. at Murray with a child. Romance is ex- CAPRICORN
Country Club.
elting, but the family group (Dec.22to Jan. 19) V0
needs your cceisideration.
Extra push brings career
benefits. Go after what you
Campus Lights will be CANCER
July 22)
want and aim for the top! A
presented at 2 p.m. at (June 21 togot
extra push now business-like attitude es best.
Lovett Auditorium, Mur- and are
ray State University.
igiug
ta3Perswiti.
pcifilaget
e AQu
es.
c ledusr
tack
s able
esti
re
au
domto
—ro
one
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Energy and self-discipline (Jan.30 to peh,is)
DUTCH ART
lead to real progress.
Travel has both social and
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) LE0
.1)4-010 business ramifications. An
- De Stijl, an interne- (July 23to Aug. 22) vel-Vm law may need your help or adtional art movement You're creative now and vice. Heed the rules of wrial
centered in Holland bet- able to work without a break etiquette.
ween 1917 and 1931, will In speaking Your mind, try to PISCES
.
come to life in an exhibi- at others.beeaerad te of the feelings (Feb.19toMar.20) )(C
You'll make important decition of more than 200 obsions regag
rdin *It assets
jects at the Walker Art (Aug.23tosept.22) WP -at and investments. poet conin prying friend. ConCenter here, Jan. 31 seek durable items while fidea
through March 28.
alloPPing• When having fun, be fidential LI best.
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DEAR ABBY: I received a telephone call at 2:30
in the morning from the
emergency room at one
of our hospitals. My 18• year-old daughter had
been injured in an auto
accident.
I rushed there and
found her covered with
blood and so drunk (or
stoned) they had to tie
her down to sew up her
face! There was little
they could do about her
teeth. They were back at
the scene of the accident.
Now she is trying to
recover. Within 48 hours,
her "friends" arrived.
Their biggest concern
, seemed to be what type of
drugs she was getting
free" in the hospital.
As long as my daughter
is in the hospital, I can
rest at night knowing that
, she can't drive over an in.
• nocent person or kill
, herself. When she gets
' out I will lie awake
•
nights waiting for the
phone to ring again.
Maybe next time it will be
the morgue.
1 Abby, please write to
14;2 my daughter and say the
words she needs to hear
right now but will mean
• nothing coming from her
father. I don't want to
.• lose my little girl.
• DAMNED IN DALLAS
DEAR DAMNED: My
heart aches for you, but
the "words" your
daughter needs to hear
right now will mean
nothing coming from me.
She needs to hear her
father say,"Honey,I love
you. Let's not talk about
yesterday. The Lord
spared you because he
wanted you to live. When
you get well, please take
a serious look at the
precious life you almost
threw away. You can depend on me to help you in
anyway!can."
Father, you alone can't
•
' "save" her. She will nave
to save herself. But let'i L Wig her know that you
!
love her is a good beginn-04 in&
" There are some excellent programs in your
area for teens with drug
problems. If you need further help from me, please
write again. I care..

e with 4 1/3
2 c. water
/
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DEAR ABBY: You asked why it is considered
bad luck to seat 13 at a
table. It's very likely
because there were 13
people at the Last Supper, and you know what
happened then.
If you use this letter,
please don't use my
name. I am now retired,
but when I was an active
bishop living in New York
about a dozen years ago,
you printed a letter I had
written saying that Jesus
had turned water into
wine, and it took me three
months to answer all the
complaints I received
from people in the Bible
Belt who said, "If Jesus
turned water into wine,
he should not have done
so!"
THE RIGHT
REVEREND (NAME
WITHHELD)
DEAR SIR: Right on,
Right Reverend! Enjoy
your retirement in peace.
You've earned it.
. •-••
DEAR ABBY: I found
this in the "AORN Journal" - a publication put
out by the Association of

FRIDAY
9:30-8:30

MIFFS

By Abigail Van Buren
Operating Nurses: "The
Chickenization- of
Women".
"Women are frequently
referred to as poultry. We
cluck at hen parties.
When we aren't henpecking men, we are egging
them on. In youth we are
chicks. Mothers watch
over their broods. Later
we are old biddies with an
empty-nest syndrome. Is
it just a coincidence that
so many women's wages
are chicken feed?"
ANN D'ARCY,
OKLAHOMA NURSE
DEAR ANN: No. And
ain't it fowl?
•••
Everybody needs
friends. For some practical tips on how to be
popular, get Abby's
Popularity booklet. Send
$1 plus a long, selfaddressed stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby,
Popularity, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.

SATURDAY
9:30-5:00

•
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Honest. Old-Fashioned Bargains On Quality Ladies' Fashions
.411'Fall& inter_Fashions and 4efessories Are Reduced To Make Room For Spring

Make Her
Heart Throb
With Flowers
Arranged By
Experts
'Violet Baskets
*Dish Gardens
'Spring Flowers
Roses
'
•Violet Baskets
'Carnations
'Blooming Potted Plants
'Fresh Potted House Plants
*Silk Bud Vases
And Arrangements -

Owner
Sharilyn
Wisehart

753-9514
600 Vs

SOUTH 4TH

MURRAY, KY
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THE 13AMS00 SARIAN
All 14K Gold

20% Off
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Chains-EarringsCharms-Nugget Rings

Beautiful Valentine
Gift Items, Personalized
Valentine Name Plates
— FREE GIFT WRAP-
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New Line Of Paper Goods c2
40 Decorator Colors To Choose From c2
MatchAg Solids. Also Prints
753-0317
Dixieland Ctr.
Murray

COATS DRESSES SHOES SIRS SWEATERS
COORDINATES BLOUSES PANTS SKIRTS
LINGERIE BRAS GIRDLES SLEEPWEAR
KNIT ACCESSORIES GLOVES HANDBAGS
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Notional news in brief

TRUTH DAYS

FRANKFORT, Ky.
I API — A change in state
law to make it easier for a
board member to seek
public office was approved Wednesday by the
House of Representatives.
Under current statutes,
a member of a state
board or commission
may not seek election
without resigning from
the board. Under the bill,
approved 77-12, such service would no longer prohibit a person from running for office.
The Senate has already
approved a similar
measure, which contains
Reg. 17.00 Now VI 2
"
a provision prohibiting
the board member from
receiving payment.
UNION, M. (AP)
The incandescent creations of Thomas Alva
Edison live on through
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Larry Donley.
Today is Edison's 135th
Downtown NI urra
birthday and that's
special for Donley, who
has a huge collection of
401111M 1111111111111O M1111=11111M1
,11111 El 10111111.1111.11.1IIIVIM
=mum wok

20%

Spring
Merchandise
And An Added
Special...
LeChat Golf Shirts

•
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•

Edison memorabilia.
Donley, once an auto
mechanic, bought his
first old Edison
phonograph 25 years ago
for $5. Eight years ago,
he and his sons opened an
antique shop here where
they collect, repair and
sometimes sell Edison
collectables.
Edison's company produced as many as 6,000
"talking machines" a
week at his West Orange,
N.J., plant during its
peak years, 1904 and 1905.
Nearly 2 million
. machines were manufactured there before it closed in 1929.
Donley has 600
machines, half of them
Edisons — 160 in perfect
working condition.
"The more expensive
machines are in demand
and I have several in the
$5,000 bracket. A Victor
talking machine with a
wood horn, for instance,
was in the 8500 category
three years ago, and now
---

it's $3,000."
Donley said he has
three Edison "Opera"
cylinder -playing
machines much prized for
their technical superiority and the beauty of their
oak or mahogany horns
They were produced between 1911 and 1913 and a
decade ago were worth
$600 in mint condition.
Now such machines sell
from $3,500 to $4,500
regardless of condition.
Donley does not sell
any of his machines
unless he has three of a
kind. "I like to keep them
in pairs because I have
two sons," he said.
BOSTON (AP) — If you
plan on coming down with
lovesickeness this Valentine's Day, you're a person after A.L. Ritterson's
heart.
Ritterson, a doctor at
the University of
Rochester Medical
Center, writes in a lighthearted letter in today's
New England Journal of

1 ra
On Lupercalia, goats
were sacrificed and men
wearing only goat-skin
bikinis light-heartedly
flogged members of the
audience with goat-skin
thongs. Using the skins of
freshly killed animals
transmitted brucellosis,
he surmises.

Medicine that
lovesickness may indeed
be a physical ailment.
The doe's theory is that
over the centuries, people
came down with
brucellosis — which can
be transmitted to man by
animals and also is
known as undulant fever
— around Valentine's
Day and the symptoms of
aching, weakness, insomnia, depression and
fever came to be passed
off as lovesickness.
"The whole thing got
mixed together and
entered our folklore and
consciousness," he
wrote. "Even the now
widely popular belly
dance symbolizes the undulant character of the
love-linked infection."
The doctor says it happened like this: The
Christians' Feb. 14
festival eventually was
merged with the pagan
fertility ritual of Lupercalia, traditionally Feb.
15.
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WASHINGTON(AP)—
Rep. Larry Hopkins, RKy., said that five locks
on the Kentucky River
will be opened for 15
weeks this summer by
the Army Corps of
Engineers.
The corps had announced it was closing locks 5
through 14 on the river
because traffic did not
warrant keeping them
open. But Hopkins' office
said that the corps had
decided to open locks 5, 6,
8,9 and 10.
Gianelli said the corps
would work with Hopkins'
office to determine when
the locks should be opened.
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Potatoes

Both with
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With
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Order
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Purchase Excluding
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Ballantine granted the
order, but later dissolved
it, saying Wilkinson met
the disclosure rules and
the argument about extension of his offer was
not material.
The bank appealed to
the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in Cincinnati,
and asked that the temporary restraining order
remain in effect pending
the appeal.
Ballantine ruled Tuesday that he still has
jurisdiction in the case,
and that Wilkinson may
acquire United Kentucky
stock until the appellate
court acts.
Shareholders had
tendered about 171,8101
shares of glrea7Fse of—Ue
Ballantine's restraining
order of Jan. 19, and
tendered another 6,000
shares between then and
the expiration of Wilkinson's offer.
Ballantine ruled that
Wilkinson was free to acquire those shares as
well. But he cannot do
that until he has Federal
Reserve Board approval,
expected early next
month, said Sheryl G.
Snyder, a lawyer for
Wilkinson.
Wilkinson may make a
second tender offer to acquire more stock, the
lawyer added.
Wilkinson has also filed
a lawsuit in federal court
in Lexington, seeking to
block the bank and the
state from invoking Kentucky's anti-takeover law
to prevent his acquisition.
Be said the state law conflicts with federal law.
U.S. District Judge
Bernard Moynahan ruled
in Wilkinson's favor and
granted him a.
preliminary injunction.
The bank has appealed
that ruling to the Cincinnati appellate court,
where it may not be
heard for at least a year.
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Bank fights takeover bid
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A Lexington
businessman's attempt to
buy a controlling interest
in United Kentucky Bank
is being waged in the
courts.
United Kentucky Bank,
fifth-largest in Louisville,
has been fighting the
takeover bid by Wallace
G. Wilkinson of Lexington. In fact, the bank's
directors have announced
that agreement has been
reached to merge with
Liberty National Bancorp, parent of Liberty
National Bank and Trust
Co.
The merger involving
Liberty, the city's thirdlargest bank, would involve a stock and cash ex''change valued at $23 a
-*bare.
Wilkinson won permission Tuesday from U.S.
District Judge Thomas A.
Ballantine to acquire
about 182,000 shares of
stock in United Kentucky
Inc., the parent holding
company of the bank, for
$25 a share in cash. The
shares, about 20 percent
of United Kentucky's
outstanding stock, were
:offered to Wilkinson as a
"result of a tender offer he
:made last Dec.4.
2 Wilkinson, who has extensive real-estate
holdings and owns in. terests in other Kentucky
1,..7 banks, sought to acquire
390,000 shares, or 50.1
. percent, of the bank's
stock.
United Kentucky
sought a temporary
• restraining order Jan. 19
• to block Wilkinson's
tender offer. The bank
• said he illegally extended
• the offer to Jan. 21 when
was to have expired
Jan. 7.
The bank also said he
:had not provided enough
Information to
- shareholders about his
finances and his financial
-: backers.
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Fresh Meats
Beef Roast
Rib Eye Steak
Pork Chops
Pork Ribs
Pork Sausage
American Cheese
Bacon
Wieners
Pure Ground Beef kik
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Valentine's Day
is Sunday,
February 14.
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You're sure to
capture her
heart with
the romantic
fresh flowers,
Heart Stick Pin, and

or Patties

It's romantic
And says all the
things you've
been meaning
to soy. So call or
visit US today. Because
every Valentine
deserves flowers

exclusive FTD Glass
Heart Dish that make
up our FTD HEARTS &
FLOWERS' Bouquet

We hove a good selection Old Fashioned Lunch meats sliced
fresh while you wait.

Choice Sider of Beef

"
Lb. $ 1

ePt.e & Po:

Wholesale & Retail Meat

FLOWERS

GIBSON HAM CO.
!07N. MM.

rIelping you say it right.

/Immo ISI- 1601WI Ac.Ø
NOUNS;7:00.5 MP Mos. Fri.

adie lime

AkmawocAo•
3104•6 55.

705 S 4th ST
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 753-4320
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BM- would Up coal tax
•-•• FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Rep. Joe Clarke,
D-Danville, introduced a
bill Wednesday that
would
increase Ken•
.• tucky's coal severance
tax from 4.5 to 6.5 per.
- cent.
Clarke's measure is the
- second proposed to the
1982 General Assembly
, designed to increase the
, tax.
Last week, Reps. Terry
Mann, D-Newport and
• Herman Rattliff, R>2tampbellsville, in:. troduced a bill that would
7 raise the tax to 6 percent.

Under Clarke's proposal, half the money
generated by the increase
would be earmarked to
help pay for resource
recovery road projects.

Surprise Your Valentine With This
All-in-One Stereo System 28% Off!

Once the bonds for such
projects are retired, that
portion of the severance
tax receipts would go to
the local government
economic assistance
fund.
Payments to
goverments in counties
affected by coal production are made from the
fund.

279.95
Tapes not

• AM/FM • Stereo Cassette Deck
• Deluxe 3-Speed Record Changer
• 22"-High 2-Way Speaker Systems
• Dual Illuminated VU Meters
• Includes Hinged Dust Cover

included

Great sound, superb styling and room
to grow—and a low price, too! Record
your own tapes from the radio, changer,
aux input or mike jacks. Pushbuttons
for loudness, 2 or 4 speakers and
FM-AFC. Speakers each have 8"
woofer and 3" tweeter. Walnut vinyl
veneer. #13-1207
•

Desktop Calculator With 4-Key Memory
EC-2001 by Radio Shack

Cut
27%

9e9.
99.95

• 10-Digit Fluorescent
Display
1. • Gross Profit Margin

1/2

Price

Put it to work solving math problems at
home or office—and save $8. Easy-to-read
display features indicators for overflow,
negative and memory. Standard percent
key. plus a A% key to figure percent of
change #65-660

Half Price! 8-Track Recording Tape
By Realistic
40 Minutes

80 Minutes

2for 199

2tor 269

Reg. 1.99 Each

Reg. 2.69 Each

• Bright LED Channel Readout • Big Signal Power/RF Meter
Get help, directions or pass the time with fellow travelers on long trips!
LED modulation indicator, hysteresis squelch. Add an external speaker
and hit the PA switch for a mobile public address system, too! With
mike, mounting hardware. #21-1502

Ultra-Light-Tracking Phono Cartridge— Now
Half Price! R1000EDT by Realistic/Shure

Save
$20
Upgrade your turntable with this quality magnetic
cartridge! Features a full 20-20,000 Hz response for
high-definition music. Treats records gently while
4 to 1,12 grams. Hear what you've
3
tracking as low as/
•been missing! #42-2769

Special-formula oxide coating lets you hear
more music with less noise' Polyester base
resists breaks and stretching. For a lowcost tape library, stock up now—no limit!
• #44-840/841

Check Your Phone Book for the Rade Thaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIMAt STORES AND DEALERS
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Canzeri quits to avail-embarrassment

• AN HONEST
PRESIDENTS SALE

t..

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Joseph Canzeri, the
White House's Mr. Fixit,
says he quit his job rather
than risk embarrassing
President Reagan with
questions about submitting double bills for two
trips and accepting lowinterest loans to buy a
house.
Reagan accepted
Canzeri's surprise
resignation Wednesday
night with "deepest personal regret," and said he
and Mrs. Reagan hoped
Canzeri would "honor us
with your presence in our
house many times in the
years ahead."
Canzeri acknowledged
that he billed both the
White House and the
Republican National
Committee for "$700 and
change" on expense accounts for two trips in
early 1981. He said it was
an accident and that he
repaid the White House
immediately when it was

This is one heck of a sale, Abe.
3.00 off every pair of shoes tagged
v7rny face. $120 off every pair
tagged with ours.
Would I lie?

,

discovered last week.
At the same time, he
said there was nothing
improper about accepting low-interest loans
from Laurance
Rockefeller and Donald
M. Koll, a Republican activist and developer, to
buy a $380,000 house in
Georgetown
White House deputy
press secretary Larry
Speakes said the loans
and double-billing matters had been referred to
the Justice Department
for review, out of "an
abundance of caution."
Canzeri, a long-time
aide to the late Vice
President Nelson A.
Rockefeller, was known
in the White House for his
quick humor and ability
to get things done. As a
$60,000-a-year assistant
to the president, Canzeri
had an office only steps
from the Oval Office, but
kept well out of the public
eye.

To insiders, he was the
man everyone counted on
to take care of details for
White House ceremonies
and presidential travel —
the man who kept the
planes running on time.
In an unusually warm
letter accepting Canzeri's
resignation, Reagan said,
"From early morning until late in the evening,
both on the road and here
in the White House, there
was one man I could
always call upon for help
and know that within
minutes I would hear that
familiar answer:
`Done'."
Reagan said Canzeri
had "served not just me
but our nation with
distinction, honor and a
personal energy that
knows few parallels."
Details of Canzeri's
loan arrangement were
published in the New
York Times on Wednesday.
Canzeri told associates

he did not want to become
"another Allen." That
was a reference to former
national secgrity adviser
Richard V. Allen, who unsuccessfully fought to
keep his job and was forced to resign after weeks
of controversy over his
acceptance of gifts and
money from Japane*
journalists and an
associate.
Canzeri acknowledged
the Times' report that he
borrowed $200,000 from
Laurence Rockefeller at
an interest rate of 9 percent, under terms that do
not require him to make
any payments now.
He also borrowed
$200,000 from Koll, of
Newport Beach, Calif., at
12 percent interest, on
which he is not required
to make any principal
payments until the loan
comes due in July, 1985.
Canzeri said he pays
$2,000 monthly in interest
on the Koll loan.
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Meteorologistreceives many off-the-wall calls

AN HONEST SALE ON HONEST
During our honest-to-goodness Presidents Sale,
save $3.00 on every pair of shoes tagged with
George's face; $5.00 on every pair tagged with
Abe's. Hundreds of pairs of men's, women's and
kids' styles are included.. over a million dollars
worth of price reductions. Many styles already
marked down oncsar twice. Look for George and
Abe's sale tags and you'll save a bundle. Honest.
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Payless
Slime
Source

Murray

Paducah

cape Girardeau

Central Shopping Center
West Park Mel
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Deily Open 9:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m. Deily
1.65
a

Rig K Shopping Center
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
1-6 Sunday

1562 Volum* Shoo Corporation
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EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — Being head of the
only National Weather
Service office in a large
area means having to
deal with your fair share
of slightly off-the-wall
people.
In Evansville, for example, Norman Carroll,
says .the office has
become the major reporting center for UFOs in
the 32-county area of Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky it covers.
There are also the normal — or abnormal —
calls from the public
about the weather. Carroll, chief meteorologist
and supervisor to 10
forecasters at the office,
said they are not just
"What is the weather going to be like?" or, "Is is
raining now?"
"There was one guy
who wanted to know what
the weather was like in
Honolulu." Carroll said
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have pummeled the
midwest have been merging just around the Ohio
River.
Even during the
warmer months,trying to
forecast where a tornado,
a rather frequent visitor
to the area, might touch
down,if at all, is difficult.
"This is one area that's
pretty tough," said Carroll, a veteran of 18 years
with the weather service
at stations across the nation. "But each area has
its own peculiarities."
Like most forecasters,
weather service
employees get blamed
when it snows, blamed
when it rains and blamed
when the sun shines. Most
of that blame goes on
radio and television personalities, who actually
deliver the offending information, while weather
service employees labor
in relative anonymity.
That is changing, Car-

roll said. In addition to
providing recorded and
live broadcasts for the
weather radio frequency,
service employees are
constantly updating a
recorded broadcast
which can be obtained
with a simple telephone
call.
They are also becoming
broadcast personalities
themselves, as some
radio stations use NWS
broadcasts verbatim.
The whole thing is
something of a game,
Carroll said. Even with
all of the satellite maps,
radar and sophisticated
reporting systems, the
forecaster's must often
rely on experience and instinct.
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"To be a forecaster,
you have to know the terrain and how (weather)
systems react across
their predicted path,"
Carroll said.

Franklin grand jury indicts three for beating
FRANKFORT,Ky.
(AP) — The Franklin
County grand jury
Wednesday indicted the
widow of Ernest G. Amburgey and two men on
charges stemming from
the fatal beating and
shooting of the 34-yearold state emplyse.
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray Corns said
John T. Hurst, 25, and

641 N.759-9995
Bel Air Ctr. 753-8777
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
Murray, Ky.
Prices Good Thru Saturday

Super Savings
With Revlon

•

the information probably
could have been obtained,
but shook his head as if to
say, "If you're in
Honolulu, who cares what
the weather is?"
"Then there was the
lady who called and said
it had rained 10 straight
days and asked 'What do
we do?"' Carroll
remembered. "I told her
to build an ark. You get
some kind of peculiar
calls."
One of the strangest
things about working .in
Evansville, however, is
the weather itself.
On several occasions
this winter, storms which
have dumped record
snows on othr parts of Indiana have missed
Evansville by just a few
miles.
It seems that two different kinds of weather
systems which have been
coming together to form
the brutal snows which
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Sherman M. Wright, 34„ _ ty.
MrifkiiiViey was adwere named in indictments charging them mitted to a Frankfort
hospital Monday after
with capital murder.
Amburgey's widow, statements were filed by
Velda Amburgey, 32, was two doctors with the
indicted for complicity to district court clerk.
Amburgey was beaten
commit murder.
Corns said the max- and shot last Wednesday
imum punishment upon at his home near
conviction was the death Frankfort. His body later
penalty and said he in- was found in his wrecked
tends to seek that penal- car.
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Flex Balsam Shampoo or Balsam
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Flex Net Non-Aerosol Hair Spray
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Flex Balsam & Protein Conditioner
4 Ounce Jar

1.68

Mitchum Stick or Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant - 2.5 Ounce
Cream -2 Ounce or Dab-On - 1 Ounce..

2.18

Mitchum Roll-On or Anti-Perspirant
Scented or Unscented - 1.5 Ounce

1.97

Colorsilk - Ammonia-Free
Hair Color
Assorted Shades
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Admiiiistration considel—
is Libyan:A-mats active

Navy pilot returns home

"There is much less information coming into
the bureau than there
was a month ago," said
FBI spokesman Roger
Young. "Thus far we
haven't established the
presence in the United
States of a Libyan hit
team. It's been a lot of extra work without finding
a Libyan hit team.
"As the leads dwindle,"
Young added, "there will
be less manpower spent
on it." He said the investigation remains a
high priority — part of an
across-the-board effort
against terrorism.
The Continued high
state of security around
Reagan is obvious.
Reagan's motorcade
frequently uses two
limousines now one for
the president and a decoy
car to confuse any attacker. A counter-assault
team rides behind the armored presidential
limousine in a van, with
agents holding the doors
ajar in case they have to

spring out.
Reagan wasn't even in
the motorcade when it
pulled away from the
White House Jan. 26 en
route to Capitol Hill for
his State of the Union address. His limousine left
the White House by
another gate, joined the
motorcade in progress,
and the entourage took an
indirect route to the
Capitol.
Flight paths have been
altered for Reagan's
helicopter trips to the
presidential retreat at
Camp David. The presi.dent's helicopter and Air
Force One now carry
missile defense systems.
Some CIA and Justice
Department officials
privately expressed
serious doubts about the
soundness of intelligence
reports about the alleged
team,or whether it really
existed. Yet a law enforcement official said
tips came from various
sources, and that the person considered the best

641 N.759-9995
Bel Air Ctr. 753-8777
Murray, Ky.

Bill sent
.to governor
FlIANKFORT, Ky.
(AP — A measure increasing interest
paythents on workers'
corapensation judgments
is oh its way to the governor following Senate action Wednesday.
The Senate voted to
concur with a House'
amendment that would
require such interest to
be compounded annually.
Under the bill, the interest rate on wori[ers'
compensation awards
would increase front 6 to
12 percent. The amended
bill was approved 32-2,
with one senator abstain•
f
ing.

that their cover is blown,
the artion is known.. you
will probably see the
disappearance of the
group involved."
White House aides
speculate that interest in
the hit team was diverted
by the military
crackdown in Poland and
the Christmas holidays.
Reagan helped fuel the
story by publicly denouncing Khadafy. But White
House officials insist the
story first leaked from
the FBI and Secret Service.
The leaks triggered
suspicions the White
House was laying the
groundwork to retaliate
against Khadafy — a
charge denied by chief of
staff Baker.
As the leaks turned into
a torrent, Reagan
became upset, a White
House source said, "and
let his anger be known.
He mentioned it at
Cabinet meetings. It stopped the wholesale leaking.
/
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LEITCHFIELD, Ky.
(AP) — The Grayson •
County Fiscal Court has
allocated $2,000 a month
through June to its
sheriff's department in
an effort to keep its four
deputies on the job.
Sheriff Qulin Escue told
fiscal court that the extra
money was needed to
help: defray the costs of •
gasoline used by the
deputies. Escue had asked for a $45,000 subsidy,
but was accepted the
$ 2,000 -per-month
allocation when the larger
request was turned down.
Escue said he was happy to have the money
"because we wouldn't
have any deputies this
morning if we hadn't gotten it."
Three of the deputies
had said they would
resign if they didn't get
money to defray their
costs for buying gasoline.
The deputies are paid
wages of $900 a month.
Fiscal courts are nor
required to subsidig
-sheriffs, whose revenue
comes from fees for collecting taxes and serving
court papers.

protection he was assigned when the threat
against Reagan became
public. Overall security
in the Capitol also remains at a higher level.
Reagan's top three
White House aides —
James A. Baker III, Edwin Meese and Michael
K. Deaver — also remain
under Secret Service protection that began in early December.
A review is planned
soon about whether Sen.
Baker still needs protection, according to a congressional source. A recent review of the need
for security around
Meese, Deaver and
James Baker concluded
that it should continue,
according to the source.
Sen. Baker has said the
threat to Reagan has
diminished. Likewise,
Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, ranking
Democrat on the Senate
intelligence committee,
said as far back as
December that, "Now
• V..,• ``
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Court allocates
funds to sheriff

source submitted to a lie
detector test and passed.
Opinions vary.
"We believed at one
time there was (a hit
team)," said one administration official,
speaking anonymously.
"Maybe it's disbanded."
The official said he never
saw anything that pinpointed the location of
any team.
Another administration
official, who also refused
to be identified, said, "I
have an idea the United
States still thinks they're
somewhere on the North
American continent."
---oh Capitol Hill, the purported plot once was the
subject of briefings for
the congressional leadership and members of the
House. and Senate intelligence committees.
No more, though. There
haven't been any briefings since before
Christmas.
Senate Republican
Leader Howard Baker retains the round-the-clock
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House: a team of faced, publicity about the
assassins trained in purported plot has faded.
Libya was said to be Yet, the vigilance around
stalking President Reagan and top governReagan. Security was ment officials has not
tightened. Presidential been relaxed.
So what's happened?
appearances were curWith rare exceptions,
tailed. U.S. borders were
watched. Sketches of government officials
potential assassins were refuse to speak on the
record about the sensitive
distributed.
And nothing happened. subject.
"We consider the
No attacks. No arrests.
threat as active as it once
Nothing.
More than 2kt months was," said a senior adafter the fears first sur- ministration official, who
refused to be identified.
"We haven't let down our
guard."
Indeed, a high-ranking
law enforcement official
VIRGINIA BEACH, the USS Nimitz. The air- said Libyan strongman
Va. (AP) — Navy- Lt. craft carrier arrives at Moammar Khadafy
Lawrence Muczynski, its home port of Norfolk might have planted
returning to the United on Friday.
stories the plot had been
States for the first time
Their dogfight was canceled. "That's what
since shooting down a Li- almost six months ago, you would do if you were
byan plane, says now he but several colleagues still planning to make an
doesn't have to wonder greeted Muczynski and attempt."
what would happen if he squadron skipper Cmdr.
As the story slipped off
had to put his fighter-pilot ,Henry Kleemann, who the front pages, there
training to the test. ,
piloted the other F-14 were fewer tips for law
He and his radar in- Tomcat involved, with enforcement officials to
tercept officer shot down "good shooting."
follow.
one of the two Libyan SU•
"-^
22 Fitters over the Gulf of •
Sidra Aug. 19.
"That's what you're
training for," Muczynski
said. "But now it's taken
the edge off if I ever have
to face it again."
Muczynski — nicknamed "Music" — and the
rest of squadron VF-41,
better known as the
"Black Aces," came
home Wednesday from a
six-month cruise in the
Mediterranean aboard
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Whatever happened to
the Libyan hit team,
variously reported to
have slipped into the
United States, to be
hiding in Mexico, or to
have flown to Paris en
route to Boston?
Was the plot called off?
And was there one hit
team or two? Or was
there any? .
It was late last year —
high drama at the White
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Brighten your
wardrobe with
fabricsfrom
wal-Mart!

Super Value
Strawberry Basket
Prints
•100% Cotton •45 Inches wide
•A collection of strawberry prints
•Bright spring colors and patterns
•Machine wash & dry

Save 15%
Ultra Vino Fancies
-*Polyester/a/n°[1
-•48-49 Inches wide
'Available in solids or stripes
•Latest colors for spring
'Machine wash & dry •Reg. 3.17 yd.

Save 20%
Bottom Weight Whites
•All cotton, polyester and cotton
blends
•45-48 Inches Wide
'Machine wash 'Reg 2.44 yd.

Super Value
El Dorado
•100% Polyester •45 Inches wide
*Soft & versatile-for blouses & dresses
'Solid colors in spring colorations
'Machine wash & dry

Save 20%
Dressmaker
Shears

1.77Yd.

•8-Inch stainless steel shear
*Lightweight plastic handle
•No WI-4003'Reg 2 37

Police mlasure

approved
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — The state House
approved a bill Wednesday that would expand •
the arrest powers of
police officers in secondand third-class cities.
Under its provisions,
the officers could make
arrests;anywhere in the
county 'rather than being
1 limited to making arrests
' within the city limits.
The measure was approved 79-13 and now
, the Senate

•
U.

Save 32%
Vinyl Tape Measure

530

•60"/150cm 'Measures inches or
centimeters'Wont shrink, tear or
stretch and its waterproof 'No 7500 *Reg. 78C

4

LH.... •

1

1

Sr

44

•Measures inches or centimeters 'Metal
*Mark tucks & pleats, space button & button
holes, check knit gauge •No. 7503 *Reg_ 661:

Save 19%
Gripper Plier Kit.
applying decorative snaps to
crafts & wearables'No 16-P 'Reg 4 97
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WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLIC.Y — It is our intention to have every advertised item in
stock, however, if due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item is not available for purchase Wal Mart
will issue a Rain Check on request, for the merchandste to be purchased at the sale price whenever
available, or will sell you a similar item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to limit quan
lilies
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Kentucky news in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky
Kentucky
(Al')
teachers would be able to
retire earlier under a bill
that was approved
Wednesday by the House
Education Committee.
The bill would allow
teachers to retire after 27
years of service. The
committee amended the
bill to provide that a
teacher could not receive
full retirement benefits
unless they had taught 30
years, which is the current minimum for retirement.
A teacher would be

penalized 10 percent of Barbourville,-.agreed to tain special license plates
their full benefits for each amend it to reNiket the under a bill approved
year under 30 that they period from four yeas.
Wednesday by the state
retired.
The measure would Senate.
The bill now goes to the allow teachers to regain a
The first plates purfull House.
job if they lose their
chased by POWs from
disability within two
World War I, World War
FRANKFORT, Ky. years.
II, the Korean and Viet
(AP) - The House
The bill now goes to the Nam
wars would cost
Education Committee full House.
$12.50. Renewal after that
Wednesday approved a
point would carry a $1
bill that would allow
FRANKFORT, Ky. charge.
teachers who are forced
The bill, approved 360,
to retire because of a (AP) - Former
prisoners of war could ob- now goes to the House.
disability to retain tenure
for up to two years.
The largest recorded meteorite fall
The bill was reported
occurred
favorably at its sponsor, March 8, 1976, near the Chinese city of Kirin. The
Rep. Jimmy White, D- stone weighed 2.03 tong.
PET OF THE WEEK -"Peony", an elevenyear-old female/
1
2terrier, needs a home.She has
been spayed. Several sizes and breeds of puppies
are also available for adoption at the Calloway
County Animal Shelter at 103 E. Sycamore,
which is operated by the Humane Society. The
Animal Shelter is now open from 8 a.m. to noon
and 1-5 p.m. Monday through Saturday. For further information call 759-4141.

Bargain Days Sale!
5 Great Days! Thursday, Feb. 11 thru Monday, Feb. 15

up
to
70%
Off
All Fall and Winter Stock Must

Committee rejects
officer status proposal

and more!

•

Go!

FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP)- The Senate State
Government Committee
has rejected a proposal
designed to give investigators from the attorney general's office
the status of peace officers.
Assistant Attorney
General Robert
Chenoweth told the committee Wednesday that
investigators employed
by the office have responsibilities similar to those
of state police officers.
Without peace officer
status, however, they
cannot carry concealed
weapons, he said.
In addition to carrying
concealed weapons,
peace officers also may
serve warrants and make
arrests when a misdemeanor is committed in
their presence.
Chenoweth and Robert
Hughes, of the special
prosecution division, said
investigators frequently
encounter dangerous
situations and need the
protection of a firearm.
Sen. John "Eck" Rose,
D-Winchester, said,
however, that he believed
the investigators might
be inclined to become
more "beligerent" in
their work if they were
armed.
The committee's vote
on the bill was 4-3, but
-- five votes are needed
before a measure can be
reported to the Senate
floor.

• Bargain Racks

Bargain Tables
• Bargain Prices

Storm Coats and Zip-out
Coats
Reg.49.00 to 69.00
29.00

Sweaters Reg. to 24.99

8.99

Shirts

6.99

All Wool Costs

Blazers

Reg.to 15.99

23.99

Reg.to 70.00

39.00

Reg. 79.00 to 99.00

Quilted Novelty Jackets
Reg. to 40.00
14.99

Special Dress Rack
Reg. to 39.00
7.00 to 9.00

Wool Blend Blazers
Fashion Pants
10.99

Reg. to 24.99

5.00
Handbags Reg. to 29.99 to 8.00
Skirts

15.99

Reg. to 50.00

8.99

Reg. to 24.99

Nylon and Brushed Gowns
Reg. to 15.99
5.99
Better Robes
12.99

Reg. 29.99

All Winter and Holiday
Coordinates 50% Off and more!
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FEBRUARY SUPER SAVINGS
Buy any three of these bestselling products and
BAND-AID Brand
Adhesive Bandages
Plastic Large,50 Count
BAND-AID Brand
Adhesive Bandages
Plastic Wide,30 Count
BAND-AID Brand
Adhesive Bandages
Sheer Wide,30 Count

-•

Tylenol
Regular Strength
100 Tablets

Johnson's
Baby Powder
14 Ounce

Vfriyhi

Johnson's
Baby Shampoo
16 Ounce

Irr
/1./p/s/f/o.b. Tampons
Regular or Super
30 Count
o.b. Tampons
Super Plus
TAMPONS

la

I

.1.22

2.73
1.78
2.84
2.87
2.52
2.67
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favor of granting licenses
for the export of oil and
gas equipment.
. "Yet the administration started off by approving a first shipment
of Caterpillar pipelayers
to the Soviet Union," he
said.
He said that at the 1981
economic summit in Ottawa, Reagan "made
known U.S. concerns with
the West Siberian
pipeline, but the administration didn't get
itself together for an effective follow-up."
"It took the crackdown
in Poland to energize the
government," Jackson
said. "And even now high
officials are talking about
the decision regarding
U.S. technology and the
pipeline in terms of
'weighing the damage to
the Soviet Union against
the damage to the
alliance'."
He said the administration had made a
"fragmentary start"
toward a more restrictive
policy in recent months,
but added,"I am worried
that our recent efforts
will not outlast the current sanctions resulting
from events in Poland."

Gaming control board
puts restrictions on man
CARSON CITY, Nev.
(AP) - The Nevada
Gaining Control Board
has recommended that a
Louisville, K y . ,
businessman be blocked
from bringing in groups
of high-rolling gamblers
to Nevada casinos.
The board's recommendation Wednesday
against Luther James
was without prejudice to
a renewed request should
James succeed in overturning a recent
gambling-related conviction.
James owns a vending
machine company in
Louisville. He has been
bringing gamblers to the
Riviera hotel-casino in
Las Vegas for the past
eight years - gamblers
who have been dropping
about $1.5 million yearly
at gaming tables.
Control Board Chairman Richard Bunker said
he "cannot look aside"
from James' recent conviction for holding stock
in a company that
distributed an electronic
blackjack machine used
for gambling.
James said he had
nothing to do with the
day-to-day operations of
his vending machine
company, which had 20
blackjack machines
among hundreds of video
games and other equipment set up in the
Louisville-area.

However, he conceded
off-on switches put on the
video blackjack games
by the company manager
made them gambling
devices in eyes of federal
authorities - even
though city and state officials said the vider,
games were legal.
Board members also
questioned James about a
report that he was carrying about $300,000 when
police arrested him in the
Louisville atea for
allegedly running a red
light.
James said he had been
picking up money owed to
the Riviera from
gamblers - part of 'his
job as a gambling junket
organizer.
James also slid he'll no
longer operating as a
bookmaker. If he had
been, the FBI would have
arrested him, he added.
The remark followed
questioning about a 1972
conviction for bookmaking.
James also said a
charge of intefering with
a federal' investigation
was dismissed by a judge
last year. He said be was
indicted on the charge
after calling police to
report he was being
followed by "shady"
characters - apparently
federal agents. The
former Louisville police
chief also was indicted VI
that case,he added.

CoaToperator convicted

get a coupon by mail for a free Riaperback book!
Look for displays and requestforms
at your WAL-MART stores.

The committee stopped
short of rejecting another
bill backed by the attorney general, but
delayed its consideration
- probably for several
weeks.
The measure would
give the attorney general
permission to buy liability insurance for lawyers
in his office, county attorneys and commonwealth attorneys.
Robert V. Bullock, an
assistant attorney
general, said such
coverage is needed to
protect the attorneys
from "frivolous"
lawsuits filed by
prisoners.
A similar measure which would have allowed the purchase of insurance for vocationaleducation teachers was rejected by the full
Senate Tuesday.
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, DSpringfield, made
basically the same
arguments against both
measures.
"The question is
whether providing liability insurance is a program
the state is going to initiate," O'Daniel said.
"The decision should be
made on a policy level
and not on a piecemeal
basis."
The committee then
decided to refer the bill to
the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee,
where Sen. Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove, said all
such matters should be
considered because of
their potential cost.
Receiving the committee's approval was a proposal to designate the
Kentucky Opera Association as the state's opera.
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, said the
designation would make
the association eligible
for grants.

WASHINGTON (API "Confusion and footdragging" by the Reagan administration are ,allowing
the Soviet Union to use
American know-how to
build up its own strength,
Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
D-Wash,contends.
In a speech prepared
for delivery in the Senate
today, Jackson called on
the administration to immediately prohibit the
use of any American
technology to help build a
natural gas pipeline from
Siberia to Western
Europe.
"There is no longer
doubt that our technology
has materially aided
Soviet expansion,"
Jackson said. "It has improved Soviet weapons,
intelligence devices, and
economic leverage. We
are still much too far
away from a vigorous
program to effectively
meet the danger."
Jackson specifically
cited the administration's
handling of the proposed
natural gas pipeline.
He said he wrote then
President-elect Reagan
10 days after the 1980
election urging him to
reassess the government's presumption in

less • %o •

'

LONDON, Ky. (AP)The first criminal trial
conducted under the 1977
Mine Safety and Health
Act has led to the miningviolations conviction of a
Whitley County coal
operator and his three
sons.
Kenneth Crawford and
sons Timothy, Jeffrey
and Kenneth Ray were
released on bond, pending a March 9 sentencing hearing before U.S.
District Judge Eugene
Sller Jr.
The jury deliberated
nearly eight hours before
convicting Crawford on
10 counts and his sons on
five counts of numerous
safety violations in mines
they were accused of
operating illegally. Each
count carries a maximum penalty of one year
and a $25,000 fine, or both.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Robert Rawlins charged
that the mines were
operated with a "go-tohell attitude toward the
law," and he had 33 prosecution witnesses testify
during the 12-day trial.
Rawlins said the trial is
the first time individual
miners have been
criminally charged under
the 1977 mine-safety law.
He said there have been

some criminal prosecutions of mining corporations.
Crawford and his sons
were charged I the 33count indictment with a
pattern of illegat wildcat
mining of a least nine
sites along Meadow
Creek in Whitley County
from 1976 through most of
1980.
Two of Kenneth
Crawford's brothers,
Dennis and Lawrence,
have pleaded guilty to
three counts of violations
of the same federal-mine
safety law. Sentencing of
the two men has not been
scheduled.
Five miners died in
three separate accidents
in the mines from August
to October of 1980. The
government charged that
the mines were being illegally operated by
members of the Crawford
family.
One of the victims was
Frank Crawford, Kenneth's brother, who was
named as a defendant on
13 of the counts of the indictment.
Defense lawyer Lowell
Lundy said in closing
arguments that the
government's case
against the Crawfords
was an attempt "to take
nothing and make

something out of it." .
Miners who worked for
the Crawfords testifid
they would often set oft
explosive charges by using illegal blow torches to
start illegal explosives
fuses, Rawlins said. The
law requires that electrically detonated firing
devices be used.
Rawlins said the
government couldn't
determine how much coal
the Crawfords mined during the period, but that
the amount of explosives
they purchased indicated
extensive mining in the
region.
"The Crawfords were
taking people (miners
employed by them), exploiting them at low rates
it pay, putting them
down in unsafe mines,
and they (the Crawfords)
don't care what happens
to them," Rawlins said..
"They were making big
money, and they were
making it on the backs of
these men."
Lundy said enforcment
of federal regulations
was being increased during a time of prosperity in
the coalfields.
"People are prospering
here, and when times get
good," he said,
"somebody wants to tell
us how to do it"
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Aging actor in running for second oscar
•
HOLLYWOOD (AP) -.• A year after he limped to
• the stage to a thunderous
ovation and won an
honorary Academy
Award for his "enduring
accomplishments,"
Henry Fonda is in the run.
ning for an Oscar again this time in a movie about
growing old.
The 76-year-old actor,
who had never won an
Oscar before last year's
honorary award, stars in
"On Golden Pond," the
story of an enduring mar:' riage and a retired professor's anger at his old
age.
That film and "Reds,"

Warren Beatty's epic
about socialist journalist
John Reed, are considered the top contenders for the 1981
Academy Awards
nominations, which were
to be announced today.
"Ragtime," "Arthur,"
"Atlantic City," and
"Chariots of Fire" were
other top prospective
nominees.
The nominations for the
54th annual awards by
the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
were scheduled to be announced at its Beverly
Hills headquarters by
president Fay Kanin and

:Plant protest ends

actor Lloyd Bridges.
Fonda, who was
nominated for an Oscar
for the 1940 film "The
Grapes of Wrath," is
recovering at home from
a two-month hospital stay
during which doctors examined him and altered
his heart medication.
The awards will be
presented at the Los
Angeles Music Center on
March 29 with Johnny
Carson as master of
ceremonies.
The nominations were
made by the academy's
3,800 voters, who all vote
for best picture. Otherwise, members of each
field nominate their own
- writers vote for writing
achievements, actors for

MADISON, Ind. (AP) when Pettersen and Stiles
- A 27-year-old man end- climbed the stack, which
ed his camp-out atop a no longer is used and is
650-foot smokestack at scheduled to be demolished.
, z. the Clifty Creek coalPolice arrested Stiles
• . fired power plant early
• today after spending when he came down after
• three nights in sub- a few hours. He was
,- freezing temperatures as charged with criminal
• • • part of a protest against trespass and released on
•
$1,000 bond.
acid rain.
Hinck said that PetUtility guards spotted
_
Jeff Pettersen descen- tersen, who had two
ding about 1 a.m. and sleeping bags and foulnotified police. Pettersen weather gear, hadn't run
was jailed on a charge of out of food or water.
Officials of Indianacriminal trespass.
Petterseri, formerly of Kentucky Electric Corp.
Wilmette, Ill., who has wanted Pettersen to
spent the last year in leave peacefully, comSeattle where he worked pany spokesman Everett
as a roofer, belongs to a-. Schwarm said. He said
group called Greenpeace. - there was never any plan
Organization to force Pettersen to
spokesman Jon Hinck leave his position.
Hinck said represensaid earlier Pettersen
would leave his high tatives of Greenpeace, at
perch about 9 a.m. today. Schwarm's request, left
Asked why Pettersen left material concerning acid
early, Hinck said, "He rain. Greenpeace ofJust wanted to see if they ficials contend acid rain
(plant security person- pollutes waterways and
destroys plants and
nel) were awake."
Police had said they crops.
Peter Dykstra, another
would arrest Pettersen
when he came down, jest spokesman for the enas they did his partner in vironmental group, said
the protest, James Stiles, Wednesday two other
Greenpeace members
of Medford, Mass.
The protest against atop a smokestack at
emission of sulfur dioxide Conesville, Ohio, planned
began early Monday to descend today.

acting, etc.
Four honorary awards
were announced Tuesday
night by the academy
Board of Governors. Actress Barbara Stanwyck,
who has never won an
Oscar for an individual
performance, will
receive one for her
distinguished career.
Danny Kaye receives
the Jean Hersholt
humanitarian award,
while the Irving Thalberg
award for consistent
quality of producing goes
to Albert R. "Cubby"
Broccoli, producer of
James Bond films.
The Gordon Sawyer
award for technological
contributions will be
presented for the first

rt

Cody plans retirement
CHICAGO (AP)- Cardinal John Cody, whose
• e. stewardship of the nation's largest Roman
Catholic diocese is being
investigated by a federal
grand jury, is expected to
retire 10 months from
now, a local church official says.
Si
Cardinals usually
retire at age 75 and Cody
celebrates that birthday
Christmas Eve. It is expected that he will not
spurn the custom,
spokesman Peter Foote
said Wednesday. Cody
long has suffered
diabetei and he has an irregular heartbeat, for
which he recently was
hospitalized.
The apparent -Atka-

ment plans became
public Tuesday when
Monsignor Francis
Bracken told a meeting of
the Diocesan
Presbyterial Senate on
Tuesday that Cody "expects to retire on Dec. 24,
1982."
Cody's successor would
be chosen by the pope.
In September 1981, it
was disclosed that the
grand jury was looking
into Cody's alleged diversion of $1 million in taxexempt church money to
benefit his stepcousin and
longtime personal friend,
Helen Dolan Wilson.
Cody has declined to
answer specific allegations but has denied
wrongdoing.
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Be a part of the
oldest running tradition
at
Murray State
University

Tickets:
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$2.50 Students,
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The property settlement issue is the
final hurdle in the
estranged couple's
divorce case.
The key dispute at the
trial is who owns flie_ $2.5
million house the couple
lived in during their marriage. They disagree as to
when they stopped living
there as husband and
wife.
Miss Fawcett
acknowledged that as
late as the fall of 1979, she
and Majors gave a party
together at their home.
Burshe insisted the actor
wasn't living with her at

FaWeett
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Clearance

Feb. 14th

Music, Singing, Dancing!

in cross-examination.
"Yes," Miss Fawcett
replied.
"At that time, didn't he
tell you he hoped you and
he would still get back
together and redo your
marriage vows on July21, 1980, your annivet•
sary?" asked the lawyer.
"Yes," Miss Fawcett
said.
The confrontation, the
actress said, came
several months after the
couple decided to announce their separation
in July 1979, just before
their sixth wedding anniversary.
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Actress Farrah
Fawcett says her dates
-with Ryan O'Neal upset
her husband, Lee Majors,
very much, but Majors
wanted to salvage the
marriage and proposed a
second wedding
ceremony on the couple's
anniversary.
The actress, who
rocketed to fame on
ABC's "Charlie's
Angels" TV series, balked at some of the questions put to her Wednesday during a propertysettlement hearing in her
divorce case.
"You are not to argue
with the lawyer,"
Superior Court Judge
Harry Shafer told Miss
Fawcett as she was being
questioned by Majors'
lawyer. Real trials, the
judge said, are "not like
what you've seen on TV."
O'Neal has been linked
romantically with Miss
Fawcett since her marriage to Majors hit the
rocks in mid-1979.
"tis-Alovember or
liecethber of 1979, when
Lee returned from Toronto, he was very upset that
you were seeing Ryan
O'Neal, is that right?"
Majois' lawyer, Harry

SPECIAL

time to veteran
cinematographer Joseph
Walker.
The nomination announcements were on
schedule despite a mail
foul-up that forced
postponement of voting
deadlines.
Five days after the accounting firm of PriceWaterhouse mailed the
ballots, it discovered that
the postal service had lost
a bundle. The voting
deadline was pushed
from Jan. 29 to Feb. 1.
The deadline for
writers also was extended - to Feb. 4 - because
of a printing error that
classified "Wolfen" as an
original screenplay. It
was an adaptation.
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Creative strategy class teaches value ofself-defense to students
By BETSY KENEDY
Associated
Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — In
a large, bright room in
Greenwich Village, boys
and girls romp through
what appears to be a
typical gym class —
tumbling, lifting weights,
attacking a punching bag
a,nd sparring with their
teacher.
But these New York City children, aged 5 to 13,
are doing more than exercise; they are participating in a novel,
perhaps unique, program
that teaches them
"creative strategies" to
protect themselves from
harm.
For some, the class

-•••

comes too late to be started two years ago:by
preventive.
three women trained m
Five of the 10 attending martial arts, education
a recent class have either and psychology. Two are
been the victims or close survivors of sexual
friends of victims of a assault.
sexual assault.
"I had an incident when
All are the children I was a kid," says Tamar
either of parents driven Hosansky, 26, after directo find rehabilitative help ting the class at A Safe
after their child was Space, the group's educaphysically abused or of tional center. "That's
parents who realize the why I'm most interested
value of self-defense in working with kids."
guidance before it's too She holds a black belt in
karate.
late.
The program's conThe answer for them
has been Children's cept, according to the coCreative Safety Pro- founders, is to teach not
gram, one of several pro- only physical means of
grams offered by the self-defense, but also to
Safety and Fitness Ex- discuss assault in a nonchange (SAFE), a alarmist way, teaching
shoestring operation children) assertiveness,
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Air Force is adding
100 nuclear warheads to
its current land-based
missile force, officials
say, as the effort to
develop a permanant basing system for the new
MX missile continues.
The increase in the
number of warheads on
existing intercontinental
ballistic missiles,
Wednesday's Air Force
announcement said,
"demonstrates our
resolve to redress the imbalance in U.S. and
Soviet nuclear
capabilities."
To achieve the in-
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WEST PALM BEACH,
Fla. (AP) — Despite her
lawyer's claims that she
wouldn't have killed
herself, Palm Beach
County authorities say
the estranged wife of
Abscam middleman Mel
Weinberg committed
suicide.
Cynthia Marie
Weinberg, 50, took a few
gulps of alcohol mixed
with a low-grade depressant before she wrote a
suicide note and hanged
herself, according to toxicological tests released
Tuesday.
"The lady killed
herself," said Detective
Sgt. Tom Thompson.
Mrs. Weinberg, who
died Jan. 26, had claimed
her husband lied in his
testimony against defendants in the FBI's
Abscam bribery cases.
Lawyer Michael Den-

!

the Saturday classes that
cost $5 a week, but which
are free to young victims
of assault.
In addition to the Safe
Space classes, SAFE also
conducts seminars and
workshops at private
schools, businesses and
community organizations. It has just received
grants to work with the
Girls Clubs of New York
and the Girl Scouts.
SAFE's affiliation with
the New York Task Force
on Rape has also given it
the beginning of a relationship with the Board of
Education.
One public school on
Manhattan's Upper West
Side has commissioned
the group for a 10-week
after school program in
self-defense "because
seven of their students
had been assaulted,"
Hosansky said.
"We hope in the future

that our programs
become more preventive," she added.
So does a quiet woman
watching her 9-year-old
daughter and 7-year-old
son in the class.
The daughter was
raped two months ago
and the son developed "a
guilt trip" because he
was not there to stop it,
said the woman who
herself was raped at the
age of 12.
"I think it's helping the
kids learn ways to avoid
it," as well as allowing
her pale, shy, diminutive
daughter to vent the
resulting "anger at the
world" which caused her
to be in weekly fights at
school,she said.
"Had she known to
stand there and scream,
possibly he (the rapist)
would have been scared
off and this wouldn't have
happened."

crease, the Air Force will
replace 50 single warhead Minuteman II
missiles with an equal
number of triple-warhead
Minuteman Ms.
When the replacement
is completed, officials
said, the Air Force will
have 600 Minuteman III
missiles carrying 1,800
warheads in firing positions, and 400 Minuteman
Hs. The Air Force did not
say where the 50
replacements will be ins ta Iled, nor when,
although it indicated the
action will come either
this year or next.
Regarding the MX

situation, Air Force ofThe officials, who reficials said Wednesday quested anonymity, said
night that the first 40 of the prohibition against
the giant new missiles "superhardening" the
will not go in silos was a little-noticed
"superhardened" silos as provision of the 1982
planned because Con- defense appropriations
gress prohibited use of bill approved late last
funds for that purpose.
year.
Missile silos are called
The Air Force has said
"hardened" if they are
it
plans to place the first
reinforced against
nuclear blasts. 40 of the new missiles —
"Superhardening" refers each of which can carry
to a strengthening to the 10 nuclear warheads — on
point where the structure one of six bases in the
can withstand a blast West now housing
pressure of 5,000 pounds Minuteman missiles in
per square inch, believed hardened silos.
This is an interim step
about double the present
pending a decision by the
strength.

Reagan administration
on a permanent basing
plan for the MX.
Meanwhile Wednesday,
Air Force offiCials said
the projected number of
air-launched cruise
missiles planned for
eventual deployment is
being raised by about 600
to a total of more than
4,000.
The number .of nuclear
weapons in the U.S. inventory is not disclosed
exactly, but the figure is
in the thousands. Officials have said there are
about 6,000 in Europe
alone.

nis of Garden City, N.Y.,
disputed the findings and
said he would ask for an
official inquest.
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
— Police found a woman
stabbed to death ap
floor of her apartment
after her young daughter
went to school as usual
but told the teacher that
her mother was lying on
the floor.
The body of Janice
Spencer, 24, was found
bound, gagged and stabbed in the neck and
stomach Wednesday. The
killing apparently occurred overnight, police
spokesman Lynn
Schneider said. He did
not know the daughter's
name, or how many
children were ia al.
apartment.
Police were alerted
after the daughter, who
apparently slept through
the attack, told Sister
Angela at St. Monica
school that she had not
had breakfast because
her mother was on the
floor.

A 27-year-old man later 22.
was arrested for quesLOUISVILLE, Ky.
tioning, police said.
(AP) — Louisville Gas &
Electric Co. has filed an
SAN FRANCISCO adjustment with the state
(AP) — The statute of Public Service Commislimitations has run out on sion that would return.
a bombing-colingracy about 19.5 cents a monttr
charge against a man ac- to this year's gas
cused .oniMing a Lerfiton customers.
policeman, so he can't be
The utility said the adextradited by the U.S. justment comes from $1
government unless it pro- million in overcharges
ves he Is a fugitive from being refunded by its supthe murder charge, a plier, Texas Gas
judge says.
Transmission of
U.S. Magistrate F. Owensboro.
Steele Langford accepted
LG&E proposes to
the argument Wednesday spread the refunds over
by William J. Quinn, link- this year's billings, ined by the British govern- stead of making a onement to the outlaw Irish time refund. LG&E has
Republican Army, that been granted, effective to
the limitation on the Feb.1, a $24 million inbombing-conspiracy crease in annual revenue
charge had expired. that would add $62.22 a
There is no statute of year to customer bills.
limitations on a murder The increase allowed by
charge.
the PSC reflects the inQuinn, who police say creased cost of gas purformerly lived in London, chased by LG&E.
had been charged in the
FRANKFORT, Ky.
1975 slaying of Constable
Stephen Tibble.
(AP) — Bettors holding
A tonna extradition unpaid pari-mutuel
hearing iii set for March harness racing tickets

would have to claim the
interest on the tickets
within a set time under a
bill approved Wednesday
by the House.
Approved 87-4, the
measure would prohibit
payment of claims made
more than two years
after the date of the race.
The bill Aso would require that all harness racing attendants'fees be set
by and paid to the state
Harness Racing Commission.
The measure now goes
to the Senate.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A 91-0 vote of approval wail given
Wednesday by state
representatives to a
measure expanding the
role of the Pollution
Abatement Authority.
The bill, which now
goes to the Senate, would
authorize the authority to
provide direct assistance
to cities, counties and
waste-management
districts in their efforts to
finance solid wastemanagement facilities.
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answers to such
scenarios as "what if the
doorman wants you to do
something you're uncomfortable with," are
worked out by the
children and Colao.
"Once we teach
children the facts about
dangerous situations, we
must teach them that in
order to prevent danger,
they must trust
themselves and their instincts," the SAFE
booklet says.
Katherine Brady,
author of "Fathers
Days," a true story about
incest, who travels, lectures and works with
various wial agencies
dealing with adult rape
and incest victims, says
SAFE is "the only place I
know of in the country
that focuses on children."
She is also the mother
of Andrea, 9, and
Stephanie, 11, who go to

National news in brief

4••• •

1•

someone they know.
A SAFE booklet on
teaching personal safety
to children includes tips:
children have the right to
privacy; bad things can
happen to good people;
children have the right to
say no, question authority, not answer questions,
scream, yell, make a
scene, bite, hit and run
away.
Each week, the
children come to A Safe
Space for an hour of exercise and discussion led by
Hosansky and Flora Colao, a rape counselor who
used to head the Rape
Crisis Center at St. Vincent's Hospital.
There is tumbling and
boxing — with shouting at
the top of the lungs encouraged — geared to
sharpen response instincts.
And there is the "what
if" game, in which

Nuclear warheads added to U.S. missile force

Men's Levi M.& Sat- OldY
Jeans $1400

sit

what to watch out for and
how to handle it.
"Most parents don't
want to talk about this
with their child because
they don't want them not
to trust and they really
don't want to tell them
what can happen" for
fear they will become
paranoid, according to
Pam McDonnell, a SAFE
co-founder.
"But while you're
waiting to get ready to
tell them, the attacker
has no compunctions,"
she said. Also, children
on their own develop
fears from the media and
their friends that are
worse than reality.
The group attempts to
dispel such common
misconceptions as
danger in the form of a
stranger with candy,
since statistics show most
children are assaulted,
harassed or molested by
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An Inspirational
True Story
Of Faith and Courage
When Joni Eareckson was an elementary
student at Woodlawn, she painted a picture of
a hone, ran home, excited to share her effort
with her family. Today, she feels the some
way, many years later, as she tells her
courageous story in "Joni" — a tremendous
film of her life.
It was through the encouragement of her
family,friends and physical therapists that she
again began writing and painting with a brush
held between her teeth. Joni has become on
accomplished artist, and her works have been
produced on a popular greeting cord line. Vse
portrays herself in this amazing film.

•

CHERI 3 THEATER
Murray
February 1 2th-1 8th
Weekdays:7 and 9 p.m.
Sat. and Sun.:3 p.m.,7 p.m.,9 p.m.
TICKETS: Adults $3.50
Children 11 and under0.-75-

PY AVAILABLE

Local Office
203 South 4th St.
753-8104

A World Premiere Film
Starring
JONI
EARECKSON
As Herself
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Striving to piece together the fragments of her shattered life, Joni Eareckson opened her heart to an attentive man, Don Bertolli, played in the film by
Michael Mancini. During their times together, Don
and Joni shared their deepest thoughts, as in this
tender scene from the new World Wide Pictures
release, JONI. Joni Eareckson turned in a remarkable
performance as herselfin the motion picture.
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JONI
A World Wide Pictures Release in Color
-Joni" is the dramatic story of a young woman's struggle to find a useful life in the wake of a tragic accident
which left her totally handicapped.
According to her yearbook, her graduating class at
Woodlawn Senior High School in Maryland had voted Joni
( pronounced John-ee) Eareckson the "most athletic" girl
in the senior class.
She was not only active but outstanding in a variety of
sports, including ice hockey, baseball, basketball and diving.
Joni also was an excellent horsewoman, a winner at
both trick and show riding.
A month after her high school graduation, diving from
a raft in the shallow waters of Cheasapeake Bay, she
found her world instantly changed. Her head struck
something solid, and, in a fraction of a second, she had
suffered a broken neck.
The film follows Joni's progress from that moment
when she became a quadriplegic. She survived the
broken neck; she was alive. But she would never walk
again, and against that, she rebelled with all the quiet
rage of her Scandinavian heritage.
Every step along the road to recovery was an obstacle
she refused to face — until, drawing on her faith in God,
she saw a purpose to her existence and began the long,

hard fight toward rehabilitation. Not always winning, but
never giving up.
Joni Eareckson's dramatic story proves that a severely
handicapped person can be a champion.
This strong-willed, athletic young woman, who fought
the facts of her fate with a quiet rage inherent in her
Scandinavian background, never gave in. Instead, she
turned adversity around and became a winner.
"Joni" is a powerful, moving motion picture that ends
on a very positive note, because that is the way the life of
this courageous and inspirational young woman has turned out.
Plays Her Own Role
Executive producer William F. Brown,producer Frank
R. Jacobson and director James F. Collier chose an
unknown actress to star in the title role of the film: Joni
Eareckson, herself.
Standins are used in only two brief scenes — both in the
very beginning — of the film. One shows a young girl happily riding a horse like the wind across a pasture, and the
second shows from a distance the tragic dive into
Cheaspeake Bay.
"We discussed it vaguely at first, Brown explained.
"Joni has this remarkable, effervescent personality, a
sparkle that constantly flows from within. As we review-

ed the professior
for the role, we c
ty."
Joni was flown
for a screen test.
In a powerful
achievements, tl
viewer. And the
more outstandin
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"I haven't been so
touched by a movie in a
long time as I was by
'Joni.' Margery and I
were greatly moved by
it and urge everyone
who can to see it and
hear the message this
amazing and
courageous girl so vividly tells."
Nix Crawford
Retired Businessman

This amazing film is
of the most moving
ritual experiences of
life. This young lady
; a great witness of
power of God
•ough prayer and
91 surrender to His
I and leadership.
ni'is a greatfilm."
Groover Parker
Popcorn Processor
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Rudolph Tires &
Alignment Inc.
GOODfrEAR

"Joni' goes beyond
anything I ever thought
a human could endure
and still cope with life
physically. It is
motivating to watch her
overcome her frustrations and master her
great physical hand ic a p. It also is
refreshing to see her
finally rely on the power
of prayer and God as
she readjusted her life."

Bob Billington
Insurance
Representative

759-9555
12th Street

Westem Sizzlin Steak House®
Wayne Williams
Murray State Professor

Cain's
AMC-JeepRenault, Inc.

at the craft, but I knew what it was like because I was the
person who had been there," she continued, reflectively.
"I guess I did all right, because a lot of people have told
loni was flown from her Maryland home to Hollywood me that I did."
That last statement also reveals modest among Joni's
• a screen test. The results were outstanding.
virtues. Her performance in the film, harsh in its
other
the
and
agonies
the
:n a powerful and dramatic film,
hievements, the joys and hopes are shared with the pathos yet poignantly warm and tender, drew raves from
wer. And the impact of Joni's message is made even everyone associated with its production. She definitely
)re outstanding by the performance of the star of the has a natural acting talent.
"I'd look at dailies (scenes filmed the previous day)
m — Joni Eareckson, portraying herself.
with
a critical eye for honesty," she said, "and as I said,
Joni
but
adversity,
in
joy
find
to
courage
It takes rare
lieves she has found it in reliving her life as the star of it is painfully honest. And,at times,joyously real, like the
puppy scene."
is film,the latest release from World Wide Pictures.
That is the scene where a boyfriend comes to visit her
"This is my personal statement," Joni said of the film
in
is
the hospital after the accident. He climbs nine floors of
it
real,
is
it
believe
"I
completed.
been
ter it had
steps in order to smuggle a puppy into her monk— and to
nest and it is genuine.
"At times, it was painfully real. After certain scenes, I bring a smile to her face.
)uld have to leave the set because I was crying and
uldn't stop. I thought the past was years and years
hind me, but there I was, caught up in it again. That atude of reality comes across in the film," she said.
"Although I knew t would probably be hard work,
lich I didn't mind, I had no idea it would have such an
notional impact on me," she went on.
"I knew I had no acting experience, let alone any talent
the professional actresses we thought might be right
the role, we couldn't find one to match her personali-
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most heart warmr, moving things I
ve ever seen. It
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s so moved by it, I
In to see it a second
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BILLY GRAHAM SPEAKS OF'JONI'

Restaurant

We know people whose lives serve as an Inspiration to others. Joni Eareckson is such a person. My
own life — and the lives of millions who knew her
through her books and artwork — have been enriched by the remarkable depth of her faith, and have
been awed by her great reservoir of courage.
"Her personal story of victory over a devastating
__handicap, as well as over the trauma and depression that accompanied it, had now been brought to
the motion picture screen.
"But the film 'Joni' is more than a dramatic recreation of her story, because she portrays herself
in the World Wide Pictures' production. This will
bigness to relive a most difficult period in her life is
la testimony to her very real faith.
"I was privileged to be present on the set during
part of the filming. I know she worked to near the
point of exhaustion. Time after time, the cast and
crew would rally around her. I witnessed her loving, giving spirit. And I sensed how important it
was to Joni to share her story with the world
through the visual medium of film.
For Joni's story is sure to touch the lives of all
who suffer brokenness — of body, of spirit, of faith,
of hope, of family relationships. And the answer
that transformed her from a disillusioned, frightened, hurting young girl into a strong, confident,
dedicated young woman is the same answer that
comes to all who are truly willing to ask honest _
questions. That answer is found in the person o1
Jesus Christ.
-,"1- urge you to see this powerful film at your
Surliest opportunity, to participate in every way
possible with its release, and to ask God to lead you
to those broken lives who could be so profoundly affected by its triumphant message."

For the Freshest in Seafood
Hwy. 641 N., Murray, Kentucky
753-4141
Order To Go
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Joni Eareckson
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Joni Eareckson Ls amazing.
- •1First, she wrote a best-selling book. Then,she became
recognized as a dynamic Christian speaker. Next, she
won plaudits for her artistic talent to be followed by a
starring role in the movie about her life, "Joni."
Now,just about the time one would begin to believe that
she had accomplished everything one person could, she
has turned singing and has produced a best-selling album
entitled "Joni's Song."
Seldom has so much warmth and love been put into one
recording. Not only is its message memorable, its lyrics
full of insight and praise for the Lord, but "Joni's Song" is
irrepressibly joyful and melodic, a delicious blend of instruments and voice that will fill one's heart with peace
and reassurance.
Of course, Joni's tragic/triumphant story adds even
more beauty and meaning to words that speak of accep,
t,ance, commitment,service, love, sharing and giving.
There are 10 inspiring selections,, all wrapped in
musical excitement and lyrical truth. Each song is a
psalm of praise, a hymn of thanksgiving.
Here, along with Miss Eareckson's comments about
each one, are a few of the selections on the release:
Little Tune" — "Have you ever had just sheer fun
watching God take care of your needs. Well, at one point I
just had to break out in giggles as I recorded this tune,
knowing that in spite of my severe disability, God helps
me handle it so easily — most of the time."
"Journey's End" — "This song includes the line that is
so true for anyone who suffers. 'I want to thank you for
the faith to doubt and yet believe.' I look back on my time
of questioning during the early months of my injury and
am thankful that God brought me through."
"Father, Lift Me Up" — "I love a song of praise to God!
A simple song that you can sing in your heart, hum on
your way to work, whisper at the end of a prayer or share
in a fellowship with friends."
"Joni's Song" is available in album, 11-track tape and
cassette and can be ordered on a 30-day trial basis from
Grason, a ministry of the Billy Graham Association in
Minneapolis, Minn.

753-5678
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Horse track bill negotiations continue
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Negotiations apparently are continuing
over an omnibus horse
•
•
racing bill that includes
for off-track
:tr. • provisions
betting.
When it appeared that
all sides had finally
agreed to a bill, a lastminute change by the
* •
bill's sponsor Wednesday
apparently delayed a
vote in the House
•
s Business Organizations
41. , and Professions Committee.
Rep. Tom Burch, DLouisville, included a
provision to give the state
a higher tax on money bet
!Ifi
i1 •
P

at the off-track facilities.
Michael Davidson, executive director of the
Kentucky State Racing
Commission, said the
commission wanted a few
days to compute the
fiscal impact of the proposal.
Davidson also said that
executives of Kentucky's
four thoroughbred race
tracks did not know of the
change.
Committee chairman,
Rep. 'Sam Thomas, DLebanon,said he was also
surprised that the change
was contained in a
substitute bill the committee approved and he

Hunt-McGuffey trial set

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A federal judge
has schedule the
insurance-kickback trial
of Howard P. "Sonny"
Hunt Jr. and Harold B.
McGuffey to begin next
week, after overruling a
defense motion for
separate trials.
U.S. District Judge
Bernard T. Moynahan Jr.
overruled that motion on
Wednesday, and scheduled the trial to begin next
Tuesday in federal court
here.
Hunt, a former chairman of the Kentucky
Democratic Party, and
McGuffey, a former state
Insurance commissioner,
are accused of taking
kickbacks on state insurance contracts.
Hunt has pleaded innocent to two counts of conspiracy, three counts of
extortion and five counts
of signing false federal
income-tax returns.
McGuffey has pleaded innocent to one conspiracy
charge and four extortion
counts.
The indictment charged that Wombwell Insurance Agency of Lexington was forced to
share with the defendants
and other agencies more

ttS

than $800,000 of the commissions it received for
collecting premiums on
the workmen's compensation policy.
The 11-count indictment said the Wombwell
agency paid the Munford
agency about $147,000. It
alleged that the agency's
owner, Donnie R. Munford, used part of the
money to buy a condominium in Pulaski
County for himself and
Hunt.
Moynahan also ordered
the government to hand
over information concerning its "express or implied" promises of immunity or leniency for
alleged co-conspirators
or prospective witnesses.
Although he denied the
separate trial motion,
Moynahan did grant the
defendants' requests for
certain government
evidence that might be
favorable to them.
It was to include
evidence showing:
—That alleged
commission-splitting by
insurance agents "did not
affect either the rates set
or premiums paid by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky" on insurance contracts.

decided to delay a vote on
the bill.
The substitute apparently had contained
all changes that had been
agreed upon in lengthy
meetings among various
segments of the racing industry in the past few
weeks, including an
agreement on the size of
tax breaks for the state's
two smallest and financially troubled tracks.
The bill is aimed at easing the financial problems facing the racing
industry and would allow
for the first time betting
away from the existing
tracks.

It would allow each of
the tracks — Churchill
Downs, Keeneland,
Latonia and Ellis Park —
to own and operate one
off-track facility within 15
miles of their track. The
faculties could take bets
on races at the other
tracks and on selected
major out-of-state races.
The committee adopted
an amendment by Burch
that would also allow
privately-owned off-track
betting facilities more
than 70 miles from a
track. The amendment
was aimed at helping a
major $17.5 million
development in

downtown Paducah that
hinges on construction of
a betting parlor
Instead of the normal
4% percent tax on parimutuel wagering at
tracks, the original bill
would have the state collect only 2.3.75 percent on
bets at the track-owned
off-track facilities on
races other than those at
the parent track. Burch's
change would give the
state 3.375 percent.
Ed Flint, president of
the Horsemen's
Benevolent and Protective Association, said his
organization supported
the bill.
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Calendar of The Arts
Murray State University
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February 11 through March 26
Art Workshops. Children's Art Workshops, studio
skills for Junior High School Students (grades 6 to
9), 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., Monday and Friday,
Calloway County Public Library Art Annex.
Workshop enrollment fee is $12.00 per student.
February 9
Faculty Recital. Murray State University
Woodwind Quintet performance-8:00 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. No
admission charge
February 11 through February 14
Musical Productiori. "Campus Lights," student
production written, directed and performed by
members of the Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota
Music Fraternities—Performances are at 8:00 p.m.
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, arid at 300 p.m.
on Sunday afternoon—Lovett Auditorium. $3 50
for adults and $2.50 for students Discount prices
available for large groups at some performances
February 14
Studied Recital. Junior Piano Recital by Teresa
Marie Klump and Victoria Louise Mason-2:00
p.m., Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. No admission charge
February 14
Art Exhibitiea. New faculty exhibition featunng
works of Johnnie Mizell and Paul Sasso, Clara M
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
February 16
Strident Recital. Robert Fern. Senior Tuba
Recital, Bridget Gregg, piano accompanist-8:00
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. No admission charge
February 18
Student Recital. Michael Alan Shoales, Senior
Piano Recital, 8:00 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center No admission charge
February 21
Student Recital. Karen Thackrey, Senior Piano
Recital, 2:00 p.m., Recital Hall Annex, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. No admission charge
February 21
MITA Recital. Piano Recital by students of the
members of the Murray Music Teachers
Association-r2:30 p.m., Choir Room (214) Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
February 21
Student Recital. Beth Gregory, Senior Oboe
Recital, Carol Meier, piano accompanist-3 30
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts

A-

Center. No admission charge.
February 23
Faculty Recital. Carl Rogers, Voice, Marie Taylor,
piano-8 00 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. No admission charge.
February 25 through February 20
Theatre Prodectieu. "The Hostage" by Brendan
Behan, directed by James I. Schempp-8:00 p.m.,
Robert E Johnson Theatre, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Admission. adults $3.00, children $1.50 or
by season ticket
February 25 through February U
Bead Festival. Quad -State Senior Band Festival,
Concert at 1:00 p.m_ on Sunday, February 28,
Lovett Auditorium, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
David Wells. Festival Coordinator No admission
February 27
Mimic Scholarship Auditions. Beginning at 9:00
a.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center—lot all entering music majors. For further
information. contact Dr. Roger E. Reichmuth. Music
plapartment, Murray State University, Murray, KY

--

March 2
Student Recital. Tandy Clark. Senior Voice
.
Recital, Marcia Winstead, piano accompanis1-8
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
March 3
Children's Coecerts. Murray State University
Welker,
L
Band, Gerald
Symphonic
conductor-8. 45 and 10:00 a.m., Lovett
Auditorium. Concerts especially prepared for
children, grades one through six, of the Murray City
and Calloway Schools co-spoineored by the Music
Deportment of the Murray Women's Club and the
Department of Music of Murray State University.
March 4
Student Recital. Kathy Copeland, Senior Vail*
Recital, Marcia Winstead, piano accompanist--8:00
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
March 9 through March 28
Art Exhibition. Works by Terence Choy andli_14,___
Da, Clara M Eagle Gallery. Price Doyle Fine.Arts
Center
March 13
KMEA Coatests. Kentucky Musk Educators Solo
and Ensemble Contest-Festival, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. David Wells, Festival Coordinator.
March 14
Strident Recital. Senior Voice and Organ Recital
by Lisa Goode Fiussung and Doug Vancil-2.00
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
March 16
Guest Recital. Louis Bourgois, trombone, Ella
Mae Reed, piano accompanist-8:00 p.m Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
March 1$
Student Recital. Jeffrey Manwaring. Senior
Trumpet Recital, Valerie Nicholson. piano
rccompanist —8 00 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall
March 21
amnia; SenfOr
Student Recital. Steve
Composition Recital-3:30 -/E1TE-,- Farrell
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
March 22
Visiting Artist Sense. Calligraphy Workshop by
Terence Choy-1:00 to 4:00 p.m., Department of
Art, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Lecture and slide
presentation by Terence Choy at 8:00 p.m., Room
42.3.
March 25
Student Recital. James Johnsonius, Junior Velar
Recital, Crystala Eagle, piano accompanist-8:00
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall
March 26
Student Recital. Brenda Allen. Senior Voice
Recital, Cynthia Scribner, piano accompanist-8:00
p.m., Farrell Recital Flail
March 25
Student Recital. Carol Meier, Senior Piano
Recital-2:00 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
Sadent Recital. Valerie Nicholson, Senior Piano
Recital-3:30 p.m., Recital Hall
Annex.
March 31
Art Exhibition. Senior Student Art Exhibition of
works by James Gottuso, Mark Rhodes. and Jack
True, Clara M Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Custer
March 31 through April 13
Art Exhibitioa. Exhibition of works by Ivan
Wilson. Clara M Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center

42071.

S
.

For further information concerning fine arts events
at Murray State University, please call
College of Creative Expression.
762-4516
Office of the Dean
The Department of Art .
762-3784
The Department of Journalism and
.
762.2387
Radio Television

utro
SSB

The Department of Music
The Department of Speech and
Theatre
The Robert E. Johnson Theatre
Box Office

24-82
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April 1 through April 3
Theatre Production. "The Seagull" by Anton
Chekhov, Mark Malinauskas, director-8:00 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Admission $300 adults, $1.50 children, or

WKINS-FM iso non-commercial public radio station
licensed to Murray State University Board of
Regents. WKNIS-FM operates on an assigned
frequency of 91.3 mHz with an auhorized power of
100,000 watts stereo

by season ticket
April 2
KMEA Choral Festival. Choral _Retina Festival
sponsored by the Kentucky ". Mout Mumma.
Asaoc i at on
--April 2 through Aptilll
KMEA Ensemble Festival. ,ltsier
Ensemble Rating Festival sponsored
--Kentucky Music Educators Association.
April 4
MMTA Recital. Piano Recital by students-of the
members of the Murray Music Teachers
Association-2:30 p.m., Choir Room 12141 Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center
Student Recital. Mark Johnson, Senior Trombone
Recital, Ella Mae Read, piano accompanist-3 30

Monday through Friday
5 30 a.m. Morning Edition
10 a.m. Masterworks Showcase
12 noon. Radio Reader
12:30 p.m. Lunch Break
1 p.m. Afternoon Classics
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5.30 p.m. Speak Easy.
7 p.m. Adventures in Good Music,
8 p.m. Concert Hall.
11 p.m. American Pie.
Saturday
7 a.m. Music from the Front Porch
9 a.m. Thank Heavens It's Saturday
1 p.m. Opera.
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. A Prairie Horne Companion
9 p.m. Backroads.
11 p.m. Beyond the Edge.
'firraday
7 a.m. Early Composers.
9:30 am. St. Paul Sunday Morning.
10:30 a.m. Adventures in Good Musk.
12 noon. Boston Pops.
-2 p.m. Big Band Era.
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Firing Line.
7 p.m. 'Spirit of 78'.
8 p.m. All That Jazz
9 p.m. Jazz Alive.
J 1 p.m. Jazz Horizons.

p.m Farrell Recital Hall
April 6
Faculty Recital. Ray Smith, bassoon—Marie
Taylor, piano-8 00 pm, Farrell Recital Hall.
April 8
Student Recital. Rebecca Jones. Senior Voice
Recital Karen Thackrey, piano accompanist-8:00
pm. Farrell Recital Hall.
April 13
Concert. Murray State University Percussion
Ensemble, Richard McLendon, conductor-8:00
p.m., Recital Hall Annex
April 14
All Campus Sing. Campus competition sponsored
by the Sigma Alpha Iota Fraternity-4:30 to 7:30
p.m., University Quadrangle.
April 14 through April 18
Friendship Festival'U. Semiannual invitation to
isteners. seeking support for Public Radio. Murray
Stabs An. Arts Station—WKMS 91.3 FM
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APrril27 The Murray State University Brass Choir,
Concert.
Eldon Matlick, conductor-8:00 p.m., Recital Hall
Annex.
April 29
Concert. The Murray State University Chorus and
CM*, %siert K. Baer, conductor-8:00 p.m.,
Levitt Auditorium. No admission done

Aped Ilf
Gmeiet.

Murray State University Symphony
Orchestra, Neale B. Mason, conductor-8:00 p.m ,
Lovett Auditorium No admission charge.
April 16 through May 8
Art Exhibition. Annual Juried Student Exhibition,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
April 1111
Student Recital. Molly R. Ross, Senior Voice
Recital, Karen Thackrey, piano accompanist-3:30
p m Farrell Recital Flail
April 19 through April 22
Children's Presentatioa. "Stone Soup- by Anne
Glasner. Linda Begley -eerel._ Kathy Charles,
directors—Performances each day at 9 30 a m and
12 30 p m., Robert E Johnson Theatre, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center Admission is 50 cents per child

May
May 1
Theatre praise:kw The Actor's Theatre of
Louisville porionolos "Shorts.. a series of award
winning one-act plays-8.00 p m. Robert E
Johnson Theatre. Admission $3 00 adults, $1.50
children, or by salon ticket.
-May 12
Workshop. MO School Journalism and
Broadcasting Workshop-8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
University Center.

April 20
Concert. Murray State University Symphonic Band
and Wind Ensernble, Gerald L. Welker, conductor
with Verne Reynolds. guest composer and horn
soloist-8 00 p.m., Litireite Auditorium
April 22
MCMA Attraction. "The Hague Singers" (Male
Chorus) 8:00 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Admission
by membership card or Murray State Student ID

International Film Festival
All films will be shown in the University Center
Admission free with the
Auditorium. 7:00 p.m
public invited

Nadi 24
KMTA Festival. Piano Contest—Festival
sponsored by the Kentucky Music Educators
Association, David Wells, coordinator 8.30 a.m to
noon. Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
April 25
Coercion. Murray State University String Proiect
Participants-2700 p.m., Recital Hall Annex
Faculty Recital. Maxine and Larrie Clark Recital.
33(1 pm Farrell Recital Hall

Fsbenorm
April 5
April 19

From Mao to Mozart.
Alexander Novelty

MUSIC .-_ART • THEATRE • DANCE

762-4288
762-4483

This calendar of events presented as a public service by
762-6797
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Students observe FBLA Week
Students of Calloway
County High School are
joining Future Business
Leaders of America
members throughout the
nation this week in ac-,
tivities. They are to make
the community aware of
the importance of
business youth organiations during national
FBLA week,Feb. 7-13.
Purpose of the
organization is to bridge

business enterprise,
establishing career goals,
encouraging scholarship,
promoting efficient financial management,
developing character and
self-confidence.
The celebration, proclaimed throughout the
nation, is to inform the
Organizational goals general public and local
include developing businessmen of the
business leadership.
secretaries,
understanding American
business machine
operators, teachers and
clerks being trained in
high school, vocational
and business schools and
colleges and universities
Leslie Borge, Jon Burke, throughout the country.
Lori Caldwell, Kelly
During the week
Cathey, Laura Cella,
business students are inShannon Christopher,
Tina Cooper, Shawn
Cooper, Deidre Daugherty, David Dill, Huong
Dinh, Laurel Donaldson,
Heather Doyle, Missy
Duffy, Lee Ellen Estes,
Michelle Garland,
Jon Mark Hall, Luke
Harrington, Alesia Harris, Chrystie Howard,
Carla Jackson, Jill
James, Richard Jones,
Jenny Kratzer, Jennifer
LaBelle, Melanie McClaM, Mitzi McDougal,
Christy Moseley, Shannon Parker, Denise Randolph, Joey Rearoat,
Debbie Roos, Lisa
Shoemaker, Jay Simmons, Natascha Tubbs,
Shelly Ward,Jay Watson,
INN Ell 1111
Crissy Wolf.
•

the gap between
classroom and office
world by giving students
a chance to learn,
firsthand, about business
community. There are
over 200,000 members in
8,500 active chapters
throughout United States.

number_d_future_executives,

MMS honor rolls
released by Salmon
The following students
have achieved an
academic standing of
from 2.50 to 3.00 for second nine weeks grading
period at Murray Middle
School, according to
Larry Salmon,principal.
Seventh Grade
Kelly Bolls, Buffy Fitts,
Marla Ford, Melissa
Gray, Kenneth
Hainsworth, Leroy
Hamlett, Ed Hendon, Lee
Holcomb, Ricky Jobs,
Amy Long,Bill Maddox,
Mark Miller, Sean
Moore, Elizabeth Oakley,
Pat Rowland, Rachel
Russell, Mary Jo Simmons, Mark Wallace,
Jared White, Mark West,
Ben Yoo.
Eighth Grade
Angel Adams, Leslie
Adams, Tammy Barlow,
Jason Billington, Phillip
Billington, Jackie Boltz,

forming the punh.
,
especially other yelutig
people, about career opportunities in the world of
business and businyss
education.
'Calloway 'members
have advertised FRIA
Week on marquees at
local businesses and have
had announcements at
schools, on radio and in
newspapers.
Special activities planFBLA GROUP — Sponsors and members of Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Business
ned throughout the week
of America are, from left, front row, Judy Peele?, sponsor, Teresa Jones, Danetta Morris, Shannon
Leaders
at Calloway High inclee,le
Carla Barnett, Monika West, Dawn Roesch, Brenda Nix, sponsor; second row,Sherry Newsome,
McDougal,
Student Appreciation
Darren Paschall, Bob Waters, Rhonda McCuiston, Tina Bogard, Tim Stevens, James Hen(;atlln,
ftokr,
Day, Teacher Appreeiarow,
Lori Hopkins, Patrice Fleming, Deanna Underhill, Sondra McClure, Lisa Crouse, Lisa
third
dricks;
tion Day, Service f?71r,
Tammy Patrick, Steve Grace; fourth row, Carl Price, Debbie Walker, Kristy DerrConner.
Karen
Sheppard,
Business Appreciation
Henna Peeler,Kristy McCallon, Vona Darnell, Vickie Edwards,Patty Doyle; fi:th
Thornton,
IAJenna
ington,
Driy tyl Business and Of
Hudson, Debbie Hudspeth, Cindy Strode, Lana Balentine, Debbie Ramsey,
Edwina
Mathis,
Barbara
row,
fice Department ApCain, Lisa Henderson, Teresa Ragsdale, Cindy Bazzell, Gina Coy, Tamy
Terry
Crick,
Robert
Hasty,
Sherry
preciation Da'.
Turner,Brad Steinburg, Terry Bourland and Phil Orr.
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Jost moved in?
WELCOME WAGON.*
wants to say "hi."
When somesine moves, WELCOME WAGON
kPs to visit. To say "Hi," present gifts of greeting, shopping tips and useful information thou!
- eighborhood.
As the WELCOME WAGON Representative,
also present invitations from civic-minded
businesses that you can redeem for more gifts.

Captain D's

Hospital reports listed
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Chipper 2 for $3.99
• With each Chipper you get
2 pieces al ash Met
jg • Creamy coie sky*
•• Crap french fries
II • 2 SovIhem style
• hush puppieis

1979 Malibu Classic
Four door, It, blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth
interior, V-8, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning. 39xxx miles

My visit is a special treat It's free, and there's
no obligation, We've been greeting people on
the move for over 50 years. That's why we've
become "America's Neighborhood Traditinn."
Please call.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
Ingatiott
1.4-c-e;y
Kis*,
—
Ass*.
Asst
492-1348
753-5570

TAYLOR

DWAIN

41S.
CHEVROLET6
GM

GM QUALITY
SERVO:* PARTS

753-2617
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Hazel; Timothy R. Coles,
Rt. 4; Jeffrey L. Beal, Rt.
Adults 157
4, Paducah; Patricia Sue
Nursery 8
Puckett, Box 18, Dexter;
NO NEWBORN
Clotiel Hall, 517 South ▪ Offer good thru Feb 14th
ADMISSIONS
• Oneccupon pet oisecmer
13th St.
DISMISSALS
1111 INN =1E1 MN INN an net
mil NE EN
Dannie L. Puckett, Rt. Eli
Charlesa Jean Travis
and baby girl, Rt. 9, Ben- 2, Hazel; Hattie Vaughn,
ton; Nita Faye GuM and 300 Woodlawn; Beulah A.
baby girl, 1008 Westgate; Lamb, 211 Irvan; Winnie
Jo Ann Thorn, Rt. 8, Ben- C. Cornett, 504 South
t o n ; Matthew R. Ninth St.; Carl B. Burnett
Sedalia.
Crawford, 411B North (expired),
Fifth St.
Aubrey G. Flood, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Michael D.
Hicks, Rt. 4; Eric Justin
Hicks, Rt. 4; Christopher
S. Smith, C7 Southside
Manor; Jerry 0. Jones,
201 North Third St.
Debbie J. Colson, Rt. 2,

2-8-82

Captain El's.
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Discount

MUNK'

Plant the World Yield Leader.

Buchanan Feed PURINA
Industrial Rd.

CONS
Murray, Ky.
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Pharmacy

0
$149
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41- Stress Tabs 600
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Rub
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Will Be Reduced

0%off 50-75%off

2O%.
-Off

Other
Settle-Workman Storewid
Merchadise%

Downtown

Across from the liadt of Murray
sad as always your business is appreciated

4

391

Box of 36

I.

Afrin

America's No. 1
Denture Adhesive
Powder

Many Items
Throughout
The Store

4.\,Ax,
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Work Shoes
And Work
Clothes
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Introducing Funk's new G-4522. Here's the new hybrid that's showing it r.-or-,
stand out from the crowd. Not just in yield, but also irrstafk strength, eii,
Q •
tolerance, early growth, ear retention, grain quality and horvestobility That's_
toll order for any hybrid to live up to. But G-4522 is meeting the challenge .n
every category. That's what makes G-4522 stand out. Give it a try.., but see me
for you order soon, because we have introductory quantities only..
Arid see me for these popular hybrids, too

753-5378

Cepacol
- --Motithw.ash

Refill Prescription t.
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Bill creates
new verdict
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The House
Judiciary-Criminal
Committee Wednesday
approved a bill creating a
guilty but mentall ill verdict.
The bill, which now
goes to the full House,
was approved without a
negative vote. Committee
chairman, Rep. Aubrey
Williams, D-Louisville,
who created a storm last
week when he refused to
accept a second on a motion to approve the bill,
passed.
The bill would allow a
jury to find that a defendant was mentally ill at
the time of a crime and
would provide treatment
in prison.
Under current law, a
person must be found innocent if he is ruled insane at the time he commits the crime. That provision would not change.
The bill's sponsor, Rep.
Roger Noe, D-Harlan,
said the verdict is designed to give juries a middle
ground.

753-2380
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NEW PERFORMANCE
THAT STANDS OUT

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

15 ML

211 $1 27

411

AA\

sun,

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and k
•
1:00-6:00

Sundays
- Mai-Goad Throsiob
February 17

Control

.
0

Clinically Proven
.Appetite Suppressant

$

79

•Caffisse Feta
!Stimuli:400m
UMW 1
—
28 Capsules
A,M1/4.frakAv6& 4\.
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'Miracle'Murray tours 'Death Valley' Kentucky universities
display prep signees
after initial sessions,

Winning at the wire
seems to have become a
custom with coach Rea

less and compiled a 294 close ones," said Greene
, to the homestretch of its
mark.
who is just three wins shy schedule this week
with
Riding a seven-game of a career 250 total.
two road games, beginnGreene and hie- win streak, the Racer
s
Murray State's most ing tonight-at Moreh
"miracle" Murray State are currently
ead
15-4 overall recent wins over Western State
and concluding
basketball teams.
and 9-1 in conference ac- Kentucky and
Austin Saturday at Eastern KenThe league leading tion. Murray
State's Peay were typical of past tucky.
Racers have been involv- record is the best
among cardiac finishes. The
Morehead State enters
ed in 13 contests this Division I schools
within Racers trailed Western the contes
season that were decided Kentucky.
t with an
until the final 40 seconds overall 114
by five points or less with
record and
Racer coach Ron of the game before
gain- currently is in fourth
12 of those final ad- Greene has a
good ex- ing a three-point victory
place in the OVC stanvantages in favor of Mur- planation for his
team's and against Austin Peay, dings
with a 7-4 mark.
ray State.
fetish for success in close Murray State
trailed the
The Eagles feature two
From the start of the encounters. "Good
teams entire second half before of
the league's top
1979-80 season to the pre- will find a way to
win the pulling out in front in the
backcourt performers in
sent time, Murray State
second overtime.
Guy Minnefield and Glen
had played 37 games (out
"Our guys have learn- Napier and also
of a possible 80) that have
have a
ed when to be ahead in a strong inside
been won by five points or
game led by
game,"said Greene.
6-2 Norris Beckley, 6-7
Murray State moves in- Harold Moore
and 6-11

A

Jeff Tipton.
Morehead State leads
the OVC in scoring offense, averaging 68.3
points an outing while
Murray State is third in
overall scoring defense,
yielding 61.5 points a
game. Morehead State
and Murray State are the
top two OVC squads in
team free throw percentage.
Racer guard Glen
Green continues to pace
the conference in assists
(99) and free throw
percentage (.848) while
center Ricky Hood ranks
second in field goal
percentage (.604) and rebounding (8.7) and third
in blocked shots (16).
Tip-off for both games
is set for 6:30 p.m. (central).
WIDE BERTH Morehead State will be
looking for a way
around the Murray
State Racers in
tonight's game at
Morehead.
Photo by Jim Rector

Innovative betting system prospers
n

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. at the track
to call in to
He said that horsemen
(AP)- William H. King make wagers
. Those bet- are -sitting up there (in
thinks the thoroughbred tors who also have
cable Frankfort, the state
racing industry is making television
can stay At capitol) trying to put
a mistake by not giving home
and watch the together a bill to legalize
him a call for some races on televis
ion.
off-track betting. That
friendly advice.
King said his in- bill's going to be in trou"The thoroughbred- novative
program ble all the way."
people have spent eliminates
"the need for
The General Assembly
thousands of dollars on any gove
rning is considering a proposal
surveys and what not, bureaucracy,
with the that would permit the
trying to get an Off-Track track, horsem
en and the four thoroughbred tracks
betting bill Arough the state getting
their full - Churchill Downs,
legislature," King said share
of the gambling Keeneland, Ellis Park
Wednesday. "They're dollar."
and Latonia - to open an
making a mistake.
"I've- got all -tifir
answers for them but
they don't bother to come
around or telephone.
They probably resent the
• fact that Call-A-Bet, now
By ED SHEARER
remaining.
• doing better than ever,
AP Sports Writer
LSU ran its home court
••4: Was start
ed at my
Neither team figured in victory string to 23
(harness)track."
the preseason champion- Wednesday night with a
King is president of ship forecasts, but defentt
:
73-68 triumph over 10thLouisville Downs, the ding champion Louisi
ana ranted Alabama, knockharness-racing track State and Tennessee
ing the Crimson Tide out
where Call-A-Bet got its share a one-game lead
in of its share of the lead.
start last year. The the Southeastern ConMeanwhile, Tennessee
system allows bettors ference basketball race
matched LSU's 10-3 conwho maintain an account with five league outing
s ference mark by snapp-

off-track betting parlor
within 15 miles of the individual tracks.
The state Racing Commission could license any
individual to operate a
parlor as long as it was 70
miles away from another
parlor.
King contended that
Call-A-Bet is a better
system.
"You set up an account
with the track, place bets
by telephone up to post

time and then watch the
race live on cable television," he said.
Louisville Downs began
its spring meet Feb.4 and
King said Call-A•Bet has
been averaging $22,283 a
night, compared to
$11,343 nightly during the
meeting last summer.
"We're doing this with
nine employees handling
the telephones," he explained during an interview.
.
_

LEXINGTON, Ky. receiver Eric Pitts from EKU
fullback Jon
(AP) - Eastern Ken- Lima, Ohio, and running Sutka
mp, and Louisville
tucky accomplished what backs Chris Derry of Dix- Easter
n tight end Derrick
a small school isn't sup- ie Heights, Al Carter of Brice.
Six of EKU's first
posed to be able to do - Westminster, S.C., and nine
signees were from
sign a blue-chip prospect William Howard of Lima. Florid
a.
being pursued by big
Howard reportedly was
Western Kentucky's
schools - when it got recruited by the Universi- signee
s included all-state
Keith Bosley's name on a ty of Michigan.
linemen Stacy Johnson of
national football letter-ofOnly five of Kentucky's Henderson County and
intent.
first
16 signees were in- Mark Eatkin of North
Bosley, a 6-foot-5, 260terior
linemen. One was Hardin, tailback-receiver
pound lineman from
6-5,
235-po
und Joe Prince, Allen Mullen of Simon
Richmond Madison, capan
all-st
ater from Kenton, lineman Mike
ped his career with nearBradley of Louisville
Mayfie
ld.
unanimous selection to
Ballar
d and tight end
Murra
y State got eight
The Associated Press'
Troy Bensing of New
of
its
first
15
signee
s
from
1981 All-State team.
Albany,Ind.
Bosley chose Eastern Junior colleges, including
Morehead State conquarte
rbacks
Brian
Fine
Kentucky over several
centrated on southern
larger schools, including of Lebanon, Ind., and
Ohio. The Eagles' first 12
the University of Ken- Greg Robertson of Dansignees included wide
ville,
Va.
tucky, Ohio State, Inreceiver Jeff Clouse and
From the state, the
diana and Tennessee.
quarterback Tim Jolley,
"It's tough to beat Racers signed Marshall both
from Cincinnati
those people, but Keith County tight end Dave
Moeller. The only Kenhas been around Eastern Anderson and Louisville tuckia
n in the group was
all the time he was grow- Waggoner lineman Chris
Gary Johnston, a wide
ing up," said Coach Roy Beakes.
receiver from Louisville
The University of
Kidd, who coached
Butler.
Bosley's father, James, Louisville signed many of
the state's top players, inat Madison High.
"He narrowed his cluding three from listLEXINGTON, Ky AP) - Here is.
of Wednesday's college football
choices to us and Ken- Shelby County - all-state signets in Kentucky
, with position,
height, weight, high school and-or
tucky. At least, that's tackle Avery Marshall, hometown
.
what he said. It wasn't an second-team all-state
Murray State
Greg Robertson, qb, 6-2, 195, Ferrum
easy decision for the wide receiver Junior J.C.,
Danville, Va.; Brian Fine, qb, 6-1,
young man to make, no Jones and running back 187, Copiab-Lincoln ,J C,
Lebanon.
Ind.; Dennis Dockery, rb, 6-2, 203,
doubt about that," Kidd Leonard Sullivan.
Memphis, Tenn., White Haven; Stanley
said.
Bacon. wr, 6-2, 175, College of the CaCoach Bob Weber also nyons
J.C., Claxton, Ga.; Michael
Meanwhile, Kentucky, landed
Moore,
wr, 6-2, 185, College of the CaDeSales running
with an offense that at back
nyons J.C_, Savannah, Ga.; Patrick
Willie Shelby, who Bowers,le.6-2, 215, Ferrum J C., Woodone point last year rankwas sought by West bridge, Va.; Eric Umstead, 6-4, 225,
ed dead last among the
Hat-ford Community College. Eelair,
Virginia and Michigan, Md.;
Dave Anderson,1-2,212, Marshall
nation's 137 Division I
and Bishop David Co. HS, Benton; David Manley, te, 6-2,
teams, loaded up on
216, Memphis, Tenn., Bartlett; James
lineman Doug Morgan, Yarbrough, db, 6-0, 175, Knoxville,
quarterbacks.
who was recruited by Tenn., Fulton; Ben Preston, db, 5-11,
They included Bill Kentuc
175, Pearl River J_C., Columbia, Miss.;
ky.
Mike McGregor, lineman. 6-3, 243,
Ransdell, a rangy allMemphis, Tenn., White Haven; William
Other Louisville Lewis,
stater who powered
lineman, 6-2, 215. Jeffersonville,
Ind.;
Chris Beakes, lineman, 6-3, 230.
?gnee
s
from within the
Elizabethtown to second
Louisville Waggener; Wayne Graves,
place in the Class AAA state included quarter- lineman, 6-1, 130, Jones County Community College, Hebron, Miss.; Ken
playoffs; strong-armed back Doug Lucas and Claybourn
e, te, 6-5, 200, Evansville,
Mike Whitaker of Leslie defensive back Jeff Roe, lad., Bosse: Kevin Extine, qb, 5-1., 170.
_Fort
Campbell
; Ed Wilson, rb,5-10, 176,
both
of Bishop David, and
County; Brian Williams
Losisville Iroquois; Tony Moore,
of Middlesboro; Gary tight end Taylor Carlisle 11,11/11, Louisville Jeffersontown. rb, 6Sexton of Norwood High of Mayfield.
Bill Ransdell, qb, 6-2, 195,
School in Cincinnati, and
The Cardinals also Elizabethtown; Tony Mayes, qb, 6-0,
175. Pa intsville ; Mike Whitaker,qb,6-3,
Tony Mayes, a second- signed two junior-colleg
e
Leslie Co HS, Hyden; Brian
team all-stater from players from Oklahoma 201,
Williams, qb, 5-9, 175, Middlesboro;
Paintsville. It was - running back Quincy Gary Sexton, qb, 541, 110, Cincinnati
Al Carter, rb, 6-0, 210, Tenn.
speculated that Mayes McCray and lineman Norwood;
Military Dist, Westminster, S.C.;
William Howard, rb, 6-1, 210, Lima,
would play defensive John Della Porta.
Ohio; Chris Derry, rb, 6-1, 205, Dixie
back.
Eastern Kentucky's Heights HS, Villa Hills; Eric Pitts, wr,
Jerry_ Claiborne, Ken- other signees included 5-10, 175, Lima, Ohio; Mark Wheeler,
wr,6-2, 190, Alexandria, Va., O'Connell;
tucky's. new football Bellevue runnirpg back Mike
Shiner, db,2-11.109, East Lebanon
HS,
Myerstoon,Pa.; Steve Maus,lb, 6coach, also signed .wide MikeSatkamp, brother of
0, /90, Cincinnati Elder; JoeePruice,

•

lineman, 6-5, 235, Mayfield; Bill Leach,
lineman,6-5, 230, Baltimore Perry Hall;
Jim Vorderbrueggen, lineman, 6-3, 240,
Cincinnati LaSalle; Dan Yarano,
lineman,6-2, 215, Zanesville, Ohio; Sam
Rotella, lineman, 6-4, 130, Winterville,
Ohio, OjrioDumbauld. lineman, 6-3. 220,
T
Logi:rule
Doug Lucas, qb, 6-2. 180, Louisville
Bishop David; Willie Shelby, rb, 5-9,
175, Louisville DeSales; Leonard
Sullivan, rb, 5-11, 180, Shelby Co. HS,
Shelbyville; Quincy kfcCray, rb, 6-0,
225, Merced, Calif., J.C.; Junior Jones,
wr,6-3, 175, Shelby Co. HS. Shelbyville;
Jeff Roe, db, 6-0, 186, Louisville Bishop
David; Avery Marshall, lb, 6-2, 120,
Shelby Co. HS, Shelbyville; Doug
Morgan, lineman, 6-4, 225, Louisville
Bishop David; Taylor Carlisle, te, 6-4,
210, Mayfield; John Della Ports,
lineman,6-2,211, NE Oklahoma J.C.
Easters Kentucky
Greg Parker, qb, 6-0, la, Tampa,
Fla., Chamberlain; Barry Cot, rb, 2-10,
175, Monaca, Pa., Center; Mike
Sutkamp, rb, 5-10, 200, Bellevue;
Carlton McFadden, wr, 5-11, 110, Tampa, Fla., Chamberlain; Charlie Carr,
wr, 6-2, 195, Tampa, Fla., Brenda];
Derrick Brice, te, 6-1, 210, Louisville
Eastern; Simon Codrington, te, 6-3, 205,
South Miami, Fla.; Bobby Scannell, db,
5-11, UM, Dunedin, Fla.; Robert
Williams. db, 6-0, 115, South Miami,
Fla.; Eric Ingram, db,6-2, Ill, Orlando,
Fla.; Alvin Blount, db,6-3, 195, Jacksonville, Fla.; Anthony Johnson, lb, 5-10,
200, Washington, D.C.; Keith Bosley,
lineman, 6-5, 214. Richmond Madison;
Mike Murphy, lineman. 6-4, 240, Fork
Union, Va.; Elliott Smith, lineman, 6-3,
231, Fort Hunt, Vs . Matthew Caldwell.
lineman,6-2,245. Fort Hunt, Va
Western Kentucky
Terry Munms, rb, 5-10, 175, Madisonville; Glendell Miller, rb, 54, 175,
Owensboro, Darrell Sadler, rb, 6-0, 175,
Madison. Tenn.; Allen Muffins, rb-wr,
Simon Kenton HS, Independence; Mike
Clemons, te, 6-1, 200, Owensboro
Catholic; Troy Bensing, te, 6-6, 225,
New Albany, Ind
Mark Falkin,
lineman, 6-2, 215, North Hardin
HS,
Radcliff; Stacey Johnson. lineman, 6-1.
211, Henderson Co HS, Henderso
n;
Barry Anderson. lineman, 6-4, 230,
Nashville. Tenn , McGavvock. Mike
Bradley. lineman, 6-3, 220, Louisville
Ballard, Steve Riggs, lineman, 6-3, 225,
Newburgh,Ind., Castle; Rick Densdorf.
lb. 64, 210, South Spencer. Rockport,
Ind , Rob Hoiverlon, rb, 6-2. 225,
Evansville, Ind , HMS; Tommy
Pace,
lineman. 2-10. 720, Paducah Tilghman
;
Gres Taylor. di. 5-10, 115, Corbin,
Mark
Williamson. db, 641, 105, Newburgh
.

he-gamelead belongs to Volunteers, Etengals
ing a three-game losing
streak with a 90-75
triumph over Florida
behind- Dale Ellis' 25
points.
•
Alabama dropped to 9-4
in the conference, falling
into a tie for the runnerup spot with perennial
power Kentucky, which
won its 26th in a row at
home and a national
record 1,300th all-time
with a 56-49 decision over
Mississippi.
In other SEC action
Wednesday night,
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Valentine Specials

•

•

1 Group Dress Shirts and .•
Spring Suits 50% Off ...
0
. ..
All Winter Merchandise
•
*Suits •Spor

•
•
•
•
•
•

ts Coots
*Sports Slacks *Sweaters
*Velours *Corduroys

oor

Cord Pants

Reg.

Now

59.00
69.99
79.99
66.00

147.50
175.00
199.99
165.00

Sport Coats

Reg.

Now

42.00
26.00

105.00
65.00

Reg.

Now

26.95

10.78 A
12.00 A
13.58 A

30.00
33.95

-Tax Rentals
Available

AU Soles Final- No Charges Please

A

When the SEC title
chase resumes Saturday,
Georgia will be at LSU,
Tennessee at Vanderbilt,
Kentucky at Alabama,
Ole Miss at Florida and

410V6--

60% off
Off

Suits

performance of any team
I've coached."
Howard Carter led the
Tigers, 13-7 overall, with
20 points and Leonard
Mitchell had 18 points and
8 rebounds, playing only
the first 17 minutes when
he left with a sprained
ankle.

ADVENT

off

dC-

Georgia crushed
Mississippi State 71-49
and Vanderbilt downed
Auburn 71-60.
"This may be the proudest I've ever been in
my 10 years at LSU,"
said Coach Dale Brown
after his Bayou Bengals
built a 40-20 lead in the
first half and then held on
for the victory.
"We beat the leading
rebounding team with
five guards in the second
half," added Brown. It
might be the most gallant

ITIjeKing's Den

SEC
standings

A

•Ar.
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Auburn at Mississippi
State.
Derrick Hord scored 15
points and Melvin Turpin
added 14 as Kentucky
lifted its overall mark to
16-5.
Carlos Clark hit 13 of 15
shots from the field and
finished with 30 points for
Ole Miss, despite being
blanked the final seven
minutes when the
Wildcats went to a boxand-one defense to stop
him.
The Wildcats went
ahead to stay with only
6:54 remaining on a
basket by Turpin that
broke a 43-43 deadlock.
"This was just another
one of Clark's fine
shooting games," said
Coach Bob Weltlich of Ole
Miss. "He does this to a
lot of people."
"We had trouble changing tempos from our
defense to our offense,
but I can't fault the effort
we gave tonight," said
Coach Joe B. Hall of Kentucky.

.
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Caderimice All Games
W L Pet. W 1. Pet
Lemmas SI
10 3 769 13 7 Mit
Tennessee
10 3 769 15 6 714
Alabama
1 4 19217 4 110
Kentucky
1.1 192 11 3 741
Missoula,'
7 6 531 11 9 571
Georgia
7 467 12 1 MO
Arburn
5 II 385 11 10 524
Vanderbilt
S MS 12 9 571
Vlariala
2 11 154 510 la
Miss St
211 124 612 2116
Wedamaday'a Results
Georgia 71. Mousissippi SI 49
Kentucky 56. Missuisippt 49
Teammate N.Florida 75
vaideibNM,Asthenia,
imnionst 71 Alabama IS
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Offday sends Purcell on road again

OFF DAY — Mel Purcell was upset in the second
round by a determined Ferdi Taygan,6-3, 3-6,6-2, in
Memphis Wednesday afternoon. Taygan was ranked 253rd in the world compared to Purcell's No. 26
ranking.
Photo by A.W.Simmons,Jr.

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(A1)-481110me Glickstein of
— Mel Purcell's - Israel,No.15,lost earlier.
homecoming party at the
Top -seeded John
U.S. National Indoor Ten- McEnroe had to play a
nis Championships didn't second -set tiebreaker,
last long enough for the but had little trouble
candles to be lit.
reaching the third round,
The 12th -seeded beating Gilles Moretton,6
Purcell, a former Mem- 3,7-6.
phis State and Tennessee
Moretton started the
standout from Murray, match by breaking serve
Ky., fell to qualifier Ferdi but McEnroe broke back
Taygan, 6-3, 3-6, 6-2, twice for a 4-1 lead and
Wednesday in the second closed out the first set by
round of the 6225,000 tour- holding serve.
nament at The Racquet
In the second set,
Club.
McEnroe broke serve for
"I never really got to a a 6-5 lead but Moretton
position to where I could sent the set into a
get the upper hand on tiebreaker by breaking
him," said Purcell, who back in the 12th game.
had a first-round bye.
McEnroe raced to a 4-0
"I'm a front-runner but I lead in the tiebreaker and
never really got in front." finished off Moretton at 7Purcell joined seven
other seeded players on
Defending champion
the sideline.
Gene Mayer, No.3 seed,
Sandy Mayer, the No.5 advanced to the third
seed, was knocked out of round with a 6-7, 6-2, 6-3
the competition Wednes- victory over Phil Dent.
day morning by unseeded And fourth-seeded Vitas
Kevin Cumin, 6-4, 7-5. Gerulaitis beat Matt
Also Wednesday, Chip McDonald,6-3, 7-5.
Hooper defeated No.13
Tenth-seeded Hank
Steve Denton, 6-4, 6-4; Pfister got past Bill
and Bruce Manson Scanlon, 6-3, 5-7, 7-6, and
defeated No.16 Andres Tim Mayottee, 14th seed,
Gomez of Equador, 7-6, 6- defeated Sammy Giam4.
malva,2-6,6-2,6-4.
Yannick Noah of
Taygan played before a
France, No.6; Brian Gott- crowd that was overfried, No.9; Harold whelmingly behind
Solomon, No.11; and Purcell.

Henry County
freshman teams
edge CCHS twice
PARIS, Tenn. — preview for Monday's
Calloway County High's opening freshman tourfreshman basketball nament games at Murray
squads suffered a pair of High School. The winners
los.,es at Henry County in the first round between
High Wednesday night. CCHS and North MarThe Lakers dropped a shall (both, boys and
squeeker, 52-51, and the girls) will advance to
Lady Laken., were trip- face host Murray in Tuesday night games.
ped,43-39.
The Lady Lakers proLaker coach Ed Armstrong described both- duced their best offensive
games for the travellers ---game to date Wednesday,
when he said, "It was said coach Cindy
close all the way, but it Lassiter, but the Lady
Patriots were too strong
wasn't horseshoes."
The Lakers and in the third period.
Out-scored 11-4 after tyPatriots were tied in both
the first and third ing the game at 24-all at
quarters with CCHS the half, the Lady Lakers
ahead 28-26 at halftime. fell behind and couldn't
Calloway had two shots in catch up. Terri Malcolm
the final :25 of the game, fired in 16 points,, Amy
but a walking call and a Bryan added 15 and both
miss spoiled the Lakers' CCHS girls hauled in 11
opportunities for a vic- rebounds in the losing effort.
tory.
Lisa Hopper also tallied
CCHS was led in scoring by John Mark Potts six points and Wendy
(17), Brad Skinner (13) Osmus claimed nine
caroms, but the Lady
and J.W. Foster (12).
Lakers stumbled for the
Calloway hosts North eighth time in nine
Marshall tonight in a outings.

Cher Beli Aloe Vera Cosmetic Co.
Is Now Hiring
Direct Sales Personnel
Call For Inter%iew
Paducah 502554-4188
If You
Are Interested
In A Future
With A RecessionProof Business?

"That stuff, being from
here, and seeded doesn't
really matter," said
Taygan. "I didn't even
give it a thought."

of beating anybody —
even the best players —
on a given afternoon."
Taygan said he exploited Purcell's
Taygan is ranked 253rd backhand.
Purcell said his
in the world and Purcell
backhand and volley
Is 26th.
were short of the mark.
On paper you figure
"Those things let me
there's no way I can down in my match
win," Taygan said, "but against Ferdi," he said.
there are a lot of people "It's back to the drawing
out here who are capable board."

'Mean Joe' Greene ends
13-year pro grid career
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Defensive tackle Joe
Greene, the original
building block of the Pittsburgh Steeler dynasty
and the cornerstone of the
Steel Curtain front four,
said Wednesday he was
retiring after 13 seasons.
Greene, 35, announced
his decision at a luncheon
at the Allegheny Club in
Three Rivers Stadium,
where he had been a
scourge of opposing
quarterbacks, running
backs and offensive
lineman.
This past season,
however, Greene was
relegated to part-time

200/0 Off Nike Shoes through Feb. 28
Men and women can take advantage of this super sport shoe special on quality Nike
styles until Feb. 28th. They're the shoes you want for casual wear or outdoor activities.
Buy now at savin s ou can a.Dreciate.

Nike "Bruin"

Nike "All Court"

Leather uppers, herringbone sole, foam
podded tongue and terry-cloth insole. White
with red stripe. sizes 534 to 14. No. 4006

$3036
Suggested Retell $37.95

410•4011169611$30 9S

56

Sde-

Sale
52
9

ike "Leather Cortez' Nike "Bruin Canvas"

•

Suggested Rotel $22.99

Soirsted ROA $39 99

Sale$

Nike "Lady All Court

839

white with sun yellow stri
Sizes 4-10
(14yloo Mesh) No. 7440.
Sogiostod Retail $29.9

Itete0 $34.99

$239

9
7
2
I.
-uk
Nike "Lady Cortez"

see

White leather with electric blue trim.
Sizes 4 to 10.
No. 2190
•

S3$.99

*Tasted Rotel $23.99

$1920

1203
Chestnut

Nike "Lady Meadow!'•

Nike "Racquette"
(Lester) No. 7400

Teal with royal blue
strip No. 1787

Sale

sare
$
2
3
99
200/ Of

white with light blue
Sizes 4-10

Sak

'et

Phone 753-3251

tea Rota $29.99

361St les o "omenSales$S 1oes
20

Nike "Lady Oceania"

Mon.-Sat. 8-5
We lh.liver
500 North Fourth St.
Murray—Kentucky

white with green stripe
Sizes 5-13
(Nylon Mesh)
No. 7340

839

MasineIs Stiff Hen.
[
And We Are Anxious To Serve You.

Nike "Meadow"_

white with royal Blue
Sizes 5V2-)3
No. 4204

white with red stripe
Sizes 3-13
Is. 2184

erP

Say It With Flowers
From Shirley's Florist
She'll Be Glad You Did

Nike "Wimbledon"

Cotton uppers and rubber court sole. Podded cot, White leather uppers with light
blue stripe.
lar, insole and terry lining. White with light blue For the tennis player. Sizes 3 to
13. Is. 7000
stripe. No. 7300
• --, • - -3"W+41-4-tr-v-4-

%speed Retull $22.99

Don't Forget
Her This
Sunday Feb. 14th
Valentine's Day.

20% 0 f

6 Styles of Men's Shoes

No. 7412

753-3251

SENT PACKING — Murray's Mel Purcell, aftei
losing in the second round of the U.S. Indoor Tennis
Tournament, packed up to head for Palm Springs,
Calif., where he'll prepare for play Monday. His
next stop will be part of the Grand Prix tennis series
In a $250,000 purse tourney.
Photo by A.W.Simmons,Ji

I
SPORTING GOODS

White comas with
blue trim.

\

status as the Steelers
gave more playing time
to Tom Beasley and experimented with a threeman line.
Greene played in 10 Pro
Bowls and was a
unanimous choice for the
National Football
League's team of the
decade for the 1970s. He
was Chuck Noll's first
draft choice when Noll
took over the team in
1969.
The 6-foot-4, 260-pound
tackle earned the
nickname Mean Joe
because his college team,
the Eagles, was called
the Mean Green.
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$31 19
753-884C
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Judge to decide fate of six guardsmen
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador (AP) - A
civilian judge has until
this weekend to decide
whether six members of
El Salvador's national
guard will be brought to
trial for the murder of
four American women
missionaries in 1980.
The U.S.-supperted junta submitted a 57-page indictment Wednesday to
Judge Bernardo Rauda
Murcia charging the six
soldiers with murder.
The judge read it and
took statements from
each of the six in private.
Legal experts said if he
decides there is sufficient
evidence to warrant a
trial, the case will go to
another court, and the
judicial process could
take up to a year. If convicted of premeditated
murder, the guardsmen
could be condemned to
death or imprisoned for
30 years.
The six accused men
are Sgt. Luis Antonio Colindres Aleman, who
President Jose Napoleon
Duarte said shot the four
women; Cpl. Jose Roberto Moreno Canjura, and
Pvts. Carlos Joaquin Con-

treras Palacios, Daniel
Canales Ramirez, Francisco Orlando Contreras
and Salvador Rivera
Franco.
Military sources
reported earlier that one
of the six had confessed,
but they did not know
which one.
They are accused of
killing three Roman
Catholic nuns Maryknoll Sisters Ha
Ford, 40, and Maura
Clarke, 46, of New York,
and Ursuline Sister
Dorothy Kazel, 40, of
Cleveland - Jean
Donovan, 27, also of
Cleveland.
Duarte in a televised
speech Wednesday night
said Colindres Aleman
ordered the women stopped after they • drove
away from El Salvador's
international airport on
Dec. 2, 1980, because two
guards at the airport
suspected they were carrying arms in their
Toyota van.
He gave the following
account:
The sergeant and one of
his men searched the
van, then escorted the
women past Rosario de la

Paz to an "unpopulated
place" on a side road
where Colindres Aleman
"ordered his comrades to
sexually abuse some of
the women...and shot
them with the rifle of
another guardsman"
after his own gun
malfunctioned, the president said.
The women's bodies
were found the next day,
buried in a common
grave beside a highway
24 miles from San
Salvador. Duarte said
Colindres Aleman and his

men took their van
toward La Libertad, on
the coast, and burned it,
then returned to the airport where "Colindres
Aleman offered liquor to
the rest."
Duarte said one of the
guardsmen, Rivera Franco, was not present when
the women were killed,
but the group picked him
up afterward and told
him about it.
The brother of one of
the victims, William
Ford, said the women's
families were concerned

Hundreds killed in fighting

DAMASCUS, Syria
(AP) - Government
tanks, planes and artillery are pounding the
ancient city of Hama,and
hundreds have been killed in eight days of
fighting between President Hafez Assad's army
and Sunni Moslem rebels
opposed to his Alawite
minority sect, Western
diplomatic sourees
report.
The diplomats said
Syria's fifth largest city,
with a population of
200,000, was besieged by
6,000 to 8,000 troops, and
the dead were estimated
in the "high hundreds."
About 100 tanks, artillery pieces and air
force planes were attack2 Fruits
3 Actor Pacino Answer to Weduesday's Puzzle ing the city continuously,
4 Pose for a
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portrait
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Latakia to the west were
filled with casualties.
Sources said the battle
for Hama represented
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49 Calcium
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50 Approach
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law
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55 Entertain
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one of the sharpest
challenges yet to Assad's
12-year-old government.
Hama, in west central
Syria, is a stronghold of
Syria's Sunni Moslem
majority and twice
previously re belled
against Assad's Alawites
who dominate the government in Damascus. It
also is a center of the
radical Moslem
Brotherhood, whici) has
been fighting to oust
Assad and replace his
government with a
Moslem fundamentalist
regime.
Although 65 percent of
the Syrian people are
Sunnis, Islam's majority
sect, and 11 percent are
Alawites, the latter control the government and
most of the economy,
Communications with
Hama were cut and
military roadblocks sealed off the city. A news
blackout on the fighting
was shattered Wednesday when Western
diplomats reported the
rebellion.
The government deflounced the reports as
"pure lies" and insisted
in a statement Wednesday night that "the situation inside Syria is normal."
Diplomatic sources
said the fighting opparently began when
security forces
discovered a major
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hideout for dissidents
while investigating an
arms cache. Townspeopie attacked the raiders,
and the fighting spread.
Religious leaders
broadcast an appeal to
revolt from the minarets,
and the city rose in open
rebellion, the diplomats
said. Some reports said
the people were fighting
with knives and clubs.
One account said an army unit had deserted to
the rebels with their
weapons.
Jordanian officials said
some of the rebels were
using rocket-propelled
grenades and other
weapons. The source of
the rebels' arms was not
known, but Assad has frequently accused Jordan
of supplying his domestic
foes.
Assad's government
has been under increasing domestic pressure for
the past two years. There
were reports of an attempted coup by airforce
officers in early January.
Western intelligence experts said the government arrested 500 people
and executed 30 to 50 officers.
The first revolt against
the Assad government in
Hama was in March 1980.
Troops put it down with
an estimated 200 to 300
deaths. There were more
disturbances in April
1981.
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Eldon Matlick, instruc*tor of horn at Murray
State University, will perform in a series of
recitals in Kentucky
beginning Feb. 15 at
Campbellsville College.
At Campbellsville,
Matlick's evening recital
will consist of Leid-Leone
Sinigaglia; Morceau de
Concert-Camille Saint
Saens; Concerto no. 1,
Op. 11-Richard Strauss;
En foret-Eugene Bozza;
and variations on
Haydn's , Theme-Yitzak
Graziani.
Matlick will be the
featured soloist with the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra at 8 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 20, in Jetton
Auditorium. He will perform Concerto no. 1, Op.
11 by Richard Strauss.
An active soloist,
Matlick has been a
featured artist with the
Owensboro Symphony
Orchestra and was a
finalist in the
Heldenleben International Horn Competition.
Prior to joining the
Murray State faculty,
Matlick was pursuing
post-graduate work at Indiana University.

••••1•,„_

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- Employers would
be required to grant time
off to workers who adopt
young children under a
bill approved Wednesday
by the House.
The bill, approved 83-4
and headed for the
Senate, would mandate
that a personal leave be
granted an employee who
asks for it in writing after
adopting a child under 7
years of age.

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice
Sealed bids will be received at the
Calloway Comity Board of Education Office, 10 NO, 21111 College
Farm Reed, antil a m on Feb
'II. 1962 for furnishing meat aed
meat predicts to the cafeterias of
the Calloway County School
System Bid forms may be obtaieed at the office of the Food Service
Director or will be mailed apse
remiest

Sealed bids.di be received at the
Office of the Calloway County
Board of Education College
Farm Road, unul 1 a m Friday
Feb 19, 1962 for furnishing food
sod supplies to the cafeterias of
the Calloway County Schools Bid
forms may be obtaised at the
Calloway County Board Office or
will be mailed upon request

Sealed bids will be received at the
Office of the Food Service Director. Murray City Schools, Austin
Building, Ith and Main Streets,
geld 9 am on Friday Feb. 19,
1962 for furnishing food and supplies to the cafeterias of the Marray City Schools Bid forms may
be obtained at the office of the
Food Service Director or will be
mailed upon request

Sealed bids will be received at the
office of the Food Service Director, Murray City Schools, Austin
Building, 9th and Main Streets,
oath 9 a m on Feb 19 1961 for
furnishusg meat and meat products to the cafeterias of the Murray City School System Bid forms
may be obtained at the office of
the Food Service Director or aril,
be mailed upon request

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
SOO North Fourth
Money, Ky.

753-32SI
Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement pic
ture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets
show cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass win
dow glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows storm doors
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.

For Sale
Lam assortment
of gemiine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leafs
36 different styles
S2.95 Each.

Gold &
Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9

to 9 p.m.
5. Lost and Found

2. Notice

WANT TO
BUY
Good nod car seat for
infant. Call 43625911.

MIAMI
ENNIO
EMMINIM MEMO
UMMUMMM ME
WNW WIIIMEM
build log cabin in Georgia mountains
U•Carters
WMEWUU
ELLIJAY, Ga.(AP)- a view of waterfalls and one bedroom with a
MEOW MUM= Jimmy
and Rosalynn rapids, which Mrs. bathroom.
•• WM=
••u
Carter are building a log Carter loves. She also enwill be a sleepWIIIMMEW MOW cabin in the northern joys rhododendrons and ingUpstairs
loft for children, with
WM= WNW MEM Georgia mountains, ac- mountain laurel, which a bathroom.
cording to a long-time are abundant in the area.
Also on the 20-acre
WEE WESER MEM friend
and neighbor of the
The main floor will in- tract will be a second
WIMEMMMW
president.
clude a large living room, building to house Secret
MINIUM WIIMUMM former
The home is alongside dining room and kitchen, Service agents who guard
WEEMM
MOM Turnip Town Creek, with all in one open room, and the Carters.

OUR TEACHER SAYS WE
HAVE TO HAVE A
VALENTINE BOX 50
HERE IT IS...

•
•

that the indicted guardsmen might be
•'scapegoats."
The indictments came
on the heels of U.S. congressional approval of an
additional $55 million in
military aid for the junta's fight against leftist
guerrillas battling to oust
it. Roman Catholic
church and human rights
groups estimate at least
32,000 people have been
killed in the Central
American nation since
the last coup in October
1979.
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Take your Tiny Tots to
Carter

Special

Studio

packages ore ora.!oble

Carter

Studio
300 Moto

7538298

THE CATFISH
A SEAFOOD
Johnny Robbins-1Rd. Seed
759-1506
Come to Gene & Jo's for
your Aloe Vera liquid
Quart 59. gallon $27.

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753
9356.

Three month old Irish
Setter pup lost Sun.
morning. Vicinity of
Chestnut and 8th. Has
white patch on chest
and one white rear foot.
Reward. 7518512.

Permanent part time
employee must be re
sident of Hazel.
Ky
Apply City Hall of
Hazel. Ky. 9a m
m
4
p
Feb. 10 13.
Summer Employment
Super attractive female
first mate for my 40ft
party boat. I entertain
business clients. April
through September. I
require a beautiful
swimsuit attired lady to
serve refreshments. If
you like the sun boats.
and water, with short
hours and good pay
write PO Box 446
Paducah Ky. 42001 for
a personal interview.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person
for short trips surrounding Murray. Con
tact customers. We
train. Write 0.0
Dickerson
Pres.
Southwestern Petro
Ft
leum
Box 789
Worth, Tx. 76101.

10. Business Opportunity
$50 000 to 180 000 per
year. Are you bored
with your job tired of
working for the other
Man? National Company based in
Lexington Ky. is looking for 4 distributors in
10 county area. Call
606-231-7886 collect.

line. We are looking
for en experienced
copier sales person.
Salary, expenses, life
insurance, commissions end bonus are
our peckage.
If you are self
displined highly
motivated and. well
organized you have
high income potential.
If you meet these requirements call
Rkloard Cairns at 502444-7737 between 6
and II P.M. on
Febreary 11th and
12th.

19. Farm Equipment

1 97 1 1 65 M a s
Ferguson tractor.
International wheel
and 3•14in. Ford ;
Call 753-31)64 or 753-74
20ft. Neckover tr,
with loading ramp
gal. plastic water ta
Phonemate answe
machine,- Call 753
or 759-4926.

22. Musical

CAR STEREO Piont
Kenwood, Marai
Mitsubishi Sanyo.
fessional intallal
Sunset Boulevard A
Dixieland Cer
Chestnut St 753-0113

Experienced mother
desires to keep babies
toddlers or pre-school
children full time or part
time in her home. Will
also keep children full
day for mothers day
out. Have references.
Call 753-9403 or 753-3193.
House cleaning every
other week. Have re
ferences 759-1255 7532377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759 1692.
_ Will babysit in my
home. Live in town Call
753-7770.
Will clean houses. Call
489-2855.
Would like to haul odds
and ends for people. $10.
per truck load. 753 8547
after 5p.m.
753 8694
days.

$241.20 weekly working
part or full time at
home. Weekly
paycheeks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office. Start
immediately. No experience necessary.
National company. Details and application
mailed. Send your name
and address to: Bond
Industries Hiring Dept.
77. Kendalia. Tx. 78027.
Accepting applications
at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
Floral Designer needed.
Only experienced need
apply. P.O. Box 911
Murray. Ky. 42071.
Lady needing home
care for invalid. Room.
board pay. 759-1661.
Permament position for
an experienced seam •
stress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
Ky.
1040D Murray
42071.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefit&
to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of experience write
H. H. Sears. Pres. Box
Ft. Worth. Tx.
711
76101.

Doo io mmlist acceptance of our product

One refrigerator al
stove. Call 7537261.
Sears space saver
table dishwasher.
wide perfect condi
5150.492-8730.

9. Situation Wanted

6. Help Wanted

-COPIER- SALES -

ft. Admiral
frigerator. Copperto
frost free. $150. P•
474 8004 or 753-5418.
Beautiful bedri
suite
twin bedr
suite
baby bed
frigerator
qui
m
a
pl
table and 6 cha
753 9138 or 753 5292.

I

Responsible party
take up payments
like new pion°.

C7

MAIN co
re) STREET fv‘
er
Ne HOUSE
C2 602 Maio q2
Is Mousy

q2 q2 cp
c7 c2

CLAYTONS
753-7575

PIANO IN STOP
Beautiful spinet cc
storeck, locally. Rep
like new. Respor
party can take a
saving on low pay
balance. Write J
Piano
Inc.
Jo'
Missouri 64801. In
home phone number

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Term
& Pest Conti
Phone 753-391

13. For Sale or Trade

24. Miscellaneous

For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.

200 Amp code t
pole. Good shape.
Clint Colson 489-2888
4 15in. 6 hole

western alumi
wheels with nuts.
- 6278.
-, AAA CUSTOM N
CABINET
' b o o-k- -c- a s e
music centers
• Reasonable. 436-256(

14. Want to Buy
Portable washer and
Tdryer. Call 753-1916
5p.m. or 753-3480
before
K
after 5p.m. Ask for
Stamp and coin collec
tion or accumulation.
a1
7C26
1 . I after 3p.m.
767,4169.
Would like to buy good
used washer. Call 753-

1. Ho*tail
Ans. You can
gathering dust
2. How car
ANS. You can
ad departrner
you have gat,'
3. How goo
Ai" You can
Classified Pag
ad will run FRI
day. Prices ret
customer of tl
automatically
4. What are
Ans. The sale i

15. Articles for Sale
Antique oak dresser
$150. 9 piece Duncan
Five dining room suite
vinyl recliner
$750.
$25. couch (green and
walnut trim) $75.
Aladdin lamp $85. old
-7-Kerosene heater $20.
250 Chevrolet head 140,
2 - 8ft. orname liTa
wrought iron posts $25.
-- used washer 140. 489._.2440.
Four prom dresses.
Sizes 4-5-7 and 2 slips.
753-3696.
Metal desk 30x60 like
new. Less than 1 year
old. $125. 753-1321 after
4:30p.m. 753-5763.
New Sharp carosel
micro-wave oven and
cart. $325. Will consider
trading for old pickUp.
Call 753-0398 after 1p.m.
Parts from 1973 Monte
Carlo. Complete front
cap $175.
both doors
$75.
350 turbo trans
,mission $125, rear glass
•$25. steering brakes.
front hubs rear end
heater air conditioner
and interior parts. 395
7569 after 4p.m.

The S
sectio
reade
as the
r Ads ri
-No cl
r Paid 1
"No r(
piration
All stanl
will rem
No.D
Paid

16. Home Furnishings
Frost free freezer. $225
Call 753 0219

vc20:20 $ 1 0 0 0

Give her a
for Valentine's
Day. Came we
theselectiwat

WANTED

Reward

6
9

Information on person or
persons involved in
shooting death of two
Cocker Spaniels in Sherwood Forest. All information kept confidential.

5. What do
Ans. YOU SA'
money on yo
section of thr
of advertising

Coil 753-7479
•

••

BEST

COPY AVA
,

Ay.. LEDGER A
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ft. Admiral re
rator. Coppertone
free. $150_ Phone
0134 or 753 5418
utiful bedroom
twin bedroom
re
baby bed
erator
guns
e
I
a
p
e and 6 chairs.
138 or 753 5292.

Air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric.
Antique brass plated
glass door firescreen
with mesh curtain
4 x 37?
/
281
screen
inches. Fireplace crate.
Call 753-8393 after 6p m.
Antique goose neck
rocker in excellent
condition also 357
exrefrigerator and 1 Magnum revolver
cellent condition. Call
E. Call 753 7261
759 1703 after 5p.m.
S space saver port dishwasher. 18in. Firewood delivered $25
a rick. 437-4547.
perfect condition
Oak firewood for sale.
4,21730.
_
436-2271. 436-2211.
RCA console color tv
arisEquipment
AM FM 8-track
$75.
1 165 Massey
stereo $45 See at 7421
puson tractor. 8ft. Riviera Tr. Ct. anytime
national wheel disc after 12p.m.
3-Tim. Ford plow.
SEASONED
753-3064 or 753 7458.
FIREWOOD. Miked
Neckover trailer hardwoods 18''-24
loading ramp 1250 available. $27.50 a rick
plastic water tank
delivered. Call John
lemete answering Boyer at 753-8536.
him.- Call 753-1725
94926.
25. Business Services

lusical

STEREO Pioneer
Marantz
wood
Sanyo. Pro
ubishi
ional intallation.
.e1 Boulevard Music
ieland Center
anut St. 753-0113.

HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Ky. Call 759Murray
1425.

INCOME TAX
SERVICE
753-7908

WANTED

sponsible party to
to up persists en
I new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

,NO IN STORAGE
utiful spinet-console
eit locally. Reported
new. Responsible
ry can take at big
ing on low payment
Ence. Write Joplin
no.
Inc.
Joplin
souri 64801. Include
le phone number.

after I p.m. Aleaday
Ham* friday Sr eery tine
Waverly Sr %edgy.

26. TV-Radio
Craig quick mount car
FM 8-track stereo still
now
in box. New $75.
$45.492-8730.

Exterminating

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-757
27. Mobile Home Sales

•
elley's Termite
4 Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

Iliscellaneous

Amp code trailer
Good shape. $160.
it Colson 489-2888.
in.
0 In.
6 hole

32. Apts. For Rent

21. Mobile Home Rentals

24. Miscellaneous

ome Furnishings

1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 4748838.
1969 house trailer. Call
after 4p.m. 753-6087.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
2 baths furbedroom
nished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m.
1980 14x60 2 bedroom
uncentral -electric
furnished. $500. down
assume payments of
$175. month. Call 7533321 after 5p.m.
759 4543

stern aluminum
,els with nuts. 753I.
'-128. Mobile Home Rentals
CUSTOM MADE
..Two bedroom furnished
B INETS
trailer for couple or
k cases
etc. international. $120. per
sic centers
month. 753-5750.
isonable. 436-2566.

12x60 with 2 pull outs on
living room and Pay
windows New furniture
central
and carpet
heat Shady Oaks. 753
5209
Small 2 bedroom fur
noshed mobile home
Call 753 4808
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets
Nice. Call 489 2611
Two bedroom trailer.
753 3096.

Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town_ Farm
work agreement
available for right
couple. Call 753 8841
Duplex apartment for
rent Phone 759 1503
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent
Embassey Apartments
753 3530 753 4331
kitchen
One bedroom
furnished
living room
$150 month. 753-9251
after 5p.m. 753-5414.
One bedroom apart
ment in lake front
FOR RENT
furKitchen
house.
01 .2 BR furnished, central
nished fireplace insert.
heat, very nice Close to
References and deposit
town on private lot
n Riverta Cts. extra nice 2
required. Call 436 2484
and
Water
BR furnished.
or 753 7272.
Trash Pickup furnished
One bedroom un
furnished or furnished
MANAGEMENT
Located near hospital
759-4756.
Do you manage your rental
One bedroom furnished
property or does it manAGE
apartment. 121 North
YOU' We will manage your
next to fairgrounds. $90.
rental property for you
per month. 753-3139.
Celestite
or 2 bedroom low
One
Reel Estee
utilities. $165. month
753-911911 Call 759-9303 anytime.
Two bedroom un
furnished duplex apar
111411%14ff
tment 1631 Farmer
Available Feb. 15
PROPIRTV MANAGEMINT
private drive and carport. $150. per month.
29. Heating-Cooling
References and deposit
required. No pets. Call
Four ton Heil air condi- 492-8174.
tion unit. Call 753-8393
Two bedroom
after 6p.m.
townhouse apartment
Appliances furnished,
30. Business Rentals
central
carpeted
heatair. Also 1 studio
apartment available.
Mini •
753-7550 or 753-7559.

•

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

34. Houses for Rent
HOUSES
FOR RENT
'Duplex in town, new
roilicoreted
cornet
throughout - $160 per
mmith.

32. Apts.For Rent
Attractive 2 bedroom
duplex with fireplace
stove and
and carpet
refrigerator in Panorama Shores. 436-2755.
Five room furnished
upstairs apartment
near downtown.
Utilities included. Call
753-4645 after 12:00
noon.
Furnished efficiency
apartment near university. Wall to wall
air condition.
carpet
$100 per
$75. deposit.
month. Call 759-4538.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
Near the University
campus at 1602 Miller is
this three apartment
house for only $65 000.
Separate utilities for
each apartment.
Potential for more
apartments. Owner
financing at 12 percent
interest. A real tax
break! Roberts Realty
753-1651.

'4 tedtoom reentry home
ego mile sovtii of town,
large let with proles, $300
per month; hese with option to purchase possible to
'vilified Myer.
'3 bedroom him. north of
I,.. Neer Aline, Rest $ 1 SO
per month.
*ONor 3 bedroom home in
e'r surreint
lake orea
wood
ding,
fir Morey
beet,
.
outdoor types, $75.00 per
month.
• •Deposii sad Menem
•
required.
CALL SPANN HALTS
ASSOCIATES Fee Mt 50111
BEAL ESTATE NEEDS
753-7724
1 1/2
Nice 3 bedroom
convenient locabath
$300.
tion. $300. month
deposit. Call 435-4559
after 5p.m.

Make Money By Saving.!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How car you save money?
ANS.Yon can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3.How good a business person are you?
has. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February y ou will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

14 Houses for Rent
Family wants 3 bed
room house plus den or
gas
4 bedroom house
heat preferred. Central
quiet
air fenced yard
neighborhood. At least
1500sq, ft. yearly lease
Call 1 502-886 2388 or
759 9 45 3. Excellentreferences.
Pine
Two bedroom
new
Bluff
waterfront
deck. 753
wood stove
8087 753 7980 753-1863.
Two bedroom brick
duplex 1 block univers
ity. Central heat. 753
5791 759 1074 753 2649.

44. Lots for Sale

43. Real Estate

0
Strout.
Retolty
Mc* upon to Coon
layers from Everywhere
UAW.Service Since 111111
1912 Coldwater load
Iterrnecily 42071
(S02)7534114
Asylum*
JOEL. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & leaded

36. For Rent or Lease
Wanted: Burley
tobacco poundage for
1982 crop Kim Wallis
189 2462.
Wanted: Row crop land.
If you plan to rent or
lease contact me for
your best agreement
Kim Wallis 489-2462.

FOR RENT
OR LEASE
Office Space. Approx.
600 sq. ft. utilities
furnished.

Ca11753-0511
37. Livestock-Supplies
College student needs
pasture space for horse.
Call 753-3010.
Hay for sale. Round or
square bales. Check our
prices. Phone 759-1330
or 753-2817.
Pig feeders waterers
heat
fairing crates
pads. Also a 3pt. hitch.
9in. post hole digger.
Call 753-0468.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer pups. $100.
Call 759-1995.
AK C Doberman male
sire
pup 6 months old
2 cham1
30in. dame 27 /
pion blood line must
sell. $150. Call 901-2475252.
Four year old male
Pointer bird dog 4892643.
Registered cocker pups.
759-1712.

IF YOU MARCH
TO A DIFFERENT
DRUMMER
If you do not want to
live in a house just
like the one nest
door - If you
recognize and value
the distinction of
fine design - We
have your house
superbly constructed with
authenic marble
fireplace, five
bedrooms, three
baths, fabulous
family room, spiral
staircase with a kitchen that is a cook's
delight. Just reduced $7,000. Call 7531492 now for an appointment.
COMMERCIAL
INCOME
PROPERTY
Multi-purpose
building - four offices - 2400 square
feet.- could be used
as car clean-up
shop also has living quarters - It's
good business to
talk to us at 7531492.

3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout
large living
baths
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room Call 489 2145
or 753 2493
Assumable like new 2
year old home. Fenced
heat
garage
in yard
pump plus extras. Call
owner. 753-8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759 1707.'
Brick duplex near un
One-third
iversity
balance $533.22
down
month No closing cost.
759 1074 753-2649.
On the lake. For sale by
like new very
owner
nice 2 bedroom home.
With or without furni
ture,
private dock
2 !.,7 car
fireplace
garage. Ready to move
in. immediate possession. 547 500. Call 4362102.
Built to suit the young
couple just getting
started is the house at
522 South 7th! Three
family
bedrooms

FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOC1
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from reenormous
dwood deck
family room with
two car garfireplace
age and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

"Ads must run three consecutiVe days. •
r No changes will be made in copy.
r Paid days will run first.
r No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

"""y•

S. What do you gain from this sale?
An YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising an gain the advantage of advertising in the most welt read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Coll 753 1916er 753-1917 to place your od.
4
1
.1.411MNIMMIA.4"/

AVAILABLE

1

Homes
JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development adjacent to
Gatesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in
the $70's. Owner
financing available
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.
HOME FOR
SALE OR
RENT
Older home near
downtown available
for invnipdiale oc.
cupancy. Four
bedrooms, living
room, dining room,

!kitchen, and full
basement with
workshop.
Available for purchase, lease-option,
or rent.Phone 7531 222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.

0

0

753-2218

r21.
LORETTA Rs, ATHIS®
ixo Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42371
(502)753-1,192

and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753'1873.

'Denims Service Cs
slalom ail my siliog,
1978 Chevy Malibu
4-door one owner 57
excellent
DOO miles
condition. $3100. 753
6915.
1978 Cougar Mercury
XR-7. Fully loaded.
$3650. Call 759-1465.
1980 Chevrolet Caprice
Wagon. Diesel V-8
power
power seats
tilt
windows cruise
tape
AM-FM stereo
one
18 000 miles
.
owner
753-1323 or after 4:30
753-5763.
1981 Datsun 310GX like
new. 753-7853.
Extra nice 1974 camero
Low mileage. $2000
753-3269.

ffl

47. Motorcycles

1977 Cedilla Coop*

WV& Local. One
Owner. Sharp.

PURDOM'S
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

fortable and roomy
home at a realistic
price. Economic
central gas heat,
central air and 2400
square feet of living
area which includes
storage areas
galore, built-in
bookcases and
desks in bedrooms,
sewing room, den,
living room, plus a
19 x 29' family room
with lovely
fireplace. Private
fenced patio with
gas grill adds that
extra nice touch
that totals up to a
fine home-buying
opportunity. Phone_
us today! 753-1222. .
COUNTRY
Peaceful country
livin' goes with this
unique Oree
bedroom home in
Graves County between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings
In den and dining
area, wood burning
Fisher Stove and
central heat and
air. This is an extremely neat
Cedar-sided home
in quiet, private
location. Offered in
the low $50's. Phone
753-1222 for all information.
Purdom & Thermos
Inserence &
Real Estate
South:ids Court Sq.
Horny, Kentuky
753-4451

-It-tots for Safe' -For sale 48 acres with
barns. Call 753 6136.
Forty seven acres on
_thy y 94 West. Call
759 1987

43. Farms for Sale
Farm for sale. 92 acres
35 tillable burley base
2 miles west of Brewers.
Must sell Immediately.
$49 000 or best offer
376 547B

custom trim sort.
liolocooces. Call Will El
busy, 753-611
CHIMNEY SWEEP
INC. For your safety
call for free estimate.
767-4706 or 767 .4779.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
with deep
can be done
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and time spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
plumb
your electrical
air coning
heating
painting and
ditioning
insulating needs. Call
753-9673.

ROOFING
1406 W. Main
753-5315

•

GOVERNMENT SUR125 YZ Yamaha Dirt PLUS CARS AND
Bike. Only $395. Town & TRUCKS NOW
Country Yamaha AVAILABLE through
Murray 753.13078.
local sales under $300
175 Can Am Dirt Bike. Call 1 714-569 0241 for
Only $695. Town & your directory on how to
Country Yamaha purchase. Open 24
Murray 753-8018.
hours.
1975 550-1 Honda.
Used Trucks
50.
Loaded with extras.
excellent condition. 1951 Chevrolet 2 ton
Must sell leaving town. truck. 2 speed axle.
753-6278.
Good condition. $150.
1978 ATC-90 3-wheeler. Across street from Pet
Good condition. $300. Shop on 4th & Sycamore
Across street from Pet St.
Shop on 4th & Sycamore 1966 Chevrolet pickup.
St
4
6 cylinder
34 tonmechanically
speed
body fair. 489sound
2454 after 6p.m.
1970 I H C Scout. 4
full metal
cylinder

CHARM

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

1 9 7 2 LTD
Brougham.
Good condition.
Just driven 53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM
around town.
SIDING or vinyl siding

fireplace in living room
gas floor furnace and
water heater. Storm
doors and windows, and
priced at only $28 500.
We would delight in
making an appointment
for you! Roberts Realty
753-1651.
Three bedroom brick
house on 1 acre. New
Kirksey 489-2643.
Three bedroom house
2 acres of land.
1
with 4 /
Call 753-6940.

BOGARD REALTY &
DOVER
AUCTION
TN. We buy liquidation
inventories of
businsses-farm equipment. Note We will sell
at auction for you. Call
615-232-5150.
NEW LISTING
Moving Sale-love seat,
CANTERBURY
coffeearm chairs
ESTATES
end tables
table
wedding dress „Here's your opjewelry
size 6 stereo. All - MuSt
portunity for a comgo! Call 753-8948.

43. Real Estate

lift Lowe John boat
25tip electric start
12 24 trolling
Johnson
two batteries
motor
bass seats
carpet
trailer extra nice boat
Must sell leaving town
753 6278

46. Homes for Sale

r

52. Boats-Motors

49. Used Cars

1 1/2 acres with 8x45
septic tank and
trailer
well. $8000. 3 miles from
Almo. John Ryan 437
4907

41. Public Sale

4. What are the details of this sale?

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

MP

31E 3E"31E

MI.416

BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
guarantied. Free
-Coll 759Estimates.
1859 Of 753-6581.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359 nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground.- leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
-tor free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping
ing. shaping complete
removal and more. Call
BOVE'R'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-8536.

lock-out hubs. standard
transmission. Phone 1901-642-6353 Paris Tn.
Formals high performaact
1972 CJ5 Jeep. 6 cylinvele tires ii•
•o
lock-out hubs,
der
mashie at Dimmest Prices!
standard transmission
metal top 63 000 miles.
Carrell Tire & Wheel
1-901 642 6353 Paris. Tn.
Alignment
CARS
JEEPS
753-148/ PICKUPS from $35.
IlOS Paw
Available at local Gov't
See to believe. Stored Auctions. For Directory
1973 Honda 125. 400 call 805-687-6000 Ext.
PAINTING
actual miles. Also 1976 8155. Call refundable.
Interior and Exterior
Honda 175. 436-2418 Nice 1970 Ford F-100.
Residential
anytime.
See third house on right
Aubrey Moore
past Uncle Jeff's on
48. Auto Services
South 12th.
753-5252
4 Bridgestone 7.00 x 14
bias tires mounted on 6
Professional painting
lug Datsun or Luv
com
paperhanging.
wheels. 492-8730.
residential
mercial.
farm
interior-exterior
estimates.
buildings
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Thirty one years exGAS - Long bed S
perience. Carpenter
costes. Starremodeling
speed
building
Hwy. 121 S00%
and repairing annex on
_ _
Norm, Ky.
home and trailer. 436New and Used Art.
2253.
Ports, Batteries,
Toll painting lessons.
evenings
Mornings
rwes, WWII Covers,
DIESEL - Long belt
weekends. Degreed
Auto Accessories.
speed custom. Porlicensed instructor. For
ting at
more information call
Kay at 753-0713.
Will sharpen hand saws.
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.
49. Used Cars

Need Motorcycle
Tires?

82
111c1M3

KEY
AUTO PARTS

Trucks

ssus

753-5500

$6750

1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 2
air condition.
door
759-4645.
1972 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
759-1843.
1973 Buick fientury.
Good condition. $725.
Call after 5p.m.
753-2512.
1973 VW Super Beetle.
Newly rebuilt engine
excellent interior. $800.
Call 759-1946.
1975 VW Bug. Mint
condition. excellent gas
Call 753-9075
mileage
after 5p.m. Ask for
David Barton.

53. Services Offered
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753 2310.

SS. Feed and Seed
Hay large round bales.
$15. each. Call 382-2207.

56. Free Column
Free puppies. Call 7591094 after 5p.m.

No Mortgage Interest
Owner Financing
225 Acres Good Access 75 Tillable
Acres

Jam C. Neubauer
Real Estate

1974 Fiat, 35 MPG,
excellent condition.

•••

753-0101 Of 753-7531

1956

Chevrolet
pickup, excellent condition.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

1172 Ford Pickup,
LWII, good condition.
•••

225 L.P. Miller St. Is.km.cmiemlit caws.)

1919 Mode Carlo,
excellent condition.

753-7113

Carroll VW
Audi-Mazda

Specializing In Senior Citizens
L

1978 Caprice Classic
Wagon. Immaculate
loaded
condition
0
0
0
4
4
one owner 759
miles
4795 or 759 1267

Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3655
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urray Lions host Valentine party

Murray Lions Club had
its annual Valentine Party and Ladies Night Tuesday, Feb. 9, at Murray
Services for Mrs. High School cafeteria.
Clorene Farley were toSpecial awards were
day at 2:30 p.m. m the presented with David
chapel of J. H. Churchill Welker as chairman.
Funeral Home. The Rev. Among the awards was
Jack Jones officiated. one for perfect attenSharon Pierceall was dance for 38 years by M.
organist.
C. McCuiston. Paul
Pallbearers were Mike Mansfield, president,
Baker, Joe Pat Johnson, presided.
Charles Outland, Clyde
Entertainment was
M. C. McCUISTON, right, receives congratulaColson, Larry Armstrong presented by Murray
tions from Lion President Paul Mansfield for havand Max Farley. Burial High School Chorus, ing 38 years
of perfect attendance.
was in the Murray City directed by Joan Bowker,
Cemetery.
and Murray High School
In charge of party ar- chairmen, Hoyt and
Mrs. Farley, 77, 1651 Jazz Band, directed by rangements were John
Frances Wyatt and 0. B.
Ryan, died Tuesday at Paul Blackburn.
and Margaret Boone.
11:10 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

*FREE DELIVERY *EASY TERMS

Mrs. Farley's
rites today

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS

LOUISVILLE (AP Diana J. Taylor was named Thursday as news
editor for
Associated
Press in Kentucky.
Chief of Bureau Andrew Lippman, in making the appointment, said
Ms. Taylor would continue her duties in the
Frankfort bureau until
after the legislative session.
The 27-year -old
Maysville native succeeds William
Bergstrom, who will join
the wire service's
legislative teani
Frankfort.
Ms. Taylor, a graduate
of Eastern Kentucky
University, joined The
AP in 1976 and worked in
the Nashville, Tenn.,
bureau before transferring to Louisville in 1977.
She moved to Frankfort
in 1980.
Bergstrom returns ,to
Frankfort where he
covered the legislature
until moving to Louisville
in 1977.

LAMPS PICTURES
ACCESSO*16-

2

REG. Pea $351.15

OMB SIZES AVAILAW
JAMISON ANDSIMIlAR
MATTRESS
BOX SPRINGS

21

9911E5
G. SIZE

1-Marimont lounge, beige
velvet, plain skirt
299.95 1/4
2
1-Taylor-King Queen Ann
799.95 /
1
2 vas chair and ottoman.
1-tA1r1nsont Queen size
SW= blue antique velvet 499.95 /
12
straight line in beige corVs)
1 -Marimont English lounge,
89Y.95
*troy fabric
loose pillow back, orange,
1 -Jamison Queen size
beige and brown plaid
/4
2
299.95 1
modern style with arm
2-Marimont lounge chairs in
pillows in flame stitch HerHerculon
plaid of beige, tur12
colon earthtones
699.95 /
quoise and rest
299.95 /
1
2
1-Marimont Queen size roll
arm, green, beige and rust plaid
1/0) 1-Queen Ann wing back
799.95
EL ioveseat - fruitwood frame
1-Jamison Queen size loose
and peach velvet upholstery 369.95 back in copper
floral stripe with
1-Fairfteld attached back,
sold copper nylon
749.95
269.95 1//
2
1-Jamison Queen size Lawson
1 -Marimont Queen Ann wing,
style, attached back in beige
Azure
blue velvet with
and brown Hercules
549.95
mahogany legs
349.95 /
1
2

1

ENTERTAINMENT at Murray Lions Club Valentine Party and Ladies Night
was presented by Murray High School Chorus, top photo, and Murray High
School Jazz Band, bottom photo.

•-•n4

Y2

/
1
2

BEDROOMS

1-4 pc. Pina CANN
bed,
dresser witii I1 inirror,
chest or chest and night stand

member of a political and
racial minority in today's
Congress" with an administration that she said
was -cancelling the pasty
50 years of human progress in America."
It has become increasingly difficult to
carry the tragic
messages back from
Washington to the
jobless, homeless and
hopeless Brooklynites,"
Ms. Chisholm, 57, said in
a statement.
Without elaboration,
she said she planned to

• ••
"This is myfuneral,
it my retirement,"
a transitory

Fellini film to be shown
the last 20 years, "8' is
based on the life of a successful movie director
with a rich fantasy life.
Helen Roulston, assisFeb. 16, as
film tant professor of English
of the International Film and director of the InterFestival for 1981-82.
national Film Festival,
Free showings of the said "8'2" has become
138-minute, black-and- synonymous with
white motion picture autobiographical film
starring Marcello making.
Mastroianni are schedul"Serious students of the
ed at 2 and 7 p.m. in the cinema will not want to
University Center miss it," she added.
theater. Dr. David
The International Film
Earnest, assistant pro- Festival is partially fundfessor of English, will in- ed by the Student Governtroduce the movie.
ment Association and by
Often referred to as the the Department of
most influential film of Foreign Languages.

University on _Tuesday,
the sixth

.199.95

Hog minket
February 11.102
Kentucky Purchase Area 1kg Market
Report Includes 5 Buy ing Stations
Receipts Act 431 Est 500 Barrows & Gilts
unevenly steady to 25 higher Sows under
450 steady to 50 loner seer 450 1 50 2 50
lower
US 1-2 2103-1A0 lbs
$31 51-50.10 some 51 75
US 2200-25131bs
• be 50-51 Oe
US 2-3250.273 lbs
$45 30-3030
Sows
1-2270-354
lbs
US
$40.50-42 50
US 1-3 300450 lbs
$41.541-44 50
US 1-3 451-501 lbs
$414.511-47.50
US 1-3 50450 lbs
$47.50-54.0$ nose 54.50
US 2-3 3110-500151
$411141.50
Boars 13-35

is bea

Industrial Average

CE F Fluid

C.C.e..\511

hojO

CLAC

1-1Aarimont Queen Sze roll

111.111111--

- 12.0

4-t-vs)s OA a

0.6 $ne.v.) Spo,vviTre4lczi•
Ok..

CUACL10.1'41

back round arm Lawson. Solid
899.95
gold texture

Murray, Ky.
Limit 10

QOM.
,

V6
7
-

I

1999.05

1.8 pc. Manor House cherry,
Queen Ann design, oval
2 arm chairs, 4 side
3295.00
diairs and lighted chine

1-5 "pc. abite wrought iron
Ow tap tale, 4 Nine and
addte aphelstered chairs

1/2

i2

-

540.9$

1-8 pc. Williams Oak, Chippendale design, bevel glass
lighted china, double
pedestal table, 2 Arbon bock
ann chairs and 4 matching
side chairs
3099.00
1-11 pc. eek,,Garntry French

_phi& top oval
taie,*cam back chairs and
iargaiebtad china
2699.95

1999.95
1199.95

2-Steamer trunks (2 drawer)

black or white

24i94 /

1-Table desk-1068W
brass gallery

2119.15

.

I -Henredon desk chest flip
top mahogany, 18th century
1
825.00
inlaid with brass hardware

1 -Lowboy, mahogany, shell
carved drawer front and claw
775.00 !/(di
foot
1-listienol 4 drawer chest,
parquet pecan, trimmed in brass

625.00

/
1
2

1-Fairfield Lawson, logs
• 1/
dark green floral, beige and
11019.95
pup Amides

cDonald's
n;40;;•;%..

1-Jamien Queen size loose
Mow . back in copper
grand floral stripe with
749.95
bin,.oilend ream
I-Maison Queen Size Lawson
Sight, attached bock in beige
549.95
lad brown Hercelon

itticked bock, bill; bias
699.95
end rest stripe
1-Modern multi pillow back in
799.95
grey beige nylon velvet

Treat Your Sweetheart To--

MATTHEWS

y

1-Marimoat Contemporary
lease pillow bock in beige
699.95
texture, also arm pillows

Oc

kited china

.

799.0$

•

16int

_

1-Clayton Marcus attached

Buy Any
Regular L1/4
Hamburger
For Only

4iv).

y2

arm, green, beige and rust plaid

Feb. 14

FiLC:[(43°S0 - 'LA 0.A.f Ot)11

899.95

/
12
/
1
2

---------.69t95

This Sunday

••

1-Mariment &teen Size
straight ren bk beige cor"
duroy fabric
1 - J a m isot Safes Size
modern style milk arm
in flame ntlIkihrr.
Earth Tones

VALENTINE
SPECIAL
41, as\

SOFAS

Stock market,
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GAY
CaifirlYloanies
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublein
1 M
Jerit o
Kmart
Pell wall
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wendy's

1-8 pc. Stanley pearls, oval
table, cane back chairs and

1399695 tele,

scorns
the disadvantaged,"

despite

. Federico Fellini's
critically acclaimed film
titled "842" will be shown
twice at Murray State

1299.90

1-3 pc. Sumter bard rock
24 delegates.
magilp,
bed, dresser and
She leveled a sharp
'f
l
parting blow at President
ON died 1299.95
chest
and
aAr
Reagan and the conser1-3 pc. Dixie rustic oak,
vatives that now control
much of Congress and the
paid hardboard, dresser and
federal government.
"lay mirror. Also door chest
"A stimulative compassionate role for the
1199-95
federal government
replaced by
philosophy of in-lamina Oven Size Erik.
dividualistic selfishness
.
which
American, nylon velvet fiend
or ignores
she
799.93
in rust,!penal& nob hems
sait
1-

ing

/
1 2

mod mirror, 6 drasvar-Ant and drawer night stand
2049.011.

other .careers" 1072 convention with only

"pursue
and "return to -14- move
private existence."
not
foils
she said. -It is
phase in my life."
A former teacher and
educational consultant,
Ms. Chisholm was first
elected to Congress in
1968 - aftec serving
several terms in the New
York legislature.
In 1972, she sought her
party's presidential
nomination, trying to put
together a coalition of
blacks, feminists and
other minorities. But,
an energetic campaign in early-primary
states, she went to the

/
1
2

1-Marimont wing in beige
cotton floral
299.9;

1-4 pc. Dixie malregnay,
18th century desiptliiiifiar
bed, inlaid wood top dresser

Chisholm will not se.ek re-election

DV1 S10t_

PRICE

KIMBALL PIANOS
AND ORGANS
AIL REDUCED FOR
THIS SALE
MINESUCTION

1-Jamison Queen size Early
American, nylon velvet floral
in rust, brown and earth tones

The

WASHINGTON (AP)Rep. Shirley Chisholm,
D-N.Y, saying her job
had become "tedious and
frustrating," announced
today she will not seek reelection this year to the
seat she has held for 19
years.
"My energy remains
high and my spirit needs
new outlets," said Ms.
Chisholm, who unsuccessfully sought the
Democratic presidential
nomination in 1972.
She said she could no
longer work as -as a

•

This is only a partial list. Many other items not advertised!

and Judy Nina,

Diana Taylor
news editor
for state AP

.E

IF IJ_IFt I%1 'T ILJ

1 -Marimont, beige corduroy,
loose pillow heck, high arm
799.95 /
12
with 4 arm palm
1-2 pc. 64 AilIrrialll wing
beck. Mut wood trim, Herculon plaid in green, brown
12
999.95 /
•
and beige
7.

1-Brandt sofa table, oak with
439.95
3 drawers and burl top
1-3 Pc. Italian Cherry table
grasping- 2 two drawer com599.85
modes, one cocktail table

/
12

/
12
1-Bartmlisatioduri anti".
12
-,WoksIOW and hock 299.95 /
1 -Oak . server - spindel
gallery, slate top
545.00 /
12
1-Stsdent desk, red fermica
trunk design, brass nail trim 349.95 /
12
1 -Brandt wine commie,
cherry, French design, 1 drawer
450.00

•
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COPY AVAILABLE

BEST
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